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Killing Jesus
A History
Bill O'Reilly
The third book in Bill O’Reilly’s multimillion bestselling Killing
series, Killing Jesus delivers the story of Jesus’s crucifixion as
it’s never been told before.
Sixteen million readers have been thrilled by Bill O’Reilly and Martin
Dugard’s Killing series, page-turning works of nonfiction that have changed
the way we read history.

H I S T O RY
St. Martin's Griffin | 4/4/2017
9781250142207 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 304 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Henry Holt
Translation rights: Henry Holt
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9780805098549
Ebook ISBN: 9780805098556
Audio ISBN: 9781427233325

Now the anchor of The O’Reilly Factor, the highest-rated cable news show in
the country, details the events leading up to the murder of the most
influential man who ever lived: Jesus of Nazareth. Nearly two thousand years
after this beloved and controversial young revolutionary was brutally killed by
Roman soldiers, more than 2.2 billion people attempt to follow his teachings
and believe he is God. In this fascinating and fact-based account of Jesus’s life
and times, Julius Caesar, Cleopatra, Caesar Augustus, Herod the Great, Pontius
Pilate, and John the Baptist are among the many legendary historical figures
who rise up off the page. Killing Jesus not only takes readers inside this most
volatile epoch, it also recounts the seismic political and historical events that
made Jesus’s death inevitable—and changed the world forever.
PR A I SE

Praise for The Killing Series:
“All the suspense and drama of a popular thriller.” —The Christian Science
Monitor
“If Grisham wrote a novel about April 1865...it might well read like Killing
Lincoln.” —Peter J. Boyer, Newsweek
“Immersively written…Mr. O’Reilly and Mr. Dugard succeed in investing a
familiar national tragedy with fresh anguish…A powerful historical précis.”
—The New York Times
BILL O’REILLY is the anchor of The O’Reilly Factor, the highest-rated cable news show in
the country. He is the author of many number-one bestselling books, including Killing
Lincoln, Killing Kennedy, Killing Jesus, Killing Patton, Killing Reagan, and Killing the
Rising Sun.
MARTIN DUGARD is the New York Times bestselling author of several books of history. He
and his wife live in Southern California with their three sons.
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The Weekenders
A Novel
Mary Kay Andrews
A delightful novel by the New York Times bestselling author of
Beach Town.

FI C T I O N / C O N T E M P O RARY
WO M EN
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/2/2017
9781250065964 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 464 pages | Carton Qty: 464
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Plus one 8-page color insert consisting of an
excerpt from The Beach House Cookbook
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250065940
Audio ISBN: 9781427272256
Audio ISBN: 9781427272270
Ebook ISBN: 9781466872929

M AR K E T I N G

Online Publicity
Online Advertising Campaign
Major Social Media Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Discussion Guide Available Bound in
Book
Discussion Guide Available Online
Reading Group Gold Promotion
Book Reporter Book Club Promotions
Special Backlist Offer Available
Author Website:
www.MaryKayAndrews.com
Active on Facebook:
www.Facebook.com/MaryKayAndrewsAuthor
(124,519 likes)
Active on Twitter: @mkayandrews (4,488
followers)

Some people stay all summer long on the idyllic island of Belle Isle, North
Carolina. Others come only for the weekends—and the mix between the
regulars and “the weekenders” can sometimes make the sparks fly. Riley
Griggs has a season of good times with friends and family ahead of her on
Belle Isle when things take an unexpected turn. While waiting for her husband
to arrive on the ferry one Friday afternoon, Riley is confronted by a process
server who thrusts papers into her hand. And her husband is nowhere to be
found.
So she turns to her island friends for help and support, but it turns out that
each of them has their own secrets, and the clock is ticking as the mystery
deepens...in a murderous way. Cocktail parties aside, Riley must find a way to
investigate the secrets of Belle Island, the husband she might not really know,
and the summer that could change everything.
PR A I SE

“Andrews’ novels are the epitome of relaxing yet involving summer reads, and her
latest is no exception… Andrews blends romance, intrigue, and soap-opera-like
twists in this entertaining novel about a gossipy beach town.” —Booklist
“Andrews has this ‘perfect beach read’ label down pat — and then some. The
Weekenders is not just good, it is beyond good… Summer doesn’t truly begin
without a Mary Kay Andrews book in your beach bag, so here is another winner
and Top Pick just for you.” —RT Book Reviews (Top Pick, 4 ½ stars)
“One of the many books you'll want to keep in your beach bag this season.”
—PopSugar
MARY KAY ANDREWS is The New York Times bestselling author of Beach Town, Save the
Date, Ladies’ Night, Spring Fever, Summer Rental, The Fixer Upper, Deep Dish, Blue
Christmas, Savannah Breeze, Hissy Fit, Little Bitty Lies, and Savannah Blues. A former
journalist for The Atlanta Journal Constitution, she lives in Atlanta, Georgia.

AL S O AVA ILABL E
Beach Town: A Novel
5/2016 | 9781250065957
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
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A Great Reckoning
A Novel
Louise Penny
The latest #1 New York Times bestselling novel in Louise
Penny’s renowned series featuring Chief Inspector Armand
Gamache.

FI C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
D E T E C T I V E / T RAD I T I O N AL
Minotaur Books | 5/2/2017
9781250022110 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 416 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Subrights: UK Rights: Teresa Chris Literary
Agency
Translation Rights: Teresa Chris
Other Available Formats:
Mass Market ISBN: 9781250130747
Audio ISBN: 9781427274380
Ebook ISBN: 9781250022127
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250022134

When an intricate old map is found stuffed into the walls of the bistro in
Three Pines, it at first seems no more than a curiosity. But the closer the
villagers look, the stranger it becomes. Given to Armand Gamache, the
former Chief of Homicide for the Sûreté du Québec, as a gift the first day of
his new job, the map eventually leads him to shattering secrets. To an old
friend and older adversary. To four young cadets in the Sûreté academy and a
dead professor. And, with the body, a copy of the old, odd map.
The focus of the investigation soon turns to Gamache himself, his possible
involvement in the crime, and his mysterious relationship with Amelia
Choquet, one of the cadets. The frantic search for answers takes the
investigators back to Three Pines and a stained glass window with its own
horrific secrets.
For both Amelia Choquet and Armand Gamache, the time has come for a
great reckoning.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Louise Penny pulls back the layers to
reveal a brilliant and emotionally powerful truth in her latest spellbinding
novel.

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
National Online Publicity
Online Advertising Campaign
Print Advertising Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Author Website: LouisePenny.com
Promotion on GamacheSeries.com
Griffin Select

PR A I SE

“Deep and grand and altogether extraordinary....Miraculous.” —The Washington
Post
“Artful… powerful… magical.” —The New York Times Book Review
“Suspenseful.” —O, the Oprah Magazine

AL S O AVA ILABL E
The Nature of the Beast: A Chief Inspector
Gamache Novel
8/2015 | 9781250022080
Hardcover | $27.99 / $32.50 Can.
The Long Way Home: A Chief Inspector
Gamache Novel
7/2015 | 9781250022059
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.

“Superb.” —People
LOUISE PENNY is the #1 New York Times and Globe and Mail bestselling author of eleven
previous Chief Inspector Armand Gamache novels. She has won numerous awards, including a
CWA Dagger and the Agatha Award (five times) and was a finalist for the Edgar Award for Best
Novel. She lives in a small village south of Montréal.

How the Light Gets In: A Chief Inspector
Gamache Novel
7/2014 | 9781250047274
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.
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A Novel
John Hart
“Hart has taken it to another level…read this novel.” —David
Baldacci
Imagine:
A boy with a gun waits for the man who killed his mother.
A troubled detective confronts her past in the aftermath of a brutal shooting.
FI C T I O N / T H R ILL E R S / CR I M E
A Thomas Dunne Book for St. Martin's Griffin
| 5/9/2017
9781250132116 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 432 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: John Murray
Translation Rights: SMP
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9780312380366
Ebook ISBN: 9781250022912
Audio ISBN: 9781427275738
Audio ISBN: 9781427275745

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
National Online Publicity
CriminalElement.com Promotion
Author Website/Blog:
http://www.JohnHartFiction.com
Author Facebook: /JohnHartAuthor
Griffin Select

AL S O AVA ILABL E
The Last Child: A Novel
3/2016 | 9780312380335
Mass Market | $9.99 / $11.99 Can.

After thirteen years in prison, a good cop walks free. But for how long?
And deep in the forest, on the altar of an abandoned church, the unthinkable
has just happened…
This is a town on the brink. This is a road with no mercy.
Over 2 million copies of his books in print. Every book a New York Times
bestseller. Since his debut bestseller, The King of Lies, reviewers across the
country have heaped praise on John Hart, comparing his writing to that of
Pat Conroy, Cormac McCarthy and Scott Turow. With each novel Hart has
climbed higher on the New York Times bestseller list, with his last two
books—The Last Child and Iron House—landing squarely in the top ten. His
masterful writing and assured evocation of place have won readers around the
world and earned history’s only consecutive Edgar Awards for Best Novel.
Redemption Road is John Hart’s most powerful story yet.
PR A I SE

“People in publishing have always known that John Hart can flat-out write. His
prose conjures comparisons with James Lee Burke in its sultry, melodious alchemy.
With Redemption Road Hart has taken it to another level. The prologue is heartwrenching and the chapters thereafter pull you in like matter to a black hole. Read
this novel. And then go back and read all of his others. He’s that good.” — David
Baldacci, #1 New York Times bestselling author
"There’s no easier way to say it: Redemption Road is simply great writing." - Brad
Meltzer, #1 New York Times Bestselling Author
"John Hart writes like a poet, and I couldn’t put down this novel, an ...
JOHN HART is the author of five New York Times bestsellers, Redemption Road, The King of
Lies, Down River, The Last Child, and Iron House. The only author in history to win the best
novel Edgar® Award for consecutive novels, John has also won the Barry Award and
England’s Steel Dagger Award for best thriller of the year. His books have been translated
into twenty-nine languages and can be found in over fifty countries.
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Behind Closed Doors
B. A. Paris
The New York Times bestseller and runaway UK bestseller,
with 30 territories sold world wide, about a seemingly perfect
marriage and a terrifying web of deceit.
Jack Angel has looks and wealth; his wife Grace has charm and elegance. He’s
a dedicated attorney who has never lost a case; she is a flawless homemaker, a
masterful gardener and cook, and dotes on her disabled younger sister. Though
they are still newlyweds, they seem to have it all. You might not want to like
them, but you do. You’re hopelessly charmed by the easy and comfort of
their home, by the graciousness of the dinner parties they throw. You’d like
to get to know Grace better.
FI C T I O N / T H R ILL E R S /
P S YC H O L O G I CAL
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/30/2017
9781250132369 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 304 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: Harlequin UK/MIRA
Translation: Darley Anderson Agency
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250121004
Ebook ISBN: 9781250121011
Audio ISBN: 9781427281883
Audio ISBN: 9781427281890

M AR K E T I N G

But it’s difficult, because you realize Jack and Grace are inseparable.
Some might call this true love. Others might wonder why Grace never answers
the phone. Or why she can never meet for coffee, even though she doesn’t
work. How she can cook such elaborate meals but remain so slim. Or why she
never seems to take anything with her when she leaves the house, not even a
pen. Or why there are such high-security metal shutters on all the downstairs
windows.
PR A I SE

“A hair-raising debut...both unsettling and addictive. A chilling thriller that will
keep you reading long into the night.” —Mary Kubica, New York Times and USA
Today bestselling author of The Good Girl

Griffin Select

“This is one readers won’t be able to put down.” —Booklist (starred review)
“In British author Paris’s gripping debut...a ticking clock propels this
claustrophobic cat-and-mouse tale toward its grisly, gratifying conclusion.”
—Publishers Weekly
B. A. PARIS grew up in England but has spent most of her adult life in France. She has worked
both in finance and as a teacher and has five daughters. Behind Closed Doors is her first novel.
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The Prada Plan 5
Ashley Antoinette
The new novel in the explosive, addictive New York Times
bestselling Prada Plan series by Ashley Antoinette!
In this explosive addition to the New York Times bestselling series, Ashley
Antoinette brings you pain, pleasure, love, hate, as YaYa struggles to hold it
all together before life blows up in her face.
Disaya finally has it all. The man she fought for is hers at last. Her name is
Mrs. Indie Perkins and their daughter is safe. Leah is gone. Life is supposed to
be good. So why isn’t she satisfied? Why does life suddenly seem so bitter?
YaYa’s Prada Plan had worked but with the riches comes pain.
FI C T I O N / AFR I CA N A M E R I CA N /
U RBA N
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/16/2017
9781250134493 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 304 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: United Talent Agency
Translation: United Talent Agency

She and Indie have grown apart, and with Parker now a permanent fixture in
their lives, Indie is pressured to juggle it all. But YaYa’s patience is running
thin. Indie is loving her wrong. Her life isn’t what she wants. Her Prada Plan
has changed…and now, it’s time to pursue a plan B in order to get what she
really wants…
PR A I SE

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Advertising
Early Reader Review Campaign
Bookseller Outreach
Blog Outreach
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Active on Facebook: /AshleyAntoinette,
12k likes
Consumer Buzz Campaign
Active on Twitter: @novelista, 11K
followers
Author Website: ashleyantoinette.com

“Caution… Will leave you breathless. It’s that intense.” —Essence Magazine on
LUXE
ASHLEY ANTOINETTE is one of the most successful female writers of her time. The feminine
half of the popular married duo, Ashley and JaQuavis, she has co-written over 40 novels.
Several of her titles have hit The New York Times bestsellers list, but she is most widely
regarded for her racy four-book saga, The Prada Plan. Born in Flint, MI, she was bred with an
innate street sense that she uses as motivation in her crime filled writings.
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Will Shortz Presents Sweet
Sudoku
200 Easy to Hard Puzzles
Will Shortz
200 easy to hard sudoku puzzles!
Solving sudoku is one of life’s simple pleasures! And this latest
collection of fun puzzles is perfect for fans looking for stress-free solving.

GAMES / SUDOKU
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/16/2017
9781250133281 | $10.99 / $15.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages
7.1 in H | 5 in W

Features:
- Puzzles of all difficulty levels
- Big grids for easy solving
- Introduction by legendary puzzlemaster Will Shortz
WILL SHORTZ has been crossword editor of The New York Times since 1993. He is also the
puzzlemaster on NPR’s Weekend Edition Sunday and the founder and director of the annual
American Crossword Puzzle Tournament.
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The New York Times Best of the
Week Series: Saturday
Crosswords
50 Challenging Puzzles
The New York Times
A collection of Saturday puzzles in a convenient spiral binding.
Are you up for the challenge?
G A M E S / CR O S S W O RD S
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/16/2017
9781250133236 | $11.99 / $16.99 Can.
Spiral Bound | 64 pages | Carton Qty: 80
11 in H | 8.5 in W

Many puzzle fans love the deviously difficult Saturday crossword! It’s the
hardest puzzle around and once you’ve conquered it you’re a true
puzzlemaster!
Features:
- 50 New York Times Saturday crosswords.
- Edited by crossword legend Will Shortz
- Convenient spiral binding for easy solving
WILL SHORTZ, puzzle editor of The New York Times since 1993, also founded and directs the
annual American Crossword Puzzle Tournament and the World Puzzle Championship. He is
the Puzzlemaster for NPR’s “Weekend Edition Sunday.” Shortz lives in Pleasantville, New
York.
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The New York Times Best of the
Week Series: Friday Crosswords
50 Medium-Level Puzzles
The New York Times
A NEW day of the week series in a convenient spiral bound
cover.

G A M E S / CR O S S W O RD S
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/16/2017
9781250133229 | $11.99 / $16.99 Can.
Spiral Bound | 64 pages | Carton Qty: 80
11 in H | 8.5 in W

You know you’re a seasoned puzzle solver when you can crack the tricky New
York Times Friday crossword. This latest volume of our favorite day series
collects all your favorite Friday puzzles.
Features:
- Convenient spiral binding for easy solving
- 50 challenging puzzles
- Fun clues and fresh vocabulary
WILL SHORTZ, puzzle editor of The New York Times since 1993, also founded and directs the
annual American Crossword Puzzle Tournament and the World Puzzle Championship. He is
the Puzzlemaster for NPR’s “Weekend Edition Sunday.” Shortz lives in Pleasantville, New
York.
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The New York Times Best of the
Week Series: Thursday
Crosswords
50 Medium-Level Puzzles
The New York Times
A NEW day of the week series with a convenient spiral binding.

G A M E S / CR O S S W O RD S
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/16/2017
9781250133212 | $11.99 / $16.99 Can.
Spiral Bound | 64 pages | Carton Qty: 80
11 in H | 8.5 in W

You know you’re a seasoned puzzle solver when you can crack the tricky,
outside-the-box New York Times Thursday crossword! This volume collects all
your favorite Thursday puzzles in one big, spiral-bound edition.
Features:
- Fifty of the Times’s Thursday, medium level crosswords
- Fun wordplay!
- Covered spiral binding for easy spine-out shelving.
WILL SHORTZ has been the crossword puzzle editor of The New York Times since 1993. Mr.
Shortz founded both the American Crossword Puzzle Tournament, where he serves as director,
and the World Puzzle Championship, where he is the captain of the U.S. team. He is the current
Puzzlemaster for “Weekend Edition Sunday” on National Public Radio.
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The New York Times Best of the
Week Series: Wednesday
Crosswords
50 Medium-Level Puzzles
The New York Times
A NEW day of the week series with a convenient spiral binding.

G A M E S / CR O S S W O RD S
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/16/2017
9781250133205 | $11.99 / $16.99 Can.
Spiral Bound | 64 pages | Carton Qty: 80
11 in H | 8.5 in W

Wednesday might be humdrum in the office but if you’re a crossword solver, a
Wednesday puzzle will always keep you on your toes! This volume collects all
your favorite medium level Wednesday puzzles in one big, spiral-bound
edition.
Features:
- Fifty of the Times’s Wednesday, medium level crosswords
- Puzzles that are not only fun but completely solvable by all puzzlers, from
beginner to expert
- Covered spiral binding for easy spine-out shelving.
WILL SHORTZ has been the crossword puzzle editor of The New York Times since 1993. Mr.
Shortz founded both the American Crossword Puzzle Tournament, where he serves as director,
and the World Puzzle Championship, where he is the captain of the U.S. team. He is the current
Puzzlemaster for “Weekend Edition Sunday” on National Public Radio.
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The New York Times Best of the
Week Series: Tuesday
Crosswords
50 Easy Puzzles
The New York Times
A NEW day of the week series with a convenient spiral binding.

G A M E S / CR O S S W O RD S
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/16/2017
9781250133199 | $11.99 / $16.99 Can.
Spiral Bound | 64 pages | Carton Qty: 80
11 in H | 8.5 in W

Tuesday puzzles are fun and easy and now they’re even easier to solve in this
series with big, spiral-bound covers.
Features:
- Fifty of the Times’s Tuesday crosswords, their easiest of the week
- Puzzles that are not only fun but completely solvable by all puzzlers, from
beginner to expert
- Covered spiral binding for easy spine-out shelving.
WILL SHORTZ has been the crossword puzzle editor of The New York Times since 1993. Mr.
Shortz founded both the American Crossword Puzzle Tournament, where he serves as director,
and the World Puzzle Championship, where he is the captain of the U.S. team. He is the current
Puzzlemaster for “Weekend Edition Sunday” on National Public Radio.
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The New York Times Best of the
Week Series: Monday
Crosswords
50 Easy Puzzles
The New York Times
A NEW day of the week series in a convenient spiral bound
cover.
G A M E S / CR O S S W O RD S
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/16/2017
9781250133243 | $11.99 / $16.99 Can.
Spiral Bound | 64 pages
11 in H | 8.5 in W

Everybody loves easy Monday crosswords and solving is even easier now with
this new big, spiral-bound series!
Features:
- Fifty of the Times’s Monday crosswords, their easiest of the week
- Puzzles that are not only fun but completely solvable by all puzzlers, from
beginner to expert
- Covered spiral binding for easy spine-out shelving.
WILL SHORTZ has been the crossword puzzle editor of The New York Times since 1993. Mr.
Shortz founded both the American Crossword Puzzle Tournament, where he serves as director,
and the World Puzzle Championship, where he is the captain of the U.S. team. He is the current
Puzzlemaster for “Weekend Edition Sunday” on National Public Radio.
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Romantic Country: The Third
Tale
A Fantasy Coloring Book
Eriy

G A M E S / AC T I V I T Y B O O K S
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/2/2017
9781250133830 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Paperback | 96 pages
9.8 in H | 9.8 in W
Includes illustrations throughout, plus an interactive
pull-out poster
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: Graphic-Sha

M AR K E T I N G

Online Promotion
Blog Outreach Campaign
Social Media Campaign

The third in the successful Romantic Country coloring book
series—over 40,000 copies sold!
Cheerful rural villages, forests, lakeside scenery, and magical people await you
and your colored pencils in this follow-up to Romantic Country: A Fantasy
Coloring Book and Romantic Country: The Second Tale by Japanese
illustrator Eriy, who uses an ink-dipped toothpick to draw each intricate
design. Inside are pages and pages of provincial delights for you to bring to
life through coloring: magical forests filled with fairies, delightful town squares
bustling with people, whimsical village scenes, charming castles with
towers—and so much more, sure to delight people of all ages.
Romantic Country: The Third Tale will whisk you away to a black-and-white
fantasy land that you can bring to colorful life.
ERIY attended Musashino Art University in Tokyo and began working as an illustrator when
in school. Now a freelance illustrator, Eriy uses a toothpick as her main drawing tool.

AL S O AVA ILABL E
Mysterious Planets: A Coloring Book
12/2016 | 9781250117274
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Romantic Country: The Second Tale: A
Fantasy Coloring Book
12/2016 | 9781250117281
Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Romantic Country: A Fantasy Coloring Book
3/2016 | 9781250094469
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.
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You Don't Have to Be a Shark
Creating Your Own Success
Robert Herjavec with John Lawrence Reynolds
The WSJ and international bestseller from a Shark Tank star: a
business book that transcends the business world, teaching
the art of persuasion to get ahead in our personal and
professional lives

BU SI N E S S & ECO N O M ICS /
P E R S O N AL S U CC E S S
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/30/2017
9781250130822 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 288 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250092236
Ebook ISBN: 9781250092243
Audio ISBN: 9781427275998
Audio ISBN: 9781427276001

M AR K E T I N G

Online Publicity
Online Promotion
Blog Outreach
Author Twitter: @RobertHerjavec (617k
followers)
Author Website: robertherjavec.com

Many people assume that effective sales ability demands a unique personality
and an aggressive attitude. It’s not true, and Robert Herjavec is proof. Known
as the “Nice Shark” on the ABC’s hit show Shark Tank, Robert Herjavec is
consistently selected the most popular “shark” by viewers, who respond to his
affable nature. He has developed an honest and genuine approach to life and
selling that has set him apart from his cut-throat colleagues, and rewarded him
with a degree of wealth measured in hundreds of millions of dollars and a level
of fame and respect that most people can only imagine.
In You Don’t Have to Be a Shark, Robert transcends pure sales technique and
teaches the “non-businessperson” what he or she needs to know in order to
sell him or herself successfully. We are each our own greatest asset, and in
order to achieve our goals, we need to be able to communicate with others,
position ourselves, and even look the part. Robert’s philosophy is simple:
great salespeople are made, not born, and no one achieves success in life
without knowing how to sell. Entertaining, enlightening and effective, You
Don’t Have to Be a Shark will reveal the secrets of one of North America’s
most successful businessmen, who also happens to be one of today’s most
prominent TV personalities. All is delivered in a friendly, down-to-earth
manner and filled with anecdotes and observations to support its hard-nosed
advice.
PR A I SE

“Robert Herjavec’s journey proves that with hard work, perseverance and the
ability to sell yourself, anyone can create their own success.” —Daymond John,
entrepreneur and star of Shark Tank
“You Don’t Have to Be a Shark is packed with stellar advice from page one
onwards! It’s a must-read for both budding and savvy entrepreneurs alike.”
—Barbara Corcoran, entrepreneur and star of Shark Tank
ROBERT HERJAVEC is the author of Driven and The Will to Win, both international
bestsellers. In addition to his regular spot on Shark Tank, Robert Herjavec is a popular guest
on local and network TV.
JOHN LAWRENCE REYNOLDS is the award-winning author of more than two dozen fiction
and non-fiction works bearing the names of corporate CEOs, politicians, and celebrities. His
awards include a National Business Book Award and two Arthur Ellis Awards for Best
Mystery Novel.
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I'm Fascinated by Sacrifice Flies
Inside the Game We All Love
Tim Kurkjian, Foreword by George F. Will
The New York Times bestselling book of hilarious and insightful
tales from the world of professional baseball by ESPN baseball
analyst Tim Kurkjian.

S P O R T S & R E CR E AT I O N /
BA S E BALL / E S S AYS &
WRITI N G S
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/2/2017
9781250129895 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 256 pages | Carton Qty: 32
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: Translation Rights: Ross Yoon Agency
UK Rights: Ross Yoon Agency
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250077936
Ebook ISBN: 9781466890275

M AR K E T I N G

National TV Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity

ESPN baseball commentator Tim Kurkjian is fascinated by sacrifice flies. In
fact, he is fascinated by so many aspects of baseball that he’s written a book
to show baseball fans where this fascination comes from and how they, too,
can find it. In the aftermath of the Steroid Era that stained the game, at a
time when so many players are so rich and therefore have a sense of
entitlement that they haven’t earned, Kurkjian shows readers how to love the
game more than ever, with incredible insight and stories that are hilarious,
heartbreaking, and revealing.
From what Pete Rose was doing in the batting cage a few minutes after getting
out of prison, to why everyone strikes out these days and why no one seems
to care, I’m Fascinated by Sacrifice Flies will surprise even longtime baseball
fans. Tim explains the fear factor in the game and what it feels like to get hit
by a pitch; Adam LaRoche wanted to throw up in the batter’s box. He
examines the game’s superstitions, from Eliot Johnson’s choice of bubble
gum, to a poker chip in Sean Burnett’s back pocket. He unearths the
unwritten rules of the game, takes readers inside ESPN, and reveals how Tony
Gwynn made baseball so much more fun to watch.
And, of course, Tim will explain to readers why he is fascinated by sacrifice
flies.
PR A I SE

AL S O AVA ILABL E
Is This a Great Game, or What?: From A-Rod's
Heart to Zim's Head--My 25 Years in Baseball
5/2008 | 9780312362249
Trade Paperback | $17.99 / $19.99 Can.

“Don’t read this book on a night flight—your laughter will keep the whole plane
awake. A delightful, insightful font of baseball lore, wisdom and, above all,
dazzling humor. Tim Kurkjian’s life is baseball—and after reading this wonderful
book, you’ll wish it was yours.” —Dr. Charles Krauthammer
“Tim Kurkjian’s enthusiasm for all things baseball is infectious . . . . Kurkjian
has come to know every nook and cranny of the game, and comes armed with a
full arsenal of hilarious anecdotes. When not sharing rib-tickling stories, he delves
into a variety of insider topics.” —The Christian Science Monitor
TIM KURKJIAN has been a baseball writer, reporter, analyst and host at ESPN for over 18
years. A senior writer at ESPN The Magazine and ESPN.com, he has been a regular on
Baseball Tonight and Sportscenter for all 18 years.
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Coloring Shakespeare
Over 30 Stunning Illustrations from Shakespeare’s Most
Famous Sonnets and Speeches
Judy Stevens

G A M E S / AC T I V I T Y B O O K S
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/2/2017
9781250129925 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 64 pages
11.3 in H | 10.3 in W
Includes 28 black-and-white illustrations
Subrights: UK Rights: Elwin Street
Translation Rights: Elwin Street

M AR K E T I N G

Online Promotion
Blog Outreach Campaign
Social Media Campaign

AL S O AVA ILABL E
Animals: A Mini Mindful Coloring Book
10/2016 | 9781250117212
Trade Paperback | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.

A coloring book featuring illustrations inspired and
accompanied by William Shakespeare’s most celebrated
poems and quotations.
The works of Shakespeare remain unsurpassed in their ability to capture the
subtleties of human emotion and the intricacies of love. In this new coloring
book by talented illustrator Judy Stevens, Shakespeare’s most beautiful poems
and prose are illustrated and ready to be brought to life with your gel pens or
colored pencils. Containing 28 well-known excerpts from Romeo and Juliet,
Hamlet, Twelfth Night, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, The Merchant of Venice,
and As You like It as well as Sonnets 18 (“Shall I Compare Thee to a
Summer’s Day?”) and 23 (“As an unperfect actor on the stage”), among
others, this is a delightful collection of Shakespeare’s words of love, humor,
consolation, and jubilation illustrated especially for creative and romantic
souls.
JUDY STEVENS has worked as an illustrator for many years on children’s books, cookbooks,
and advertising, and is a regular contributor to The Guardian, Observer, and other magazines.
She lives in Brighton, UK.
SIMON CALLOW is a veteran stage and screen actor who has appeared in such critically
acclaimed films as Amadeus, Four Weddings and a Funeral, and Shakespeare in Love. Most
recently he stars in the Starz hit TV show Outlander.

Birds: A Mini Mindful Coloring Book
10/2016 | 9781250117229
Trade Paperback | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Waterlife: A Mini Mindful Coloring Book
10/2016 | 9781250117236
Trade Paperback | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
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The New York Times Best of the
Week Series: Sunday
Crosswords
50 Extra Large Puzzles
The New York Times
The last book in our NEW day of the week series!
Are Sundays your favorite?

G A M E S / CR O S S W O RD S
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/16/2017
9781250135681 | $11.99 / $16.99 Can.
Spiral Bound | 64 pages | Carton Qty: 80
11 in H | 8.5 in W

We finish our “Best of the Week Series” up with a collection of the
luxuriously long Sunday crosswords! This extra large puzzle is many crossword
fans’ favorite!
Features:
- 50 New York Times Sunday crosswords.
- Edited by crossword legend Will Shortz
- Convenient spiral binding for easy solving.
WILL SHORTZ, puzzle editor of The New York Times since 1993, also founded and directs the
annual American Crossword Puzzle Tournament and the World Puzzle Championship. He is
the Puzzlemaster for NPR’s “Weekend Edition Sunday.” Shortz lives in Pleasantville, New
York.
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Mockingbird
A Portrait of Harper Lee
Charles J. Shields
An extensively revised and updated edition of the bestselling
biography of Harper Lee, reframed from the perspective of the
recent publication of Lee's Go Set a Watchman
To Kill a Mockingbird—the twentieth century's most widely read American
novel—has sold thirty million copies and still sells a million yearly. In this
in-depth biography, first published in 2006, Charles J. Shields brings to life the
woman who gave us two of American literature's most unforgettable
characters, Atticus Finch and his daughter, Scout.
B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ LI T E RARY
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/2/2017
9781250097712 | $17.99 / $20.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 448 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Includes one 8-page black-and-white photograph
section
Subrights: First Serial, Second Serial, Audio, Book
Club, Reprint
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250115836
Ebook ISBN: 9781250119452
Trade Paperback ISBN: 9780805083194

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Paperback tie-in: Go Set a Watchman
Online Promotion
Author Website: www.charlesjshields.net
Author Twitter: @charlesjshields

Now, ten years after its initial publication—with revisions throughout the
book and a new epilogue—Shields finishes the story of Harper Lee's life, up to
its end. There's her former agent getting her to transfer the copyright for To
Kill a Mockingbird to him, the death of Lee's dear sister Alice, a fuller
portrait of Lee’s editor, Tay Hohoff, and—most vitally—the release of Lee's
long-buried first novel and the ensuing public devouring of what has truly
become the book of the year, if not the decade: Lee's Go Set a Watchman.
PR A I SE

“An impressively unauthorized biography of the famously reclusive author.”
—New York Magazine, The Best Summer Reading
“Shields has been enterprising [in his research]. He offers the book as a kind of
homemade present.” —The New Yorker
“Shields is scrupulous journalists who respects [Lee’s] privacy even as he opens up
her life. This biography will not disappoint those who loved the novel and the
feisty, independent, fiercely loyal Scout in whom Harper Lee put so much of
herself.” —Garrison Keillor, The New York Times Book Review
“Admirable . . . Mockingbird makes the reader look at Harper Lee with new and
respectful eyes. ” —USA Today
“Shields do...
Charles J. Shields is also the author of And So It Goes: Kurt Vonnegut, A Life, a New York
Times and Washington Post notable nonfiction book of the year. He and his wife, Guadalupe,
reside in Charlottesville, Virginia.
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In the Country We Love
My Family Divided
Diane Guerrero with Michelle Burford
The star of Orange is the New Black and Jane the Virgin
presents her personal story of the real plight of undocumented
immigrants in this country.

B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ P E R S O N AL M E M O I R S
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/30/2017
9781250134967 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 272 pages | Carton Qty: 32
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Includes 27 black-and-white photographs
throughout
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781627795272
Ebook ISBN: 9781627795289

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Blog Outreach
Online Promotion
Social Media Campaign,
Twitter.com/DianeGuerrero_, 143K+
followers and
Facebook.com/DianeGuerreroOfficial.com,
63K+ fans
Author website:
InTheCountryWeLove.com

Diane Guerrero, the television actress from the megahits Orange is the New
Black and Jane the Virgin, was just fourteen years old on the day her parents
and brother were arrested and deported while she was at school. Born in the
U.S., Guerrero was able to remain in the country and continue her education,
depending on the kindness of family friends who took her in and helped her
build a life and a successful acting career for herself, without the support
system of her family.
In the Country We Love is a moving, heartbreaking story of one woman’s
extraordinary resilience in the face of the nightmarish struggles of
undocumented residents in this country. There are over 11 million
undocumented immigrants living in the US, many of whom have citizen
children, whose lives here are just as precarious, and whose stories haven’t
been told. Written with Michelle Burford, this memoir is a tale of personal
triumph that also casts a much-needed light on the fears that haunt the daily
existence of families like the author’s and on a system that fails them over
and over.
DIANE GUERRERO is an actress on the hit shows Orange is the New Black and Jane the
Virgin. She also volunteers with the nonprofit Immigrant Legal Resource Center and was
named an Ambassador for Citizenship and Naturalization by the White House. She lives in
New York City.
MICHELLE BURFORD is a founding editor of O, The Oprah Magazine and writer of many
best-selling books including memoirs by Olympic gymnast Gabby Douglas, singer Toni
Braxton, and Michelle Knight.
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Raising Men
From Fathers to Sons—Life Lessons from Navy SEAL Training
Eric Davis with Dina Santorelli
Now in paperback, powerful advice and stories from Navy
SEALs about fatherhood and raising boys to be men.
After Eric Davis spent over 16 years in the military, including a decade in the
SEAL Teams, his family was more than used to his absence on deployments
and secret missions that could obscure his whereabouts for months at a time.

FA M ILY & R E LAT I O N S H I P S /
PAR E N T I N G / FAT H E R H O O D
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/2/2017
9781250129901 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 256 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250091734
Ebook ISBN: 9781250091741
Audio ISBN: 9781427277084

Without a father figure in his own life since the age of fifteen, Eric was
desperate to maintain the bonds he’d fought so hard to forge when his
children were young—particularly with his son, Jason, because he knew how
difficult it was to face the challenge of becoming a man on one’s own.
Unfortunately, Eric learned the hard way that Quality Time doesn’t always
show up in Quantity Time.
Facebook, television, phones, video games, school, jobs, friends—they all got
in the way of a real, meaningful father-son relationship. It was time to take
action.
As a SEAL, Eric learned to innovate and push boundaries, allowing him to
function at levels beyond what was expected, comfortable, ordinary, and even
imaginable, and he knew that as a father he needed to do the same with his
son. Meeting extreme with extreme was the only answer.

M AR K E T I N G

Online Publicity
Online Promotion
Blog Outreach
Author Website: EricDavis215.com

Using a unique blend of discipline, leadership, adventure, and grace, Eric and
his SEAL brothers will teach you how to connect, and reconnect, with your
sons and learn how to raise real men—the Navy SEAL way.
ERIC DAVIS is a former U.S. Navy SEAL and decorated veteran of the War on Terror. Eric has
been recognized as one of the premier sniper instructors in the U.S. military and has served as a
Master Training Specialist at the SEAL sniper school. He is the founder and CEO of
averagefrog.com, which uses SEAL performance principles to help people live a good life. He
is also a featured writer on sofrep.com, navyseals.com, and others. Eric lives in Orange County,
CA with his wife and four children.
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Ruthless
Scientology, My Son David Miscavige, and Me
Ron Miscavige with Dan Koon
The revealing story of David Miscavige's childhood and path to
the head seat of the Church of Scientology told through the
eyes of his father, Ron Miscavige.

B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ P E R S O N AL M E M O I R S
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/16/2017
9781250131539 | $16.99
Trade Paperback | 256 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Plus one 8-page color photograph insert
Subrights: UK and Canada: Dystel & Goderich
Literary Management
Translation: Dystel & Goderich Literary
Management
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250096937
Ebook ISBN: 9781250096944
Audio ISBN: 9781427281388
Audio ISBN: 9781427281340

M AR K E T I N G

Online Publicity
Blog Outreach

David Miscavige, the Church of Scientology’s current leader and successor to
founder L. Ron Hubbard, hasn’t always ruled with an iron fist. It was his
father, Ron Miscavige, who introduced his family to Scientology. David
embraced it immediately. Years later, Ron could only watch with dismay as his
bright, carefree son transformed into the leader he is today. Ruthless explores
the Miscavige family’s immersion into the church while the seeds are planted
for son David’s meteoric ascendancy. Ron traces the arc of David’s life, from
the early years to David’s stellar rise to power in Scientology, his brutal
approach at running the organization, and the disastrous effects his leadership
has had on countless numbers of Scientologists and their families.
The only book to examine the origins of Scientology’s current leader,
Ruthless tries to make sense of David Miscavige’s embrace of
“disconnection”—shunning family members who leave or criticize the
Church—and what his leadership means for Scientology’s future and its
members. Under David Miscavige’s leadership, a relatively benign, if flawed
and controversial, philosophical movement has transformed into what his
father ultimately considers an emotionally damaging organization that has
ripped families apart, including his own. Ron’s personal, heartfelt story is a
riveting insider’s look at life within the controversial and confounding world
of Scientology.
PR A I SE

“Excoriating memoir.” —Publisher’s Weekly
“A sad and painful but bravely told story.” —Kirkus Reviews
RON MISCAVIGE is the father of David Miscavige, the leader of the Church of Scientology.
He and his family joined Scientology in 1970, and he worked for The Sea Organization for
almost 27 of those years before leaving the Church entirely in 2012. He is a Marine veteran and
professional musician.
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The Little Book of Life Hacks
How to Make Your Life Happier, Healthier, and More
Beautiful
Yumi Sakugawa
Clever little ways to improve your daily life!
Author, illustrator and comic book artist Yumi Sakugawa shares a wide range
of useful and unexpected tips for looking and feeling better, streamlining and
improving your home life, and creating fun and artsy DIY projects that can
brighten your living space. Inspired by her popular “Secret Yumiverse” tips
originally posted on WonderHowTo.com, The Little Book of Life Hacks offers
a wide range of practical advice and fun tips for everything from how to:
S E LF - H E L P / P E R S O N AL
GROWT H / HAP PIN E S S
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/2/2017
9781250092250 | $19.99 / $27.99 Can.
Hardcover | 208 pages | Carton Qty: 24
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Includes 208 color illustrations throughout

- Remove dark circles from under your eyes
- Make cold brew iced coffee at home
- Throw the perfect apartment party on a budget
- Work out at home without a gym membership
- Take the perfect afternoon power nap...and more!

Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: DeFiore and Co.

Featuring Yumi’s signature hand-drawn illustrations throughout, The Little
Book of Life Hacks is a distinctive and perfect gift for recent graduates and
young working women who want to learn practical ways to organize and
improve their daily life while still having fun.

Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250092267

PR A I SE
M AR K E T I N G

Early Reader Review Campaign
Extensive Blog Outreach
QuickandDirtyTips.com Promotion
Griffin Teen Promotion
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Active on Facebook: /yumiverse, 13k
likes
Active on Twitter: @yumisakugawa, 6k
followers
Active on Instagram: @yumisakugawa,
11k followers
Active on Tumblr: @acrosstheyumiverse
Author Website: yumisakugawa.com
Website:
http://thesecretyumiverse.wonderhowto.com
/how-to

“Exquisitely heartwarming, Yumi’s illustrations bring to life her charming,
thoughtful advice. I’m left feeling enchanted and more than a little bit wiser.”
—Roshani Chokshi, New York Times bestselling author of The Star-Touched Queen
“Yumi fills each page with sweet illustrations and insightful tips to make you feel
healthy and beautiful inside and out. This will make you smile whether you’re 13
or 30.” —Robin Ha, author of Cook Korean!
“Packed with artfully illustrated DIYs—including healthy beauty ideas—that help
you look and feel your best. Fun and genius all at once.” —Jolene Hart, author of
Eat Pretty
YUMI SAKUGAWA is an Ignatz Awards nominated comic book artist and author of I Think I
Am In Friend-Love With You, Your Illustrated Guide To Becoming One With The Universe,
and There Is No Right Way to Meditate: And Other Lessons. Her comics have appeared in
BuzzFeed, The Believer, Bitch, The Best American Nonrequired Reading 2014, The Rumpus,
Folio, Fjords Review, and other publications. A graduate from the fine art program of
University of California, Los Angeles, Yumi lives in Los Angeles.
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50 Successful Harvard
Application Essays
What Worked for Them Can Help You Get into the College of
Your Choice
Staff of the Harvard Crimson
Fifty all-new essays that got their authors into Harvard, with
updated statistics and analysis, showing what worked, what
didn’t, and how you can do it, too.

S T U DY A I D S / C O LL E G E
E N T RA N C E
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/9/2017
9781250127556 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 208 pages | Carton Qty: 36
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

M AR K E T I N G

Online Publicity
Academic Marketing Campaign
Library Marketing Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Online Promotion

With talented applicants coming from the top high schools as well as the
pressure to succeed from family and friends, it’s no wonder that writing
college application essays is one of the most stressful tasks high schoolers
face. Add in how hard it is to get started or brag about accomplishments or
order stories for maximum effect, and it’s a wonder that any ever get written.
To help, this completely new edition of 50 Successful Harvard Application
Essays gives readers the most inspiring approaches, both conventional and
creative, that won over admissions officers at Harvard University, the
nation’s top ranked college. From chronicling personal achievements to
detailing unique talents, the topics covered in these essays open applicants up
to new techniques to put their best foot forward. It teaches students how to:
- Get started
- Stand out
- Structure the best possible essay
- Avoid common pitfalls
Each essay in this collection is from a Harvard student who made the cut and
is followed by analysis by the staff of The Harvard Crimson where strengths
and weakness are detailed to show readers how they can approach their own
stories and ultimately write their own high-caliber essay. 50 Successful
Harvard Application Essays’ all-new essays and straightforward advice make
it the first stop for applicants who are looking to craft essays that get them
accepted to the school of their dreams.
PR A I SE

“Insightful comments on the strengths, weaknesses, and missed opportunities….
Students will glean new inspiration from the strong examples.” —Booklist
THE HARVARD CRIMSON has been the daily newspaper of Harvard University since 1873.
Published from Cambridge, MA, The Crimson is the nation’s oldest continually-operating
daily college newspaper.
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The Only Rule Is It Has to Work
Our Wild Experiment Building a New Kind of Baseball Team
Ben Lindbergh and Sam Miller
What would happen if two statistics-minded outsiders were
allowed to run a professional baseball team?
It’s the ultimate in fantasy baseball: You get to pick the roster, set the lineup,
and decide on strategies—with real players, in a real ballpark, playing in real
time. That’s what Ben Lindbergh and Sam Miller got to do when the Sonoma
Stompers, an independent minor-league team in California, offered them the
chance to run the team’s baseball operations according to the most advanced
statistics. Their story is unlike any other baseball tale you’ve ever read.
S P O R T S & R E CR E AT I O N /
BA S E BALL
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/30/2017
9781250130907 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 384 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Plus one 8-page color photograph insert

We tag along as Lindbergh and Miller apply their number-crunching insights
to all aspects of assembling and running a team, following one cardinal rule: It
has to work. We meet colorful figures like general manager Theo Fightmaster
and boundary-breakers like the first openly gay player in American
professional baseball. Even José Canseco makes a cameo appearance.

Subrights: Dram.: Susan Rabiner Literary Agent,
Inc.
Brit., trans., 1st ser., audio: Henry Holt

Will their knowledge of numbers bring the Stompers a championship? Will
the team have a competitive advantage, or is the old folk wisdom really true
after all? Will the players attract the attention of big-league scouts or will this
be a fast track to oblivion?

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781627795647
Ebook ISBN: 9781627795654

It’s a wild ride, as the authors’ infectious enthusiasm and feel for the absurd
make the Stompers’ story one that will speak to numbers geeks and
traditionalists alike. And in a new afterword, Lindbergh and Miller pick up the
story in a new season to show how the team and its players continue to break
new ground, on and off the field.
PR A I SE

“Irresistible...wildly entertaining.” —The New York Times Book Review
“A worthy modern heir to [George] Plimpton’s 1950s stunt.” —Sports Illustrated
“More insightful—and useful—than Moneyball.” —Harvard Business Review
BEN LINDBERGH is a staff writer for The Ringer and the cohost of the podcast Effectively
Wild. He is a former staff writer for FiveThirtyEight and Grantland and a former editor in chief
of Baseball Prospectus. He lives in NYC.
SAM MILLER is a national baseball columnist and feature writer for ESPN. He is a former
editor in chief of Baseball Prospectus and coedited three editions of Baseball Prospectus’s
annual guidebook. He lives with his family in California.
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Widowmaker
A Novel
Paul Doiron
In this riveting new novel from Edgar finalist Paul Doiron, Game
Warden Mike Bowditch is on the trail of a ruthless vigilante
amid the snow-covered mountains of Maine.

FI C T I O N / T H R ILL E R S / CR I M E
Minotaur Books | 5/2/2017
9781250130167 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 336 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights and German Translation
Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights (excluding German): Anne
Rittenberg Literary Agency

When a mysterious woman in distress appears outside his home, Mike
Bowditch has no clue she is about to blow his world apart. Amber Langstrom
is beautiful, damaged, and hiding a secret with a link to his past. She claims her
son Adam is a wrongfully convicted sex offender who has vanished from a
brutal work camp in the high timber around the Widowmaker Ski Resort. She
also claims that Adam Langstrom is the illegitimate son of Jack Bowditch,
Mike’s dead and diabolical father. He is the half-brother Mike never knew he
had.
After trying so hard to put his troubled past behind him, Mike is reluctant to
revisit the wild country of his childhood and again confront his father’s
history of violence. But Amber’s desperation and his own need to know the
truth make it hard for him to refuse her pleas for help.

Other Available Formats:
Mass Market ISBN: 9781250130174
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250063700
Audio ISBN: 9781427273383
Audio ISBN: 9781427273406

In search of answers, Bowditch travels through a mountainous wilderness to a
place hidden from the rest of the world, where the military guards a top-secret
interrogation base, sexual predators live together in a backwoods colony, and
self-styled vigilantes are willing to murder anyone they consider their
enemies.

M AR K E T I N G

Mike Bowditch must exorcise the demons of the past before the real-life
demons of the present kill him first.

National Publicity
New in Paperback Mentions
Author Website: PaulDoiron.com
Author Facebook:
Facebook/PaulDoironBooks

AL S O AVA ILABL E
The Precipice: A Novel
5/2016 | 9781250092083
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
The Bone Orchard: A Novel
6/2015 | 9781250067425
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.

PR A I SE

“Doiron continues to deliver vivid descriptions of rural Maine, a satisfying
mystery (this one with tantalizing loose ends), and a conflicted main character.”
—Library Journal
“Doiron [makes] the Maine woods live and breathe... Multidimensional characters
and a high level of suspense help make this a winner.” —Publishers Weekly
(starred) on The Precipice
A native of Maine, bestselling author PAUL DOIRON attended Yale University, where he
graduated with a degree in English, and he holds an MFA in creative writing from Emerson
College. The Poacher’s Son won the Barry award, the Strand award for best first novel and has
been nominated for the Edgar, Anthony, and Macavity awards in the same category. He lives
on a trout stream in coastal Maine with his wife, Kristen Lindquist.
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After the Fall
Julie Cohen
When secrets tear you apart, can your family still save you?
When an unfortunate accident forces Honor back into the lives of her
widowed daughter-in-law, Jo, and her only granddaughter, Lydia, she cannot
wait to be well enough to get back to her own home. However, the longer she
stays with Jo and Lydia, the more they start to feel like a real family. But
each of the three women is keeping secrets from the others that threaten to
destroy the lives they’ve come to know.
Honor’s secret threatens to rob her of the independence she’s guarded
ferociously for eighty years.
FI C T I O N / C O N T E M P O RARY
WO M EN
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/2/2017
9781250127426 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 400 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: Teresa Chris Literary Agency
Translation: Teresa Chris Literary Agency
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250127433

Jo’s secret could destroy the “normal” family life she’s fought so hard to build
and maintain.
Lydia’s secret could bring her love—or the loss of everything that matters
most to her.
One summer’s day, grandmother, mother and daughter’s secrets will be forced
out in the open in a single dramatic moment that leaves them all asking: is
there such a thing as second chances?
From the author who brought you Dear Thing comes this poignant,
beautifully heartbreaking novel about what it means to be family, the ties that
bind us, and the secrets that threaten to tear us apart.
PR A I SE

“After the Fall explores a truth that we're inclined to ignore—that loving on any
and every level takes massive amounts of courage. And that sometimes we need that
courage to even love ourselves. And that while taking that unsure first step may be
frightening, ‘falling’ is ultimately and always worth the pain.” —Jennifer Scott,
bestselling author of The Accidental Book Club
“A gripping work of women's fiction with a satisfying emotional punch.”
—Kirkus Reviews on Dear Thing
JULIE COHEN grew up in Maine, USA, and studied English at Brown University, Rhode
Island and Cambridge University in England. She moved to the UK permanently to research
fairies in Victorian children’s literature at the University of Reading, and then taught English
at secondary level. She now writes full time and is a popular speaker and teacher of creative
writing. She lives with her husband and their son in Berkshire. She is also the author of Dear
Thing and Where Love Lies.
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Hunger
Eve Langlas, Kate Douglas, A. C. Arthur
Three hot stories about three sexy shifters from a trio of
today’s hottest paranormal romance authors, headlined by
bestselling author Eve Langlais!
A brand new, never before published novella!

FI C T I O N / R O M A N C E /
C O LL E C T I O N S & A N T H O L O G I E S
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/16/2017
9781250078605 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 544 pages | Carton Qty: 16
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: SMP
Translation: SMP

In The Alpha’s Mate, villains aren’t supposed to rescue damsels, and pack
alphas are known to have complete control of their wolf. But when Fabian
saves a certain lady from drowning, everything he knows gets tossed away and
only one thing becomes clear: she’s his mate—and someone wants to kill her.
Hell no. Protecting her, though, is only part of his problem. He also has to
convince her she belongs to him. In her words, “Hell no.”
When she flees, little does she realize this wolf loves to chase. And when he
catches the woman he wants? She’ll become the Alpha’s Mate.
Previously published in the 2-in-1 e-original (title) and in print for
the first time!
In Dangerous Passions, finding a mate shouldn’t be all that difficult for a
sexy werewolf on the prowl. Modern women want romance and seduction, and
Feral Passions Resort has served that purpose for providing both for the men
of the Trinity Alps pack. Only two are still unmated—alpha leader Traker
Jakes and his lieutenant Evan Dark—but danger stalks the women they’ve
chosen. Danger that threatens everyone in the pack at Feral Passions.
In Bound to the Wolf, Marena Panos is an attorney with a dark secret that
follows her into the mountains and into the bed of a Phelan Sava, a lycan
whose strength and shared penchant for pleasure/pain will eventually own her
body and soul.
PR A I SE

“This collection satisfies.” —Publishers Weekly on Growl
“Three great reads about alpha mates and their women.” —Fresh Fiction on
Growl
“Will make you bay, bark, and howl at the moon!” —Reader to Reader on Growl
EVE LANGLAIS is a New York Times bestselling Canadian author who loves to write hot
romance. She enjoys strong alpha male heroes, shifters, and a happily ever after.
KATE DOUGLAS lives in California and loves “happily ever after” endings.
A.C. ARTHUR was born and raised in Baltimore, where she currently lives with her husband
and three children. Determined to bring a new edge to romance, she continues to develop
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Never a Dull Moment
1971 The Year That Rock Exploded
David Hepworth
A rollicking look at 1971—the busiest, most innovative and
resonant year of the 70s, defined by the musical arrival of such
stars as David Bowie, Pink Floyd, Led Zeppelin, and Joni
Mitchell.

M U S I C / H I S T O RY & CR I T I C I S M
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/16/2017
9781250130914 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Plus two 8-page color photograph inserts
Subrights: UK Rights: Bantam Press
Translation rights: The Viney Agency
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781627793995
Ebook ISBN: 9781627794008

On New Year’s Eve, 1970, Paul McCartney told his lawyers to issue the writ
at the High Court in London, effectively ending The Beatles. You might say
this was the last day of the pop era. The following day, which was a Friday,
was 1971. You might say this was the first day of the rock era. And within the
remaining 364 days of this monumental year, the world would hear Don
McLean’s “American Pie,” The Rolling Stones’ “Brown Sugar,” The Who’s
“Baba O’Riley,” Zeppelin’s “Stairway to Heaven,” Rod Stewart’s “Maggie
May,” Marvin Gaye’s “What’s Going On,” and more.
David Hepworth, an ardent music fan and well regarded critic, was twenty-one
in ‘71, the same age as many of the legendary artists who arrived on the
scene. Taking us on a tour of the major moments, the events and songs of
this remarkable year, he shows how musicians came together to form the
perfect storm of rock and roll greatness, starting a musical era that would last
longer than anyone predicted.
Never a Dull Moment is more than a love song to the music of 1971. It’s also
an homage to the things that inspired art and artists alike. From Soul Train to
The Godfather, hot pants to table tennis, Hepworth explores both the music
and its landscapes, culminating in an epic story of rock and roll’s best year.
PR A I SE

“Wonderful storytelling.” —Forbes
“[A] glittery, boisterous month-by-month calendar of the ‘annus mirabilis.’”
—Elle
“Never a Dull Moment lives up to its title.” —The Guardian
“Fascinating cultural history…vivid, irreverent prose and analytic insight.”
—Publishers Weekly
DAVID HEPWORTH is a music journalist and publishing industry analyst who has launched
several successful British magazines, presented the BBC rock music program Whistle Test, and
anchored the coverage of Live Aid in ‘85. Winner of the Editor and Writer of the Year awards
from the Professional Publishers Association and the Mark Boxer Award from the British
Society of Magazine Editors, he is the radio columnist for the Guardian and a media
correspondent for the newspaper.
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The Bonjour Effect
The Secret Codes of French Conversation Revealed
Julie Barlow and Jean-Benoit Nadeau
The authors of The Story of French unravel the mysteries of
French conversation.

S O C I AL S C I E N C E /
A N T H R O P O L O G Y / C U LT U RAL &
S O C I AL
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/9/2017
9781250130273 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: New England Publishing
Associates, Inc.
Translation Rights: New England Publishing
Associates, Inc.
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250051851
Ebook ISBN: 9781250102447

M AR K E T I N G

Organizational Outreach
Follow Up with Blogs and Agencies that
promoted the hardcover

Most of what we know about the French comes from what the French say
about themselves. Yet how are we supposed to understand a people who say
non when they mean yes, who never say “I don’t know,” even when they
really don’t, and who argue at the drop of a hat? Jean-Benoît Nadeau and Julie
Barlow spent a decade traveling to and also living in Paris. In The Bonjour
Effect, they chronicle the lessons they learned after returning to France to
live, for a year, with their twin daughters.
In a book as fizzy as a bottle of French champagne, they reveal the most
important lesson of all: the French don’t communicate, they converse. To
understand and speak French well, one must understand that French
conversation runs on a set of rules that go to the heart of French culture.
Why do the French like talking about “the decline of France”? Why does
broaching a subject like money end discussions? Through encounters with
school principals, city hall civil servants, gas company employees, old friends
and business acquaintances, Julie and Jean-Benoît explain why, culturally and
historically, conversation with the French is not about communicating or
being nice. It’s about being interesting. After reading The Bonjour Effect,
even readers with a modicum of French language ability will be able to hold
their own the next time they step into a crowded bus, a beloved boulangerie,
or a bistro on the Left Bank.
PR A I SE

“The authors clearly had a ball researching the book, and their glee is infectious.
The writing is as light as it is substantive, and if that sounds like a contradiction,
I would refer you to a soufflé.”—The New York Times Book Review
“Whether you’re an expat in France, or simply dream of living there one day, The
Bonjour Effect is a helpful resource to cracking the arcane cultural code. Engaging
and often funny, filled with examples drawn from the authors’ experiences, this is
a guide to the most essential of French arts: conversation.” —Ann Mah, author of
Mastering the Art of French Eating
JEAN-BENOIT NADEAU and JULIE BARLOW are the award-winning authors of The Story
of French, The Story of Spanish, and the bestselling Sixty Million Frenchmen Can’t be
Wrong. They live in Canada.
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The Streets of Paris
A Guide to the City of Light Following in the Footsteps of
Famous Parisians Throughout History
Susan Cahill; Photographs by Marion Ranoux
From the author of Hidden Gardens of Paris comes a
wonderfully unique guide to present-day Paris following in the
footsteps of famous Parisians from the past.

T RAV E L / E U R O P E / FRA N C E
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/23/2017
9781250074324 | $19.99 / $27.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 240 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.9 lb Wt
Includes 22 color photographs throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
French Organizational Outreach
Early Reader Review Campaign
TheHistoryReader.com feature
QDT feature

For hundreds of years, the City of Light has set the stage for larger-than-life
characters—from the famous medieval lovers Eloise and Abelard to the
scandalous Queen Margot to the brilliant scientist Madame Curie, beloved
chanteuse Edith Piaf, and the writer Colette. In this beautifully illustrated
book, Susan Cahill recounts the lives of twenty-two famous Parisians and then
takes you through the seductive streets of Paris to the quartiers where they
lived: their homes, the scenes of their greatest triumphs and tragedies, their
favorite watering holes and restaurants, the churches where they were
married, and the churchyards where they are buried.
From Sainte-Chapelle on the Ile de la Cite to the cemetery Pere Lachaise to
the Champs Elysees and the Marais, Cahill not only teaches you about
legendary figures from the worlds of history, art, music, politics and science,
she takes you on a tour of a hidden Paris other guides do not include. Each
chapter opens with a beautiful four color illustration by photographer Marion
Ranoux and a brief biography of one of these exceptional figures, then
provides a “For The Traveler” section, outlining a relaxed walking tour
following in the footsteps of these celebrated Parisian.
Beginning each tour with a Metro stop, Cahill points out places of interest
along the way, including tips about nearby cafes, gardens, museums,
bookstores and, of course, patisseries.
PR A I SE

“Paris may be universally known as the City of Light, but based on this exquisite
book it could just as easily be called the City of Parks.” —Chicago Tribune on
Hidden Gardens of Paris
“No matter how many times you have been to Paris, never go again without Susan
Cahill.” —Bill Moyers, bestselling author of Listening to America on Hidden
Gardens of Paris
SUSAN CAHILL has published five travel books on France, Italy, and Ireland, including
Hidden Gardens of Paris. She is the editor of the bestselling Women and Fiction series and
author of the novel Earth Angels. She spends a few months in Paris every year.
MARION RANOUX, a native Parisienne, is an experienced freelance photographer and
translator into French of Czech literature.
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Julie Taboulie's Lebanese
Kitchen
125 Recipes for Fresh and Fabulous Middle Eastern Home
Cooking
Julie Ann Sageer with Leah Bhabha
Contemporary Lebanese recipes from the host of PBS shows
Cooking with Julie Taboulie and the upcoming Julie Taboulie’s
Lebanese Kitchen.

C O O K I N G / R E G I O N AL &
E T H N I C / M E D I T E RRA N E A N
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/23/2017
9781250094933 | $27.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 304 pages
10 in H | 8 in W
Includes color photographs throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

M AR K E T I N G

Pre-Publication Author Events
Regional Author Events
National Print Publicity
Major Promotion with Sabra
Online Publicity
Promotional Tie In With PBS Special
Major Social Media Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Author Website: www.julietaboulie.com
Active on Facebook:
www.Facebook.com/JulieTaboulie (3,351
likes)

AL S O AVA ILABL E
The Cuban Table: A Celebration of Food,
Flavors, and History
10/2014 | 9781250036087
Hardcover | $35.00 / $39.99 Can.

Since she was six years old, Julie Ann Sageer (nicknamed Julie Taboulie by her
close-knit family) has had a passion for cooking the meals of her Lebanese
heritage. Just like in her Emmy-nominated cooking showCooking with Julie
Taboulie, each of her recipes comes with hands-on instructions, tips, and
tricks for making homemade Middle Eastern dishes using heaps of fresh,
seasonal ingredients. Here you’ll find dishes that range from classics like
falafel, shawarma, and (of course) taboulie, to warming Bazilla—a stew of
tomato, green pea, and lamb—to honey and rosewater-infused desserts.
In these 125 recipes, you’ll learn how easy it is to make such Lebanese staples
as fresh labneh (strained yogurt) and how to put together your own delicious,
multi-purpose spice mixes. In addition to the delicious meat and chicken
dishes, Lebanese cuisine offers a wide variety of vegetarian, pescatarian,
vegan, and gluten-free dishes, usually with no substitutions whatsoever! Every
chapter includes a multitude of dishes for eaters of all kinds and preferences,
from meat-lovers to veggie-heads and everything in between.
PR A I SE

“Julie Taboulie’s passion for Lebanon and its rich cuisine is quite evident in her
new beautifully illustrated cookbook. Her enthusiasm, cheerful personality and
persistence for intricate details reaches the readers on every page—you can almost
smell the food.” —Barbara Abdeni Massaad, author of Man’oushe, Mouneh,
Mezze and Soup for Syria
JULIE ANN SAGEER is the host of the Emmy-nominated Cooking with Julie Taboulie and
the upcoming Julie Taboulie’s Lebanese Kitchen, airing on PBS stations nationwide. Born in
Central New York and raised in the Finger Lakes, her warm, welcoming way in the kitchen
lends a vibrant quality to the flavorful food she shares.
LEAH BHABHA graduated from Cornell and moved to San Francisco where she worked at
Boulettes Larder. Following a year at Food & Wine, she began her own website, One Hungry
Pickle.
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Mr. Smith Goes to Prison
What My Year Behind Bars Taught Me About America's Prison
Crisis
Jeff Smith
Inside meets Orange is the New Black, this is a politician’s
memoir of his year in federal prison and a prescription for a
more productive, cost-effective corrections system.
The fall from politico to prisoner isn’t necessarily long, but the landing, as
Missouri State Senator Jeff Smith learned, is a hard one.

S O C I AL S C I E N C E / P E N O L O G Y
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/2/2017
9781250134479 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 288 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Adam Eaglin
Translation Rights: Adam Eaglin
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250058409
Ebook ISBN: 9781466862562
Audio ISBN: 9781427264190

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity

In 2009, Smith pleaded guilty to a seemingly minor charge of campaign
malfeasance and earned himself a year and one day in Kentucky’s FCI
Manchester. Mr. Smith Goes to Prison is the fish-out-of-water story of his
time in the big house; of the people he met there and the things he learned:
how to escape the attentions of fellow inmate Cornbread and his friends in
the Aryan Brotherhood; what constitutes a prison car and who’s allowed to
ride in yours; how to bend and break the rules, whether you’re a prisoner or an
officer. And throughout his sentence, the young Senator tracked the greatest
crime of all: the deliberate waste of untapped human potential.
Smith saw the power of millions of inmates harnessed as a source of renewable
energy for America’s prison-industrial complex, a system that aims to build
better criminals instead of better citizens. In Mr. Smith Goes to Prison, he
traces the cracks in America’s prison walls, exposing the shortcomings of a
racially-based cycle of poverty and crime that sets inmates up to fail.
Speaking from inside experience, he offers practical solutions to jailbreak the
nation from the financially crushing grip of its own prisons and to jumpstart
the rehabilitation of the millions living behind bars.
PR A I SE

“Partly funny, partly urgent and wholly unnerving—a mashup of ‘House of
Cards’ and ‘Orange Is the New Black’”—The New York Post
“For me the most moving part of the book is its picture of what prison does to
families. Smith points to research showing that “half of all incarcerated fathers
lived with their children, a quarter served as primary served as primary caregivers,
and over half provided primary financial support.” When a man goes to jail, his
family shatters.” —New York Review of Books
JEFF SMITH is a former Missouri State Senator who represented the city of St. Louis from 2007
until 2009, when he pleaded guilty to obstruction of justice in a previous campaign.
Sentenced to a year and a day in FCI Manchester, he recorded his experiences behind
bars—they form the basis of this book. Smith is currently an assistant professor at the New
School’s Milano School of International Affairs, Management, and Urban Planning. He lives
in New Jersey.
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By Honor Bound
Two Navy SEALs, the Medal of Honor, and a Story of
Extraordinary Courage
Tom Norris and Mike Thornton, with Dick Couch
The powerful and moving story of two Medal of Honor winners
written by New York Times bestselling author Dick Couch, with
a foreword by Senator Bob Kerrey.

B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ M ILI TARY
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/23/2017
9781250130211 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 304 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Includes one 8-page black-and-white photograph
section
Subrights: UK Rights: Trident Media Group
Translation Rights: Trident Media Group
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250070593
Ebook ISBN: 9781466880733
Audio ISBN: 9781427277664

M AR K E T I N G

Online Publicity
History Reader Promotion
SOFREP Promotion
Blog Outreach
Author Website: www.dickcouch.com
Active on Facebook:
(www.facebook.com/dickcouch)
Active on Twitter: @dickcouch (4,800
followers)

In April of 1972, SEAL Lieutenant Tom Norris risked his life in an
unprecedented ground rescue of two American airmen who were shot down
behind enemy lines in North Vietnam, a feat for which he would be awarded
the Medal of Honor—an award that represents the pinnacle of heroism and
courage.
Just six months later, Norris was sent on a dangerous special reconnaissance
mission that would take his team deep into enemy territory. On that mission,
they engaged a vastly superior force. In the running gun battle that ensued,
Lieutenant Norris was severely wounded; a bullet entered his left eye and
exited the left side of his head. SEAL Petty Officer Mike Thornton, under
heavy fire, fought his way back onto a North Vietnamese beach to rescue his
officer. This was the first time Tom and Mike had been on a combat mission
together. Mike’s act of courage and loyalty marks the only time in modern
history that the Medal of Honor has been awarded in a combat action where
one recipient received the Medal for saving the life of another.
By Honor Bound is the story of Tom Norris and Mike Thornton, two living
American heroes who grew up very differently, entered military service and
the Navy SEAL teams for vastly different reasons, and were thrown together
for a single combat mission—a mission that would define their lives from that
day forward.
PR A I SE

“Couch eschews purple prose and flag-waving, delivering an engrossing
nuts-and-bolts description of the preparations and actions...Even serious military
buffs who dismiss this type of popular work as unsophisticated will admit that
these are two good stories.” —Publishers Weekly
TOM NORRIS received the Medal of Honor for his behind-enemy-lines rescue of two downed
airmen in Vietnam in April 1972.
MIKE THORNTON, a native of South Carolina, was awarded the medal for saving the life of
his SEAL officer, Lieutenant Tom Norris.
DICK COUCH is a graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy who has served as a Navy SEAL and
as a CIA case officer. By Honor Bound is his 21st published work.
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Heaven's Ditch
God, Gold, and Murder on the Erie Canal
Jack Kelly
In the tradition of Devil in the White City, a riveting look at the
construction of the Erie Canal and the visionaries along its
banks who changed the course of American History.

H I S T O RY / U N I T E D S TAT E S /
19 T H C E N T U RY
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/30/2017
9781250131522 | $17.99 / $24.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 304 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Includes 9 black-and-white photographs and 4 maps
throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: Loretta Barrett Books, Inc.
Translation Rights: Loretta Barrett Books, Inc.
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781137280091
Ebook ISBN: 9781466878990

M AR K E T I N G

Online Publicity
History Reader Promotion
Blog Outreach
Book website: www.heavensditch.com

The technological marvel of its age, the Erie Canal grew out of a sudden fit of
inspiration. Proponents didn’t just dream; they built a 360-mile waterway
entirely by hand and largely through wilderness. As excitement crackled down
its length, the canal became the scene of the most striking outburst of
imagination in American history. Zealots invented new religions and new
modes of living. The Erie Canal made New York the financial capital of
America and brought the modern world crashing into the frontier. Men and
women saw God face to face, gained and lost fortunes, and reveled in a period
of intense spiritual creativity.
Heaven’s Ditch illuminates the spiritual and political upheavals along this
“psychic highway” from its opening in 1825 through 1844. “Wage slave”
Sam Patch became America’s first celebrity daredevil. William Miller
envisioned the apocalypse. Farm boy Joseph Smith gave birth to Mormonism,
a new and distinctly American religion. Along the way, the reader encounters
America’s very first “crime of the century,” a treasure hunt, searing acts of
violence, a visionary cross-dresser, and a panoply of fanatics, mystics, and
hoaxers. A page-turning narrative, Heaven’s Ditch offers an excitingly fresh
look at a heady, foundational moment in American history.
PR A I SE

“Engagingly juxtaposes the challenges confronting the dreamers who envisioned a
link between the Atlantic, the Great Lakes and the apocalyptic caldron brewing
upstate.” —The New York Times
“Kelly’s entertaining romp is fascinating, shocking, and filled with surprises.”
—Lauren Belfer, New York Times bestselling author of City of Light
“Stranger than fiction but just as entertaining.” —Kevin Baker, author of The Big
Crowd
JACK KELLY is a journalist, novelist, and historian. One of his books, Band of Giants,
received the DAR’s History Award Medal. He has contributed to national periodicals
including The Wall Street Journal and is a New York Foundation for the Arts fellow. He has
appeared on The History Channel and interviewed on National Public Radio. He grew up in a
town in the canal corridor adjacent to Palmyra, Joseph Smith’s home. He lives in New York’s
Hudson Valley, and his website is www.HeavensDitch.com.
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Blackballed
The Black and White Politics of Race on America's Campuses
Lawrence Ross
An explosive and controversial book that rips the lid off the
racism often seen on the campuses of American colleges and
universities.

E D U CAT I O N / S T U D E N T LIF E &
S T U D E N T AFFA I R S
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/23/2017
9781250131546 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 288 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Includes one 8-page black-and- white photograph
insert
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250079114
Ebook ISBN: 9781466891746

M AR K E T I N G

Online Publicity
Email Campaign
Blog Outreach
Author Website:
www.thelawrenceross.com
Active on Facebook: 5k followers
Active on Twitter: @alpha1906 (17k
followers)

From Lawrence Ross, author of The Divine Nine and the leading expert on
sororities and fraternities, Blackballed exposes the white fraternity and
sorority system, with traditions of racist parties, songs, and assaults on black
students, and the universities themselves, who name campus buildings after
racist men and women. It also takes a deep dive into anti-affirmative action
policies and how they effectively segregate predominately white universities,
providing ample room for white privilege. A bold mix of history and the
current climate, Blackballed is a call to action for universities to make radical
changes to their policies and standards to foster a better legacy for all
students.
PR A I SE

“Ross reminds us that highly visible examples of campus racism in the 21st
century are not difficult to come by.” —HuffPost College
“Ross...calls for efforts to make campuses more welcoming to black students,
increases in the numbers of black students and faculty members, reform of the
Greek system, and far more diversity training for all members of the campus
community.” —The Washington Post
“Insightful... Ross should be read along with Michelle Alexander, Ta-Nehisi
Coates, and Claudia Rankine.” —Booklist
LAWRENCE C. ROSS, JR. is a bestselling author, lecturer, writer, filmmaker, social media and
consumer trends expert. His groundbreaking book, The Divine Nine: The History of African
American Fraternities and Sororities, has become the preeminent book on African American
fraternities and sororities. He’s written regular pieces for CNN.com, The Grio, The Root,
Ebony.com, and USA Today. He lives in Westchester, CA.
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The Graveyard of the Hesperides
A Flavia Albia Novel
Lindsey Davis
Falco's daughter is torn between investigating human remains
found buried in the backyard of a local tavern and hiding from
her relatives, who are terrorizing her with wedding plans.

FI C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
D E T E C T I V E / H I S T O R I CAL
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/23/2017
9781250131157 | $16.99
Trade Paperback | 336 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Includes one map
Subrights: UK: Hodder
Translation: Jane Chelius Agency
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250078902
Ebook ISBN: 9781466891449

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Author Website: LindseyDavis.co.uk

In first century Rome, Flavia Albia, the adopted daughter of Marcus Didius
Falco, has taken up her father’s former profession of informer. On a typical
day, it’s small cases—cheating spouses, employees dipping into the till—but
this isn’t a typical day. Her beloved, the plebeian Manlius Faustus, has
recently moved in and decided that they should get married in a big, showy
ceremony as part of starting a proper domestic life together. Slightly more
shocking, his contracting firm, busy while renovating a rundown dive bar
called “The Garden of the Hesperides,” uncovers human remains buried in the
backyard. A bit of asking around reveals that there have been rumors for
years that the previous owner of the bar, now deceased, killed a bar maid.
These are presumably her remains. Given the choice between planning a
wedding and looking into a long-ago crime, Albia would much chase after
murderers than caterers. But one murder becomes multiple murders, as more
and more remains are uncovered, revealing that something truly horrible has
been going on at the Hesperides.
As her investigations bring her closer to the truth behind the bodies in the
backyard, Albia finds herself in the cross-hairs and in danger of her life.
Which has its upsides—after all, it might be the only way she’ll get out of the
wedding and away from all the relatives who are desperate to “help.”
PR A I SE

“Whether you call this a new series or an extension of the Falco series, it’s a fine
book, either way.” —Bookliston Deadly Election
“Davis’s sequel to 2013’s The Ides of April boasts a strong female lead, [and]...
vividly portrays the setting, ‘a poisoned city, where a paranoid emperor had
caused often-lethal mistrust.’” —Publishers Weekly on Enemies at Home
“Davis blends wit and meticulous research with a cracking plot. Flavia is caustic
and cynical, making this a wonderful antidote to general-election ennui.” —The
London Times on Deadly Election
LINDSEY DAVIS is the author of the New York Times bestselling series of historical mysteries
featuring Marcus Didius Falco, which started with The Silver Pigs, and the mysteries featuring
Falco’s daughter, Flavia Albia, which started with The Ides of April. She has also authored a
few acclaimed historical novels, including The Course of Honour. She lives in Birmingham,
UK.
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This Was a Man
The Final Volume of The Clifton Chronicles
Jeffrey Archer
The 7th and final volume in Jeffrey Archer's New York Times
bestselling Clifton Chronicles series brings the epic saga of the
Clifton family's love, loss, and ambition to a dazzling conclusion.
This Was a Man opens with a shot being fired, but who pulled the trigger, and
who lives and who dies?
In Whitehall, Giles Barrington discovers the truth about his wife Karin from
the Cabinet Secretary. Is she a spy or a pawn in a larger game?
FI C T I O N / S A G A S
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/6/2017
9781250130051 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 416 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Includes a family tree
Subrights: UK Rights: Macmillan UK
Translation Rights: Macmillan UK
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250061638
Audio ISBN: 9781427278739
Ebook ISBN: 9781466867512
Audio ISBN: 9781427278753

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Advertising
Social Media Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Online Promotion
Brand Ambassador Campaign
Backlist Promotions
http://jeffreyarcher.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com
/JeffreyArcherAuthor
https://twitter.com/jeffrey_archer

Harry Clifton sets out to write his magnum opus, while his wife Emma
completes her ten years as Chairman of the Bristol Royal Infirmary and
receives an unexpected call from Margaret Thatcher offering her a job.
Sebastian Clifton becomes chairman of Farthings Kaufman bank but only
after Hakim Bishara has to resign for personal reasons. Sebastian and
Samantha’s talented daughter, Jessica, is expelled from the Slade School of
Fine Art, but her aunt Grace comes to her rescue.
Meanwhile, Lady Virginia is about to flee the country to avoid her creditors
when the Duchess of Hertford dies, and she sees another opportunity to clear
her debts and finally trump the Cliftons and Barringtons.
In a devastating twist, tragedy engulfs the Clifton family when one of them
receives a shocking diagnosis that will throw all their lives into turmoil.
This Was a Man is the captivating final installment of the Clifton Chronicles,
a series of seven novels that has topped the bestseller lists around the world
and enhanced Jeffrey Archer’s reputation as a master storyteller.
PR A I SE

“Archer continues his storytelling magic to create characters of spellbinding
substance, and readers can count on his surprising twists and shocking
conclusion.” —Publishers Weekly on Cometh the Hour
“Archer packs a plot with thrills and chills enough for readers to keep turning the
pages...The conclusion’s a turbo-charged cliffhanger.” —Kirkus Reviews on
Mightier Than the Sword
JEFFREY ARCHER was educated at Oxford University. He has served five years in Britain’s
House of Commons and twenty-four years in the House of Lords. All of his novels and short
story collections—including Cometh the Hour, the instant #1 New York Times
bestseller—have been international bestselling books. Archer is married with two sons and
lives in London and Cambridge.
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Wake Up America
The Nine Virtues That Made Our Nation Great--and Why We
Need Them More Than Ever
Eric Bolling
The New York Times, USA Today, Wall Street Journal, and
Publishers Weekly bestseller!

P O LI T I CAL S C I E N C E /
P O LI T I CAL I D E O L O G I E S /
C O N S E RVAT I S M & LI B E RALI S M
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/20/2017
9781250112514 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 240 pages | Carton Qty: 32
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250112507
Ebook ISBN: 9781250112521
Audio ISBN: 9781427280503
Audio ISBN: 9781427280510

M AR K E T I N G

National Television Publicity
National Radio Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign,
Facebook.com/EricBolling, 463K+ fans
and Twitter.com/EricBolling, 414K+
followers
Author website and newsletter:
EricBolling.com

America was built on nine distinct virtues which shaped the character of our
nation and made it great. Grit, manliness, individualism, merit, profit, and
providence, dominion over our environment, thrift, and above all pride in our
country—these qualities define us, and are the reason that hundreds of
millions of people worldwide look to America for hope, inspiration, and
opportunity.
But it’s precisely these virtues that now are under attack by the radical Left
of Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton, Bernie Sanders, and their followers.
America as we know it is eroding before our eyes and becoming what Fox
News Channel personality and co-host of “The Five” Eric Bolling calls a
“politically correct nanny state.” The rewards for individual achievement and
hard work, our basic constitutional rights, religious faith, national identity,
and capitalism itself, are being replaced by a dangerous socialistic ideology
that is the polar opposite of what our Founding Fathers intended America to
be.
It’s time for us to wake up and heed the clear-cut warning signs that America
is heading in the wrong direction—before we’re too far gone. A multi-week
national bestseller and a celebration of America that is informed by Eric
Bolling’s personal story, Wake Up America is a much-needed call for
America’s citizens to preserve and protect our country’s present and future.
PR A I SE

“There are many guide-to-success books and many roads to a better life in America
itself. What separates Eric Bolling’s Wake Up America is that no heavy lifting is
required. His commonsense suggestions are interesting to read and apply to all.
This book will help you out.” —Bill O’Reilly
“Eric Bolling articulates a clear vision for the nation in Wake Up America. Our
nation has gone adrift in the last seven years, and this book is the road map to get
us back on track. An incredible work which should be required reading for our
leaders. A must-read for every patriot who wants to retake our nation!” —Sean
Hannity
Chicago native ERIC BOLLING is a Fox News Channel personality and co-host of the highly
rated show “The Five.” He frequently appears on other Fox programs, including as substitute
host for Bill O’Reilly on The O’Reilly Factor. Married with one son, he lives in Demarest,
New Jersey.
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The Storyteller's Secret
From TED Speakers to Business Legends, Why Some Ideas
Catch On and Others Don't
Carmine Gallo
Internationally bestselling author Carmine Gallo reveals the
secrets to telling powerful, inspiring, and game-changing
stories that will help you achieve any goal.

BU SI N E S S & ECO N O M ICS /
B U S I N E S S C O M M U N I CAT I O N /
M E E T I N G S & P R E S E N TAT I O N S
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/6/2017
9781250072238 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 288 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: SMP
Translation: SMP
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250071552
Audio ISBN: 9781427266842
Audio ISBN: 9781427266859
Ebook ISBN: 9781466882690

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Author Website: CarmineGallo.com
Author Facebook:
Facebook.com/CarmineGalloAuthor
Author Twitter: Twitter.com/CarmineGallo

How did an American immigrant without a college education go from Venice
Beach T-Shirt vendor to television’s most successful producer? How did a
timid pastor’s son surmount a paralyzing fear of public speaking to sell out
Yankee stadium, twice? How did the city of Tokyo create a PowerPoint
stunning enough to win itself the chance to host the Olympics?
They told brilliant stories.
In his hugely attended Talk Like TED events, bestselling author and
communications guru Carmine Gallo found, again and again, that audiences
wanted to discover the keys to telling powerful stories, inspiring stories that
could galvanize movements and actuate global change. And indeed, whether
your goal is to sell, educate, fundraise, or entertain, your story is your most
valuable asset. A well-told story hits you like a punch to the gut; it triggers
the light bulb moment, the ‘aha’ that illuminates the path to innovation.
Your story is “a strategic tool with irresistible power,” according to the NYT.
Radical transformation can occur in an instant, with a single sentence; The
Storyteller’s Secret lets you craft your most powerful delivery ever.
In The Storyteller’s Secret, Gallo offers lessons from a range of visionary
leaders, each of whom cites storytelling as a crucial ingredient in success. A
good story can spark action and passion; it can revolutionize the way people
think and spur them to chase their dreams. Isn’t it time you shared yours?
PR A I SE

“I had decided I would do a talk about storytelling, and then I found somebody
who could do it much better than me.” —Vinod Khosla, Venture Capitalist
“Carmine’s work has made a big impact on my presentations.” —Darren Hardy,
Publisher, Success magazine
CARMINE GALLO is the two-time Wall Street Journal bestselling author of Talk Like TED.
He is a communications coach for widely admired brands such as Pfizer, LinkedIn, Intel, and
Coca Cola, and a keynote speaker known for teaching the world's most respected business
leaders how to deliver dynamic presentations and share inspiring stories. He is a columnist for
Forbes.com and Entrepreneur.com. He is the head of GALLO Communications in California,
where he resides with his wife.
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One Less Problem Without You
A Novel
Beth Harbison
A hilarious and heartwarming novel from bestselling author
Beth Harbison.
Meet Prinny, Chelsea and Diana. Prinny is the owner of Cosmos, a shop that
sells crystals, potions, candles, and hope. But Prinny is in love with her
married lawyer and she’ll need nothing short of magic to forget about him.

FI C T I O N / C O N T E M P O RARY
WO M EN
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/13/2017
9781250043863 | $15.99 / $22.00 Can.
Trade Paperback | 336 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Jane Rotrosen Agency
Translation Rights: Jane Rotrosen Agency
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250043825
Audio ISBN: 9781427272133
Audio ISBN: 9781427272157
Ebook ISBN: 9781466842205

M AR K E T I N G

Goodreads Promotion
Blog Outreach
Featured Title on ReadingGroupGold.com
Discussion Questions Bound in Book
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Active on Facebook: /BethHarbison 5.7K
likes
Author Website: BethHarbison.com

Chelsea works as a living statue at tourist sites around Washington, DC. It’s a
thankless job, but it helps pay the rent. That, and her part-time job at
Cosmos. As her dream of becoming a successful actress starts to seem more
remote Chelsea begins to wonder: at one point do you give up on your
dreams? And will love ever be in the cards for her?
Diana Tiesman is married to Leif, a charismatic man who isn’t faithful. But
no matter how many times he lets her down, Diana just can’t let him go. She
knows the only way she can truly breakaway is if she leaves and goes where he
will never think to follow. So she ends up at Cosmos with Leif’s stepsister,
where she makes her homemade teas and tinctures as she figures out whether
she’d rather be lonely alone than lonely in love.
Three women find themselves together at their own very different crossroads.
It will take hope, love, strength and a little bit of magic for them to find their
way together.
PR A I SE

“Harbison delivers a worthy read…Ramie is relatable and endearing and offers
everyone a chance to think ‘what if?’” —Library Journal on If I Could Turn Back
Time
“A fantastic summer read.” —RT Book Reviews on Driving with the Top Down
“A lighthearted romantic romp.” —USA Today on Chose the Wrong Guy, Gave Him
the Wrong Finger

AL S O AVA ILABL E
If I Could Turn Back Time: A Novel
6/2016 | 9781250043856
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Driving with the Top Down: A Novel
6/2015 | 9781250043849
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.
Chose the Wrong Guy, Gave Him the Wrong
Finger
6/2014 | 9780312599126
Trade Paperback | $14.99 / $16.99 Can.

“Delicious, just like dessert.” —People on When in Doubt, Add Butter
BETH HARBISON is The New York Times bestselling author of If I Could Turn Back Time,
Driving with the Top Down, Chose the Wrong Guy, Gave Him the Wrong Finger; When In
Doubt, Add Butter; Always Something There To Remind Me; Thin, Rich, Pretty; Hope In A
Jar; Secrets of a Shoe Addict; and Shoe Addicts Anonymous. She grew up in Potomac,
Maryland, outside Washington, D.C., and now shares her time between that suburb, New York
City, and a quiet home on the eastern shore.
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The Farthest Edge
Kristen Ashley
This smoldering hot erotic romance is the second book in The
Honey series by New York Times bestselling author Kristen
Ashley.
New York Times bestselling author Kristen Ashley draws readers back
to the Honey Club, where every sensual boundary will be tested in
search of the ultimate pleasure.
Branch doesn’t exist. Living off the grid, he’s looking for a way to forget his
past and the guilt that plagues him. But no woman has ever been able to bring
him to the edge he craves.
FI C T I O N / R O M A N C E / E R O T I CA
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/6/2017
9781250121134 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 336 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250121141

M AR K E T I N G

Preorder Campaign
National Print Publicity
National Advertising
Blog Tour
Blog Outreach
HeroesandHeartbreakers.com Promotion
Email Marketing Campaign (Between The
Sheets SMP Romance Newsletter)
Early Reader Review Campaign
Visit kristenashley.net
Active on Facebook:
/kristenashleybooks, 68K Followers
Active on Twitter: @KristenAshley68,
22K Followers

After a traumatic experience of her own, Evangeline stepped away from the
decadent world of the Honey Club. But when she gets Branch’s offer—to play
without boundaries or commitments—it’s too tempting for her to refuse.
As their passion ignites, Evangeline and Branch push each other to their
farthest limits, fulfilling their darkest desires while falling harder and deeper
than they ever imagined. The Farthest Edge is an intoxicating erotic love
story that will keep readers riveted from page one and will haunt their dreams
long after the cover is closed.
PR A I SE

“I adore Kristen Ashley’s books. Her stories grab you by the throat from page one
and...continue to dwell in your mind days after you’ve finished the story.”
—Maya Banks, New York Times bestselling author
“Kristen Ashley’s books are addicting!” —Jill Shalvis, New York Times bestselling
author
“Kristen Ashley captivates.” —Publishers Weekly
“There is something about Ashley’s books that I find crackalicious.” —Kati
Brown, Dear Author
KRISTEN ASHLEY is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of over twenty
novels. She grew up in Indiana, but has lived in Colorado and the West Country of England.
Visit her online at www.KristenAshley.net.
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My Fifty-Year Friendship with a Remarkable Man
William Shatner with David Fisher
William Shatner’s New York Times bestselling tribute to his
longtime friend and Star Trek co-star, Leonard Nimoy.
Leonard Nimoy and William Shatner first crossed paths as actors on the set
of The Man from U.N.C.L.E. Little did they know that their next roles, in a
new science fiction television series, would shape their lives in ways no one
could have anticipated. In seventy-nine television episodes and six feature
films, they grew to know each other more than most friends could ever
imagine.
B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ E N T E R TA I N M E N T &
P E RF O R M I N G AR T S
A Thomas Dunne Book for St. Martin's Griffin
| 6/27/2017
9781250086433 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 288 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Plus one 8-page color photograph insert
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250083319
Ebook ISBN: 9781250083326
Audio ISBN: 9781427273239
Audio ISBN: 9781427273215

Over the course of half a century, Shatner and Nimoy saw each other through
personal and professional highs and lows. In this powerfully emotional book,
Shatner tells the story of a man who was his friend for five decades,
recounting anecdotes and untold stories of their lives on and off set, as well as
gathering stories from others who knew Nimoy well, to present a full picture
of a rich life.
As much a biography of Nimoy as a story of their friendship, Leonard is a
uniquely heartfelt book written by one legendary actor in celebration of
another.
PR A I SE

“Trekkies will want this for the insider stories from Captain Kirk himself, but fans
of candid, emotion-filled biographies will adore this account because it’s a treasure
trove of information.” —Library Journal (starred review)

M AR K E T I N G

National TV Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity

AL S O AVA ILABL E
Up Till Now: The Autobiography
4/2009 | 9780312561635
Trade Paperback | $22.99 / $26.99 Can.

“Shatner offers up a lovely and moving tribute to his beloved friend.” —Booklist
“Shatner delivers a raw and honest look at the life of Leonard Nimoy through the
filter of someone who loved him like a brother. Star Trek fans aren’t the only ones
who should read this definitive biography of the man who was much more than
Mr. Spock.” —Associated Press
WILLIAM SHATNER has worked as a musician, producer, director, and celebrity pitchman,
and notably played Captain Kirk on Star Trek from 1966 to 1969 and in seven Star Trek films.
He won an Emmy and a Golden Globe for his role as attorney Denny Crane on the TV drama
Boston Legal. He lives in Los Angeles with his wife, Elizabeth.
DAVID FISHER is the author of more than twenty New York Times bestsellers, including
William Shatner’s autobiography Up Till Now. He lives in New York.
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The Idea of You
What If Your Daughter's Fantasy Was Your Reality?
Robinne Lee
Solène Marchand begins an impassioned affair with a member
of her daughter’s favorite boy band.

FI C T I O N / C O N T E M P O RARY
WO M EN
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/13/2017
9781250125903 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press

M AR K E T I N G

Online Advertising
Library Marketing
Social Media Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Early Reader Reviews
Blog Outreach
HeroesandHeartbreakers promotion
https://www.facebook.com/therobinnelee
https://twitter.com/robinnelee
https://www.instagram.com/robinnelee/

When Solène Marchand, the thirty-nine-year-old owner of a prestigious art
gallery in Los Angeles, takes her daughter, Isabelle, to meet her favorite boy
band, she does so reluctantly and at her ex-husband’s request. The last thing
she expects is to make a connection with one of the members of the worldfamous August Moon. But Hayes Campbell is clever, winning, confident, and
posh, and the attraction is immediate. That he is all of twenty years old
further complicates things.
What begins as a series of clandestine trysts quickly evolves into a passionate
relationship. It is a journey that spans continents as Solène and Hayes
navigate each other’s disparate worlds: from stadium tours to international art
fairs to secluded hideaways in Paris and Miami. And for Solène, it is as much a
reclaiming of self, as it is a rediscovery of happiness and love. When their
romance becomes a viral sensation, and both she and her daughter become the
target of rabid fans and an insatiable media, Solène must face how her new
status has impacted not only her life, but the lives of those closest to her.
ROBINNE LEE is an actress, writer and producer. A graduate of Yale University and
Columbia Law School, Robinne was born and raised in Westchester County, New York.
Robinne has numerous acting credits in both television and film, most notably opposite Will
Smith in both Hitch and Seven Pounds. She recently completed shooting Fifty Shades Darker
and Fifty Shades Freed, playing Ros Bailey. Robinne currently lives in Los Angeles with her
husband and two children.
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The Killing Lessons
A Novel
Saul Black
In their isolated country house, a mother and her two children
prepare to wait out a blinding snowstorm. Two violent
predators walk through the door. Nothing will ever be the same.
When the two strangers turn up at Rowena Cooper’s isolated Colorado
farmhouse, she knows instantly that it’s the end of everything. For the two
haunted and driven men, on the other hand, it’s just another stop on a long
and bloody journey. And they still have many miles to go and victims to
sacrifice, before their work is done.
FI C T I O N / T H R ILL E R S / CR I M E
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/27/2017
9781250133540 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 416 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Orion
Translation Rights: Gelfman Schneider
Other Available Formats:
Mass Market ISBN: 9781250067555
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250057341
Audio ISBN: 9781427263995
Audio ISBN: 9781427264008

M AR K E T I N G

National Publicity
New in Paperback Mentions
Goodreads Giveaways

For San Francisco homicide detective Valerie Hart, their trail of victims
—women abducted, tortured and left with a seemingly random series of
objects inside them—has brought her from obsession to the edge of physical
and psychological destruction. And she’s losing hope of making a
breakthrough before that happens.
But the murders at the Cooper farmhouse didn’t quite go according to plan.
There was a survivor, Rowena’s ten-year-old daughter Nell, who now holds
the key to the killings. Injured, half-frozen, terrified, Nell has only one place
to go. And that place could be even more dangerous than what she’s running
from.
In this extraordinary, pulse-pounding debut, Saul Black takes us deep into the
mind of a psychopath and into the troubled heart of the woman determined
to stop him.
PR A I SE

“Shockingly good writing…It’s impossible not to be swept away by its propulsive
momentum.” —The New York Times Book Review
“Black squeezes every last ounce of suspense out of this story. One violent climax
follows another…The Killing Lessons is state of the art.” —The Washington Post
“Compelling . . . graphic and disturbing. Black utilizes the psychological edge of
his characters to elevate the story.” —Associated Press
“This novel breaks brilliant.” —Jeffery Deaver
SAUL BLACK is the author of The Killing Lessons and lives in London.
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Will Shortz Presents School's
Out Sudoku
200 Puzzles to Keep Your Mind Sharp
Will Shortz
Stay smart all summer!
It doesn’t matter if school ended a couple months ago or a couple decades
ago; you can keep your mind sharp with the smartest puzzles around!

GAMES / SUDOKU
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/20/2017
9781250133298 | $10.99 / $15.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 24
7.1 in H | 5 in W

This book features:
- 200 Easy to Challenging puzzles
- Perfect portable trim size for solving anywhere
- Edited by puzzlemaster, Will Shortz!
WILL SHORTZ has edited The New York Times crossword puzzles since 1993. He founded
and directs the American Crossword Puzzle Tournament and captains the U.S. team in the
World Puzzle Championship. He is also Puzzlemaster for “Weekend Edition Sunday” on
NPR. He lives in Pleasantville, New York.
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The New York Times Very Punny
Puzzles
75 Clever Crosswords from the Pages of The New York Times
The New York Times
75 of the most clever and punny New York Times crossword
puzzles.
The New York Times crossword puzzle is known for its wit and wordplay. You
better be on your game to solve this collection of some of the most fun,
punny out-there puzzles ever printed in the Times.
G A M E S / CR O S S W O RD S
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/6/2017
9781250133250 | $7.99 / $11.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 96 pages | Carton Qty: 56
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W

Features:
- 75 Times crossword puzzles
- Portable format is perfect for travel or solving at home
- Edited by the biggest name in crosswords, Will Shortz.
WILL SHORTZ has been crossword editor of The New York Times since 1993. He is also the
puzzlemaster on NPR’s Weekend Edition Sunday and is founder and director of the annual
American Crossword Puzzle Tournament. Will can be reached at
www.crosswordtournament.com.
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I've Got Sand In All the Wrong
Places
Lisa Scottoline and Francesca Serritella
Get ready for some wit, wisdom, and warmth from this
collection by the bestselling duo.

FA M ILY & R E LAT I O N S H I P S /
PAR E N T I N G / PAR E N T & AD U LT
C H ILD
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/13/2017
9781250059987 | $15.99 / $22.00 Can.
Trade Paperback | 336 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: The Friedrich Agency
Translation Rights: The Friedrich Agency
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250059956
Audio ISBN: 9781427272195
Audio ISBN: 9781427272218
Ebook ISBN: 9781466865259

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Advertising
Online Advertising
Social Media Campaign
www.Scottoline.com
https://www.facebook.com/LisaScottoline
https://twitter.com/LisaScottoline
https://www.instagram.com/lisascottoline
http://francescaserritella.com/
https://www.facebook.com
/FrancescaSerritellaAuthor
https://twitter.com/fserritella
https://www.instagram.com/fserritella/

Lisa and Francesca are back with another collection of warm and witty stories
that will strike a chord with every woman. This six book series is among the
best reviewed humor books published today and has been compared to the late
greats, Erma Bombeck and Nora Ephron. Delia Ephron said of the fifth book
in the series, Have a Nice Guilt Trip, “Lisa and Francesca, mother and
daughter, bring you the laughter of their lives once again and better than ever.
You will identify with these tales of guilt and fall in love with them and fierce
(grand) Mother Mary.” This seventh volume will not disappoint as it hits the
humorous and poignant note that fans have come to expect from the beloved
mother-daughter duo.
PR A I SE

Praise for this series:
“True tales of how we live now from a mother and daughter who are best
pals—and a very funny writing team.” —People (“Best Beach Book”)
“We get to be flies on the wall as the mother-daughter team fights, makes up, and
hurls barbs just like you and your mom.” —O, The Oprah Magazine (“Perfect
Summer Must Read”)
“Guaranteed laughs: Short, sharp musings on life from perennially hilarious
mom-daughter duo.” —Good Housekeeping
“The perfect present for moms, grandmas, and aunts.” —Cosmopolitan
LISA SCOTTOLINE is a bestselling and Edgar Award-winning author and a columnist for
The Philadelphia Inquirer. She has been published in thirty countries. She lives in the
Philadelphia area with an array of pets.
FRANCESCA SCOTTOLINE SERRITELLA graduated cum laude from Harvard University,
where she won the Thomas Temple Hoopes Prize, the Le Baron Russell Briggs Fiction Prize
and the Charles Edmund Horman Prize for her creative writing. She lives in New York with
one dog and one cat, so far.

AL S O AVA ILABL E
Does This Beach Make Me Look Fat?: True
Stories and Confessions
6/2016 | 9781250059970
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Have a Nice Guilt Trip
6/2015 | 9781250068835
Trade Paperback | $14.99 / $17.50 Can.
Meet Me at Emotional Baggage Claim
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The Field of Fight
How We Can Win the Global War Against Radical Islam and
Its Allies
Lt. General Michael T. Flynn and Michael Ledeen
The New York Times, and USA Today, and Washington Post
bestseller: A top military insider reveals why ISIS and other
terrorist groups are gaining ground—and presents a new plan
to defeat them.
Paris, Brussels, San Bernardino, Nice, Orlando, and more attacks by radical
Islamists. We’re in a global war and it’s time to admit it—so we can win it.
P O LI T I CAL S C I E N C E / S E C U R I T Y
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/6/2017
9781250131621 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 208 pages | Carton Qty: 36
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: Glen Hartley, Writers'
Representatives
Translation: Glen Hartley, Writers' Representatives
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250106223
Ebook ISBN: 9781250106230
Audio ISBN: 9781427285089

M AR K E T I N G

National Broadcast Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Promotion
Blog Outreach
Promotion on
Facebook.com/FieldofFight
Promotion on Twitter.com/FieldofFight

Lt. General Michael T. Flynn spent more than thirty-three years in Army
intelligence, serving in Grenada, Haiti, Central America, Iraq, Afghanistan,
and other global war on terror operational areas. He worked closely with
Generals Stanley McChrystal and David Petraeus, Admiral Mike Mullen,
Director of National Intelligence James Clapper, and other policy, defense,
intelligence, and war-fighting leaders. But shortly before he was scheduled to
retire, Flynn was dismissed from his position as Director of the Defense
Intelligence Agency after telling a congressional committee that the
American people are in more danger than we were just a few years ago. Why?
Because Flynn told an uncomfortable truth, one the Obama administration
didn’t want the public to hear. The fact is that ISIS, Al Qaeda, Boko Haram,
and others are growing in number, power, and penetration into Western
targets. Because our government has minimized the actions of terrorists and
sought to separate those actions from Islam itself, we don’t fully grasp the
enormity of the threat they pose against us. The Field of Fight offers a plan
that combines creative and strategic solutions with political engagement and
effective military action: a plan not just to “manage” the problem, but to
win.
PR A I SE

“General Flynn’s The Field of Fight is as good an introduction to the long war we
are in as any I have read. It is also a sobering and indeed frightening indictment
of the intellectual dishonesty which has blocked our leaders from winning this
war.” —Newt Gingrich
“[The Field of Fight] is both an engaging personal memoir by a great American
soldier and military intelligence officer...” —Senator Joseph Lieberman
Lt. General MICHAEL T. FLYNN spent 33 years as an intelligence officer. Before he was
terminated from government service, he served as the Director of the Defense Intelligence
Agency. He has since founded the Flynn Intel Group, a government consulting firm.
MICHAEL LEDEEN is the author of War Against the Terror Masters and The Iranian Time
Bomb. He spent twenty years at the American Enterprise Institute and now holds a chair at the
Foundation for Defense of Democracies.
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Raw Deal
How the "Uber Economy" and Runaway Capitalism Are
Screwing American Workers
Steven Hill
A provocative exposé that shows how unregulated businesses
like Uber and Airbnb are a dead end for American workers and
the U.S. economy.

BU SI N E S S & ECO N O M ICS /
ECO N O M IC CO NDITI O N S
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/27/2017
9781250135087 | $17.99 / $24.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 336 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Trident Media Group
Translation Rights: Trident Media Group
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250071583
Ebook ISBN: 9781466882720

M AR K E T I N G

Online Publicity
Blog Outreach
Author Website: www.steven-hill.com
Active on Twitter: @stevenhill1776

The US workforce, which has been one of the world’s most productive and
wealthiest, is undergoing an alarming transformation. Increasing numbers of
workers find themselves on shaky ground, turned into freelancers, temps and
contractors. Even many full-time and professional jobs are experiencing this
precarious shift. Within a decade, a near-majority of the 145 million
employed Americans will be impacted. And now a weird yet historic mash-up
of Silicon Valley technology and Wall Street greed is thrusting upon us the
latest economic fraud: the so-called “sharing economy” with companies like
Uber, Airbnb and TaskRabbit allegedly “liberating workers” to become
“independent” and “their own CEOs,” hiring themselves out for ever-smaller
jobs and wages while the companies profit.
But this “share the crumbs” economy is just the tip of a looming iceberg—a
“freelance society,” with the middle class drifting toward a troubling future.
In Raw Deal, Steven Hill proposes pragmatic policy solutions to transform
the US economy and its safety net and social contract, launching a new New
Deal instead of a Raw Deal.
STEVEN HILL is a Senior Fellow with the New America Foundation, and a journalist and
author of four books, including the internationally praised Europe’s Promise: Why the
European Way is the Best Hope in an Insecure Age. His articles and interviews have appeared
in the New York Times, Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, The Atlantic, Le Monde,
Financial Times, The Guardian, Los Angeles Times, The Nation, Politico, Mother Jones,
BBC, C-SPAN, Fox News, Democracy Now, NPR, PBS and many others.
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Heat
Opal Carew
Bestselling author Opal Carew sets off a five-alarm fire in her
latest erotic romance.
Rikki’s first love was a firefighter and after he died, she decided to protect her
heart by pouring her desires into the novels she writes. When research on her
latest book brings her to a firehouse, she’s determined to keep it professional,
but these men are too hot and charming to resist. And when firefighters
Simon and Carter make it clear they’re willing to help her fulfill her steamiest
fantasies, Rikki realizes she’s going to lose more than just her cool.

FI C T I O N / R O M A N C E / E R O T I CA
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/6/2017
9781250116789 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 288 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press

As Simon and Carter help Rikki unlock her desires, she finds herself falling for
both men. But how can she give them her heart when they can’t promise she
won’t lose them too?
PR A I SE

“With deft attention to detail...and a flirtation with the forbidden...this pleasing
love story will satisfy romance fans.” —Publishers Weekly
“Carew brings erotic romance to a whole new level...she sets your senses on fire!”
—Reader to Reader
“You might find yourself needing to turn on the air conditioner because this book
is HOT! Ms. Carew just keeps getting better.” —Romance Junkies
“A dip in an icy pool in the winter is what I needed just to cool off a little once I
finished this yummy tale!” —Night Owl Reviews (5 stars)
“Carew is truly a goddess of sensuality in her writing.” —Dark Angel Reviews
OPAL CAREW is the author of twenty erotic romances for St. Martin’s Press. She lives in
Canada and makes regular trips to the U.S. to speak at conferences and industry events.
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A Paris Year
My Day-to-Day Adventures in the Most Romantic City in the
World
Janice MacLeod
An illustrated love letter to the City of Light.

T RAV E L / E U R O P E / FRA N C E
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/20/2017
9781250130129 | $24.99 / $34.99 Can.
Hardcover | 272 pages
9 in H | 6 in W
Includes over 270 color illustrations, photos and
watercolors throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

Part memoir and part visual journey through the streets of modern-day Paris,
A Paris Year chronicles, day by day, one woman’s sojourn in the world’s most
beautiful city. Beginning on her first day in Paris, Janice MacLeod, the author
of the best-selling book, Paris Letters, began a journal recording in
illustrations and words, nearly every sight, smell, taste, and thought she
experienced in the City of Light. The end result is more than a diary: it’s a
detailed and colorful love letter to one of the most romantic and historically
rich cities on earth. Combining personal observations and anecdotes with
stories and facts about famous figures in Parisian history, this visual tale of
discovery, through the eyes of an artist, is sure to delight, inspire, and charm.
JANICE MACLEOD, the illustrator and author of the New York Times best-selling book Paris
Letters, was born in Canada and worked in advertising for many years until she decided to slip
away from corporate drudgery and spend time abroad. During her time in Paris, she painted
letters about her travels and mailed them to friends, who encouraged her to sell the
personalized illustrated letters on Etsy. Since then, MacLeod has sent out thousands of letters
to fans worldwide.

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Outreach to websites, blogs, and
organizations
Early Reader Review Campaign
Social Media Campaign,
Twitter.com/janiceartship
Facebook.com/Janice MacLeodLik
Author website:
http://janicemacleod.com/

AL S O AVA ILABL E
Markets of Provence: Food, Antiques, Crafts,
and More
5/2016 | 9781250051271
Trade Paperback | $19.99 / $22.99 Can.
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Islamic Exceptionalism
How the Struggle Over Islam Is Reshaping the World
Shadi Hamid
“[An] illuminating book.” —The Washington Post

P O LI T I CAL S C I E N C E / W O RLD /
M I DDL E E A S T E R N
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/6/2017
9781250135131 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250061010
Ebook ISBN: 9781466866720

In Islamic Exceptionalism, Brookings Institution scholar and acclaimed
author Shadi Hamid offers a novel and provocative argument on how Islam is,
in fact, “exceptional” in how it relates to politics, with profound implications
for how we understand the future of the Middle East. Divides among citizens
aren’t just about power but are products of fundamental disagreements over
the very nature and purpose of the modern nation state—and the vexing
problem of religion’s role in public life. Hamid argues for a new understanding
of how Islam and Islamism shape politics by examining different models of
reckoning with the problem of religion and state, including the
terrifying—and alarmingly successful—example of ISIS.
With unprecedented access to Islamist activists and leaders across the region,
Hamid offers a panoramic and ambitious interpretation of the region’s
descent into violence. Islamic Exceptionalism is a vital contribution to our
understanding of Islam’s past and present, and its outsized role in modern
politics. We don’t have to like it, but we have to understand it—because
Islam, as a religion and as an idea, will continue to be a force that shapes not
just the region, but the West as well in the decades to come.
PR A I SE

M AR K E T I N G

National Broadcast Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Academic Marketing Campaign
Extensive Blog Outreach
Early Reader Reviews
Email Marketing Campaign
Author Twitter: @shadihamid (73k
followers)

“A smart and highly readable book by one of the leading experts on the topic.”
—David Gregory, former host of Meet the Press and author of How’s Your Faith
“A riveting account of the Arab Spring and all that followed, by one of the
world’s leading scholars on political Islam. A hugely important book.” —General
David Petraeus (Ret.), former director of the CIA and commander of coalition
forces in Iraq and Afghanistan
SHADI HAMID is a senior fellow in the Project on U.S. Relations with the Islamic World at
the Brookings Institution and a contributing writer for The Atlantic. He is also the author of
Temptations of Power: Islamists and Illiberal Democracy in a New Middle East. Hamid lives
in Washington, D.C.
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Jay Kristoff
In this captivating new series from the award-winning author
Jay Kristoff comes the brilliant launch of his new trilogy where
an assassin must decide on the price of revenge.
In a world where the suns almost never set, a woman gains entry to a school
of infamous assassins, seeking vengeance against the powers that destroyed
her family. Daughter of an executed traitor, Mia Corvere is barely able to
escape her father’s failed rebellion with her life. Alone and friendless, she
wanders a city built from the bones of a dead god, hunted by the Senate and its
thugs. But her gift for speaking with the shadows leads her to the hearth of a
retired killer and a future she never imagined.
FI C T I O N / FA N TA S Y / E P I C
A Thomas Dunne Book for St. Martin's Griffin
| 6/20/2017
9781250132130 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 448 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Includes 2 maps

Now, Mia is apprenticed to the deadliest flock of assassins in the entire
Republic—the Red Church. Deadly trials await her within the Church’s halls:
blades and poisons, treachery, and death. If she survives to initiation, she’ll be
inducted among the chosen of the Lady of Blessed Murder and be one step
closer to the only thing she desires: revenge.

Subrights: UK Rights: SMP
Translation Rights: Sanford J. Greenburger

PR A I SE

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250073020
Audio ISBN: 9781427279644
Ebook ISBN: 9781466885035
Audio ISBN: 9781427274861

“With a delicate balance of the ancient and the magical, this tense and brutal tale
is unflinching, thrilling, and satisfying.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“This is a fantasy fans won’t be able to put down.” —Kirkus
“The world-building is delightfully detailed, its baroque flourishes supplied by
sarcastic footnotes...” —The Daily Mail
JAY KRISTOFF is the award-winning author of The Lotus War series and Illuminae. He spent
most of his formative years locked in his bedroom with piles of books, or gathered around
dimly-lit tables rolling polyhedral dice. Being the holder of an Arts degree, he has no
education to speak of. He is 6’7 and has approximately 13,520 days to live. He abides in
Melbourne with his secret agent kung-fu assassin wife and the world’s laziest Jack Russell.
He does not believe in happy endings.
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Toss Your Own Salad
The Meatless Cookbook with Burgers, Bolognese, and Balls
Eddie McNamara; Photography by April Rankin

C O O K I N G / V E G E TAR I A N
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/20/2017
9781250099204 | $19.99 / $27.99 Can.
Paperback | 240 pages | Carton Qty: 22
8 in H | 8 in W
Includes 50 color photographs throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: DeFiore and Company
Translation Rights: DeFiore and Company

M AR K E T I N G

Online Promotion
Email Marketing Campaign
Blog Outreach Campaign
Cookstr Promotion and Outreach
Social Media Campaign

Based on the popular Tumblr, a meatless cookbook from a
former NYC Port Authority Officer and vegetarian chef who
believes “any schmuck can put bacon on something to make it
delicious.”
Takeout food every night is great...for leaving you broke, bloated, and
praying for a national healthcare plan to deal with your fat ass self. Eddie
McNamara wants to show you how to stop being a takeout junkie or a Gordon
Ramsay wannabe who spends years learning complex knife skills you don’t
need. He also wants to show you how to pump up the flavor without resorting
to using meat because—really—who needs to eat more meat? As Eddie puts it,
“Any schmuck can put bacon on something to make it delicious.” He wants
to show people how easy it was to cook delicious meatless meals for
themselves rather than gorging on more fat and salt on a daily basis than
you’d see in a bucket of KFC. He also wants to show people that you don’t
have to be Warren Buffett to eat well. As Eddie says, “Brokesters have
cooked filling plant-based food since long before Mark Bittman moved to
Berkeley in search of a perfectly ripe avocado.” That’s how his popular
Tumblr, “Toss Your Own Salad,” got started and now morphed into this
awesome meatless cookbook that will get you to rock out over 100 recipes
for dishes like The Green Inferno Salad, Dr. Devash’s Shakshuka, Nihilistic
Frittata, and Penne Tikka Masala with an Eddie-curated soundtrack that spans
the musical range from Metallica’s “Creeping Death” to Gene Vincent’s
“Be-Bop-a-Lula.” So, stop wasting your money. Do it yourself. Let Eddie
McNamara show you how to Toss Your Own Salad.
EDDIE McNAMARA is a former Port Authority police officer and member of the 9/11
Rescue/Recover team who has, since leaving the force, turned a love of food into interning for
Amanda Cohen at Dirt Candy, recipe testing for InStyle Magazine, HGTV, and Women’s
Health, and now running a popular Tumblr called Toss Your Own Salad. He lives in
Brooklyn, NY.
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Under the Stars
How America Fell in Love with Camping
Dan White
An irreverent history of American camping.
From the Sierras to the Adirondacks and the Everglades, Dan White travels
the nation to experience firsthand—and sometimes face first—how the
American wilderness transformed from the devil’s playground into a source of
adventure, relaxation, and renewal.

T RAV E L / S P E C I AL I N T E R E S T /
ADV E N T U R E
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/6/2017
9781250134974 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 416 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Includes 30 black-and-white illustrations
Subrights: 1st ser., dram.: ICM Partners
Brit., trans., audio: Henry Holt
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781627791953
Ebook ISBN: 9781627791960

Whether he’s camping nude in cougar country, being attacked by wildlife
while “glamping,” or crashing a girls-only adventure for urban teens, Dan
White seeks to animate the evolution of outdoor recreation. In the process,
he demonstrates how the likes of Emerson, Thoreau, Roosevelt, and
Muir—along with visionaries such as Adirondack Murray, Horace Kephart,
and Juliette Gordon Low—helped blaze a trail from Transcendentalism to
Leave No Trace.
Wide-ranging in research, enthusiasm, and geography, Under the Stars reveals
a vast population of nature seekers, a country still in love with its wild places.
PR A I SE

“Dan White has written the definitive book on camping in America. Under the
Stars is a passionate, witty, and deeply engaging examination of why humans
venture into the wild.” —Cheryl Strayed, author of Wild

M AR K E T I N G

National Park/Outdoor blog outreach

“An imaginative volume on the lure and legends of camping… The result is an
amusing, inviting look at the outdoors life and the men and women who have
given life to camping.” —Wall Street Journal
“Chatty and entertaining…a sweet meditation on the intergenerational experience
of camping.” —New York Times
DAN WHITE is the author of The Cactus Eaters: How I Lost My Mind—and Almost Found
Myself—on the Pacific Crest Trail, an NCIBA bestseller and Los Angeles Times ”Discovery”
selection. He has taught writing at Columbia University and San Jose University. He is a
contributing editor of Catamaran Literary Reader and received his MFA from Columbia
University. He lives in Santa Cruz, California with his wife and daughter.
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Outfoxed
An Andy Carpenter Mystery
David Rosenfelt
The next novel in David Rosenfelt’s clever, humorous mystery
series featuring lawyer Andy Carpenter and his faithful dog,
Tara.

FI C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
D E T E C T I V E / T RAD I T I O N AL
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/27/2017
9781250056344 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 336 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Writers House
Translation Rights: Writers House
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250055347
Audio ISBN: 9781427272478
Ebook ISBN: 9781466859920

M AR K E T I N G

Library Marketing Campaign
Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Social Media Marketing Campaign
Hardcover Tie-In: COLLARED
Author Facebook: /DavidRosenfelt
Author Website: DavidRosenfelt.com

New Jersey defense lawyer Andy Carpenter spends as little time as possible
working as a lawyer and as much time as he can working on his true passion,
the Tara Foundation, the dog rescue organization he runs with his friend
Willie Miller. Lately, Andy has been especially involved in a county program
where prison inmates help train rescue dogs to make them more adoptable,
benefiting both the dogs and the prisoners. One of the prisoners Andy has
been working with is his client Brian Atkins, who is serving a five-year term
for fraud, but has just four months left until he’s up for parole. Brian has been
helping to train Boomer, an adorable fox terrier the Tara Foundation rescued
from a neglectful owner. Brian and Boomer are clearly a terrific match. In
fact, Andy hopes that Brian will adopt Boomer himself, once his sentence is
up.
But one day, Andy is shocked to discover that Brian has used Boomer to
make an ingenious escape, and man and dog are both in the wind. The next
day, Brian’s wife and the man on whose testimony Brian was convicted are
both found murdered. Brian himself is caught and arrested for the crime,
though he forcefully protests his innocence. Suddenly, Andy finds himself
with a client in desperate need of defense and a new dog in Boomer. And as he
starts to dig deeper into the murder and the events leading up to it, Andy
realizes he might be putting them all in far more danger than anyone knew.
PR A I SE

“Andy Carpenter continues to shine in Who Let the Dog Out?...Readers familiar
with Andy Carpenter mysteries will discover that Rosenfelt has a solid formula,
and the end result is like eating ice cream on a hot day—satisfying to the very
end.” —Associated Press
“Heartwarming...This is an entertaining, feel-good read, populated with Jersey
gangsters, ruthless criminals, and likable protagonists. Longtime fans and new
readers alike will be charmed.” —Publishers Weekly on Hounded
“Great summer entertainment, a page-turning mystery with a lot of good laughs.”
—Portland Press Herald on Hounded
DAVID ROSENFELT is the Edgar and Shamus Award-winning author of five standalones and
thirteen previous Andy Carpenter novels, most recently Who Let the Dog Out?. After years
living in California, he and his wife moved to Maine with twenty-five golden retrievers that
they’ve rescued. Rosenfelt’s hilarious account of this cross-country move, Dogtripping, was
published by St. Martin’s Press.
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Family Favorite Casserole
Recipes
103 Comforting Breakfast Casseroles, Dinner Ideas, and
Desserts Everyone Will Love
Addie Gundry
The first in the RecipeLion series, presenting 103 easy recipes
for accessible casseroles that are ideal for entertaining,
everyday dinners, and even breakfast and desserts.

CO O K I N G / CO URS E S & DIS H E S
/ CA S S E R O L E S
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/13/2017
9781250123343 | $19.99 / $27.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 224 pages
9.1 in H | 7.5 in W
Includes color photographs throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

M AR K E T I N G

Online Promotion
Email Marketing Campaign
Blog Outreach Campaign
Cookstr Promotion and Outreach
Social Media Campaign

103 Family Favorite Casserole Recipes is the first in a series of RecipeLion
cookbooks. RecipeLion is part of Prime Publishing LLC, a lifestyle multiplatform brand focused on cooking and crafting content. The Prime group
receives over 68 million monthly page views, and over 7.9 million readers
subscribe to Prime’s family of email newsletters.
The 103 casserole dishes in this cookbook are simple and stress-free, but each
is packed with flavor, making them your go-to family favorites to whip up
any day of the week. 103 Family Favorite Casserole Recipes shows that a
dish doesn’t have to be complicated to be creative. You don’t need multiple
pots and pans to find flavor. And with the proper tools, tips and techniques,
anyone can cook memorable meals. A casserole is something to be shared
—something warm, rich, and worthy of a gathering on its own. Every recipe
is paired with a beautiful finished dish photograph that will make readers jump
at the idea of casserole night.
ADDIE GUNDRY received her masters in culinary arts at Auguste Escoffier in Avignon,
France. She has worked for chefs including Daniel Boulud, Thomas Keller, and Martha Stewart
on management, restaurant openings, brand development, editorial, marketing, and sales. In
2015, she won Cutthroat Kitchen on The Food Network. As the executive producer for
RecipeLion, Addie creates culinary content for multiple web platforms and communities. She
excels at making easy recipes elegant.
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No-Bake Desserts
103 Easy Recipes for No-Bake Cookies, Bars, and Treats
Addie Gundry
In the second book in the Recipe Lion series, supermarket
ingredients combine to create party-ready desserts including
cakes, pies, candies, and desserts in a jar—all without turning
on the oven.

CO O K I N G / CO URS E S & DIS H E S
/ DE S S ERT S
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/13/2017
9781250123367 | $19.99 / $27.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 224 pages
9.1 in H | 7.5 in W
Includes color photographs throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

M AR K E T I N G

Online Promotion
Email Marketing Campaign
Blog Outreach Campaign
Cookstr Promotion and Outreach
Social Media Campaign

103 No Bake Desserts is the second in a series of RecipeLion cookbooks.
RecipeLion is part of Prime Publishing LLC, a lifestyle multi-platform brand
focused on cooking and crafting content. The Prime group receives over 68
million monthly page views, and over 7.9 million readers subscribe to Prime’s
family of email newsletters.
In this second RecipeLion cookbook, Cutthroat Kitchen winner Addie Gundry
shows you how to combine your favorite flavors, from fruit and chocolate to
nuts and caramel, into 103 easy no-bake cheesecakes, pies, fruit tarts, candies,
cookies, bites, bars, fruit desserts, frozen desserts, gelatin desserts, puddings,
and adorable single-serving desserts in a jar. And each dessert is no-bake, so
there’s no need to take up space in the oven. Combining her professional
French culinary training with her love of easy entertaining solutions, Addie
translates classic favorites from tiramisu to banana cream pie into easy go-to
recipes that you’ll use all year round.
ADDIE GUNDRY received her masters in culinary arts at Auguste Escoffier in Avignon,
France. She has worked for chefs including Daniel Boulud, Thomas Keller, and Martha Stewart
on management, restaurant openings, brand development, editorial, marketing, and sales. In
2015, she won Cutthroat Kitchen on The Food Network. As the executive producer for
RecipeLion, Addie creates culinary content for multiple web platforms and communities. She
excels at making easy recipes elegant.
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Beginner's Guide to Tarot
Juliet Sharman-Burke; Illustrated by Giovanni Caselli
The bestselling tarot book and card set—expanded and
repackaged for the new enthusiast.
The tarot is an ancient art, dating back at least to the mid-fifteenth century,
and reading the tarot is a skill that can be learned and ultimately mastered.
While there are many books and decks for the advanced tarot enthusiast,
there is very little to guide and teach those who are new to the cards.

B O DY, M I N D & S P I R I T /
D I V I N AT I O N / TAR O T
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/27/2017
9781250131140 | $24.99 / $34.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 192 pages
4.5 in H | 7 in W
Subrights: UK: Eddison Books, Ltd.
Translation: Eddison Books, Ltd.

M AR K E T I N G

Online Promotion
Blog Outreach Campaign
Social Media Campaign

The Beginner’s Guide to the Tarot fills that void—this is a book and card set
designed specifically for the novice. In the fully illustrated 192 page book,
noted tarot expert Juliet Sharman-Burke leads the reader through the cards
and suits, the Minor and Major Arcana, and the major layouts for the
compete 78 card deck. The book is packed with a newly designed and
illustrated deck which draws upon both traditional and modern tarot
iconography and is rendered in a clear, distinctive style. Also included is a
printed chart for the reader to consult when laying out the cards.
JULIET SHARMAN-BURKE is a practicing analytic psychotherapist who has taught tarot
and astrology for twenty years. She is the author of numerous books including The Complete
Book of Tarot and, with Liz Greene, the bestselling The New Mythic Tarot card and book set.
She lives in England.
GIOVANNI CASELLI is a well-known illustrator noted for his work regarding the classical
world and its literature, art, symbol and myths. He lives in Italy.
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The Wardrobe Mistress
A Novel of Marie Antoinette
Meghan Masterson
A beautiful debut about Giselle, one of Marie Antoinette’s
wardrobe women, who casually spies during the French
Revolution torn between her loyalty to the queen and growing
unrest in the country.

FI C T I O N / H I S T O R I CAL
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/27/2017
9781250126665 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

M AR K E T I N G

Reading Group Gold Selection
Discussion Guide Available
Library Marketing
Blog Outreach
Early Reader Reviews on
Goodreads.com

It’s Giselle Aubry’s first time at court in Versailles. At seventeen, she is one of
Marie Antoinette’s newest undertirewomen and in awe of the glamorous
queen and her opulent palace life. A budding designer, it’s a dream come true
to work with the beautiful fabrics and jewels in the queen’s wardrobe. But
every few weeks she returns home to visit her family in the Parisian
countryside where rumors of revolution are growing stronger.
From her position working in the royal household, Giselle is poised to see
both sides of the revolutionary tensions erupting throughout Paris. When her
uncle, a retired member of the secret du roi, a spy ring that worked for the old
King, Louis XV, suggests that she casually report the Queen’s actions back to
him as a game, she leaps at the chance. Spying seems like an adventure and an
exciting way to privately support the revolution taking the countryside by
storm. She also enjoys using her insight from Versailles in lively debates with
Léon Gauvain, the handsome and idealistic revolutionary who courts her.
But as the revolution continues to gain momentum and Giselle grows closer to
the Queen, becoming one of the few trusted servants, she finds herself
dangerously torn. Violence is escalating; she must choose where her loyalty
truly lies, or risk losing everything...maybe even her head.
The Wardrobe Mistress is Meghan Masterson’s fascinating and visceral debut,
not to be missed.
MEGHAN MASTERMAN graduated from the University of Calgary and has worked several
unrelated jobs while writing on the side. As a child, she gave her parents a flowery story
about horses every year for Christmas. She is drawn to strong historical figures and situations
which present unexpected opportunities for her characters. Meghan loves reading at all hours,
cooking, and going for walks with her dog. She and her husband live in Calgary. Connect
with Meghan at meghanmastersonauthor.com
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Daisy in Chains
A Novel
Sharon Bolton
In the next propulsive and heartrending standalone from
master of suspense Sharon Bolton, a prison inmate convinces
a lawyer to look deeper into his case.
He’s a serial killer. A murderer of young women, all killed in brutal attacks.
But despite Hamish Wolfe’s conviction, he’s always stuck to his story—he’s
innocent and he’s been wrongly imprisoned. And now he wants someone to
investigate and, more importantly, to write his story.
FI C T I O N / T H R ILL E R S / L E G AL
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/13/2017
9781250130068 | $16.99
Trade Paperback | 352 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Transworld Publishers
Translation Rights: Transworld Publishers
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250103420
Ebook ISBN: 9781250103437
Audio ISBN: 9781427285164
Audio ISBN: 9781427285171

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Author Website/Blog:
http://www.SJBolton.com
Active on Twitter: @AuthorSJBolton
Active on Facebook: /SJBoltonCrime

Maggie Rose is a notorious defense attorney and writer whose specialty is
getting convictions overturned. At first, Maggie is reluctant to even
acknowledge Hamish’s requests to meet, ignoring his letters. But this is a very
charismatic and persuasive man, good-looking and intelligent.
Eventually even she can’t resist his lure…
PR A I SE

Praise for Little Black Lies:
“[Bolton’s] crafty plotting produces an intricately detailed mystery…And her deft
characterizations respect the psychological complexities of the three islanders who
serve as narrators…The tension of their interplay fuels the suspense, but in the
end—literally, on the last page—it’s the plot that thrills.” —The New York Times
Books Review
“Achingly suspenseful.” —The Washington Post
“This brilliantly plotted thriller, filled with lies and betrayals, builds to an
unexpected, mesmerizing ending.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
SHARON BOLTON is a Mary Higgins Clark Award winner and an ITW Thriller Award, CWA
Gold Dagger and Barry Award nominee. She lives near London, England. Sharon Bolton was
previously published as S.J. Bolton.
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Mandala Stones
50 Inspirational Designs to Paint
Natasha Alexander
For crafters of all ages and abilities comes 50 colorful mandala
designs to paint on stones.

CRAF T S & H O BB I E S / PA I N T I N G
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/6/2017
9781250134745 | $21.99 / $30.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 128 pages
9 in H | 7 in W
Includes 50 color photographs and illustrations
throughout

The latest trend in crafts to go viral, these colorful dotted patterns are super
easy to create. They can be found all over the Internet and now you can lose
yourself in the creation of these beautiful mandala patterns. Including 50
patterns for you to re-create, each design is clearly explained and beautifully
photographed. Made simply by painting dots onto pebbles, stones, or rocks,
they are stunning on their own or displayed in an array all together and great
to give as gifts or to keep as calming objects in your own home.
NATASHA ALEXANDER is an artist and lifestyle and heart-intelligence coach. She is
interested in the healing capabilities of creativity; physically, emotionally, and spiritually.
She lives in Bristol, UK, with her partner and two cats.

Subrights: UK Rights: Quarto
Translation Rights: Quarto

M AR K E T I N G

Online Promotion
Blog Outreach Campaign
Social Media Campaign

AL S O AVA ILABL E
Mandalas to Crochet: 30 Great Patterns
3/2016 | 9781250083050
Trade Paperback | $21.99 / $24.99 Can.
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Tell Me, Pretty Maiden
Rhys Bowen
Edgar Award finalist and Agatha Award winner Rhys Bowen
captures early 20th century New York as PI Molly Murphy
tracks down some of Broadway’s brightest stars and Fifth
Avenue’s richest families.

FI C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
D E T E C T I V E / H I S T O R I CAL
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/6/2017
9781250096203 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 336 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK rights: Jane Rotrosen Agency
Translation rights: Jane Rotrosen Agency

It’s wintertime in New York, and for the first time since Irish immigrant
Molly Murphy started her early-twentieth-century detective agency, she is
completely snowed in with work. While she’s proving to be quite the
entrepreneur and is very much in demand by some of Broadway’s brightest
stars and Fifth Avenue’s richest families, she has to grudgingly admit that if
she’s going to work more than one case at a time, then she’s going to need
some help. Molly’s beau, the recently and wrongly suspended police captain
Daniel Sullivan, would make an ideal associate, but before they can agree on
the terms of his employment, they stumble upon a young woman lying
unconscious in the middle of a snow-covered Central Park. When the woman
wakes up, she is disorientated and has and lost her ability to speak. The
authorities are about to pack her off to an insane asylum when Molly can’t
help but step in and take on yet another case.

Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781429926294

Lively and colorful, full of absorbing historical detail and delightful characters,
Tell Me, Pretty Maiden is another gem in Rhys Bowen’s New York Times
bestselling series.

M AR K E T I N G

PR A I SE

Library Marketing Campaign
Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Criminal Element Advertising
Author Website: RhysBowen.com
Author Facebook: /RhysBowenAuthor
Author Twitter: @RhysBowen

“Once again Rhys Bowen proves why she’s one of the great mystery writers
working today. She never, ever falls into formula... Atmospheric, tightly plotted,
heart pounding, this is Bowen at her best.” —Louise Penny
“If you are one of the few on the planet yet to discover Molly Murphy, created by
Rhys Bowen, now is the time to take the plunge. Molly is sassy, saucy, brave and
smart.” —The Huffington Post
“Filled with intriguing characters, especially Molly herself...Bowen sets the stage
with background information and hisotrical detail while she keeps the story
moving.” —RT Book Reviews (4 stars)
RHYS BOWEN is the author of the Anthony and Agatha Award–winning Molly Murphy
mysteries, the Edgar Award-nominated Evan Evans series, and the Royal Spyness series. Born
in England, she lives in San Rafael, California.
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The Cartel 7: Illuminati
Roundtable of the Bosses
Ashley & JaQuavis
The fast-paced, high-octane, exciting New York Times
bestselling The Cartel series continues.
The saga of love, loyalty, and crime continues…

FI C T I O N / AFR I CA N A M E R I CA N /
U RBA N
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/25/2017
9781250067005 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: Marc Gerald
Translation: Marc Gerald

After the tragic and bloody end to The Cartel’s reign, Carter is forced into
isolation to evade the law. With his wife, Miamor, facing federal charges and
his dear brother, six feet under, Carter has never been more alone. His empire
is at his feet and he has no idea how to rebuild his kingdom. The only thing
that is certain is that he has to stay out the way and off the radar of the Feds
until he can figure out how to get his lady out of prison.
Miamor’s freedom is guaranteed—provided Carter help create and distribute a
drug that will take the streets by storm. Rubbing elbows with the most
notorious, ruthless leaders of the underworld will get him what he wants. But
can he win at their game of murder and money?
PR A I SE

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Early Reader Review Campaign
Bookseller Outreach
Blog Outreach
Extensive Outreach to African American
media and readers
Email Marketing Campaign
Consumer Buzz Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Active on Facebook: /AshleyAntoinette,
12k likes
Active on Twitter: @novelista, 11k
followers
Active on Facebook: /RealJaQuavis,
14k likes
Active on Twitter: @realjaquavis, 11k
followers
Author Website: AshleyJaQuavis.com

“An excellent, exciting read for newcomers, longtime Cartel followers, and all
urban-lit fans.” —Booklist on The Cartel 6: The Demise
“[T]hese authors may just be the most successful literary couple in America.” —T
Magazine
“[T]he duo is taking the world of street literature by storm.” —Rolling Out
ASHLEY and JAQUAVIS are New York bestselling co-authors and currently reside in
Michigan working on their next project. Learn more about these two at
www.ashleyjaquavis.com
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All Is Not Forgotten
A Novel
Wendy Walker
The next blockbuster thriller aimed at the Girl on a Train and
Luckiest Girl Alive audience—with film rights already snapped
up by Reese Witherspoon.
It begins in the small, affluent town of Fairview, Connecticut, where
everything seems picture perfect.

FI C T I O N / T H R ILL E R S /
SUSPENSE
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/18/2017
9781250097934 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Wendy Sherman Associates
Translation Rights: Wendy Sherman Associates
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250097910
Ebook ISBN: 9781250097941
Audio ISBN: 9781427274120
Audio ISBN: 9781427274106

Until one night when young Jenny Kramer is attacked at a local party. In the
hours immediately after, she is given a controversial drug to medically erase
her memory of the violent assault. But, in the weeks and months that follow
as she heals from her physical wounds, and with no factual recall of the
attack, Jenny struggles with her raging emotional memory. Her father, Tom,
becomes obsessed with his inability to find her attacker and seek justice while
her mother, Charlotte, struggles to pretend this horrific event did not touch
her carefully constructed world.
As Tom and Charlotte seek help for their daughter, the fault lines within their
marriage and their close-knit community emerge from the shadows where
they have been hidden for years, and the relentless quest to find the monster
who invaded their town—or perhaps lives among them—drive this
psychological thriller to a shocking and unexpected conclusion.
PR A I SE

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Advertising
Online Advertising
Book Club Outreach
Social Media Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
http://www.wendywalkerbooks.com/
https://www.facebook.com
/WendyWalkerAuthor/
https://twitter.com/Wendy_Walker
https://www.instagram.com
/wendygwalker/
Griffin Select

“Assured, powerful, polished...Built on a fascinating scientific premise and laced
with moral complexity, it is, in a word, unforgettable.” —William Landay
“With an exceptionally unreliable narrator and unique plot set-up, All Is Not
Forgotten is a compelling, thought-provoking mystery that will have you looking at
every therapist you know in a brand new light.” —Kimberly McCreight
“Captivating and bold...Fascinating and at times shocking, All Is Not Forgotten is
one book you won’t easily forget. Not to be missed!” —Mary Kubica
WENDY WALKER has worked as an attorney specializing in family law. Her novels include
Four Wives, Social Lives, and All is Not Forgotten. She lives in Connecticut where she is at
work on her next novel.
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A Terrible Beauty
A Lady Emily Mystery
Tasha Alexander
In this thrilling new novel in the New York Times bestselling
series, Lady Emily travels to Greece where a ghost from her
past returns to haunt her amid the ruins.

FI C T I O N / T H R ILL E R S /
SUSPENSE
Minotaur Books | 7/11/2017
9781250130181 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Includes two maps
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250058270
Ebook ISBN: 9781250106407
Audio ISBN: 9781427285232
Audio ISBN: 9781427285249

M AR K E T I N G

Library Marketing Campaign
Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Criminal Element Advertising
Author Website: TashaAlexander.com

AL S O AVA ILABL E
The Adventuress: A Lady Emily Mystery
7/2016 | 9781250092090
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
The Counterfeit Heiress: A Lady Emily Mystery
7/2015 | 9781250067432
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.
Behind the Shattered Glass: A Lady Emily
Mystery
7/2014 | 9781250049070
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.

On a quest to distract her lifelong friend Jeremy from his recent heartbreak,
Lady Emily organizes a holiday in Greece. As a lover of all things Greek, she
quickly finds herself occupied with tours of ancient ruins, lively debates with
Margaret, a devoted Latinist, and slightly more scandalous endeavors with her
dashing husband, Colin Hargreaves. But the pleasantries are brought to an
abrupt halt when a man long believed dead greets the party at their island
villa. Lord Philip Ashton, Colin’s childhood best friend and Emily’s first
husband, has returned. But can Philip really be who he claims, even if he has
the scars and stories to prove it? Where has he been for all this time? And
will his undying love for Emily drive him to claim what’s his?
Intrigue mounts as Philip reveals that he has been plagued for the past few
years by an illegal antiques trader who believes he is in possession of a piece
of Achilles’ helmet, a priceless relic that was stolen from him moments after
he unearthed it on an archaeological dig. Emily must employ all of her
cunning and expertise to thwart thieves who threaten not only her own
safety, but that of those precious artifacts she holds so dear. A trail of
overheard conversations, murderous assailants, and dead bodies leads her on a
chase to uncover more than one buried truth.
PR A I SE

“One of Lady Emily’s most interesting cases. The Victorian detail enhances the
difficulties of proving someone dead or alive and discovering a killer with none of
the usual motives for murder.” —Kirkus Reviews on The Counterfeit Heiress
“Readers will relish Alexander’s lyrical evocation of British landscapes and her
gift for crafting engaging characters.” —Publishers Weekly on Behind the
Shattered Glass
“Readers will fall in love with the vividly described nineteenth-century Floating
City. Fun to read, fast paced, and delightfully suspenseful.” —Booklist on Death
in the Floating City
TASHA ALEXANDER attended the University of Notre Dame, where she signed on as an
English major in order to have a legitimate excuse for spending all her time reading. She and
her husband, novelist Andrew Grant, divide their time between Chicago and the UK.
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The New York Times Smart
Sunday Crosswords Volume 6
50 Sunday Puzzles from the Pages of The New York Times
The New York Times
The next in our series of spiral bound Sunday Times puzzles.

G A M E S / CR O S S W O RD S
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/11/2017
9781250133267 | $11.99 / $16.99 Can.
Spiral Bound | 64 pages | Carton Qty: 80
11 in H | 8.5 in W

The Sunday New York Times crossword has been a beloved fixture for over
sixty years. It’s become America’s favorite—and most famous—crossword
puzzle.
Features:
- Fifty New York Times Sunday crosswords edited by puzzlemaster, Will
Shortz!
- Bold new series cover design
- Covered spiral binding for easy, stay-flat solving.
WILL SHORTZ, puzzle editor of The New York Times since 1993, also founded and directs the
annual American Crossword Puzzle Tournament and the World Puzzle Championship. He is
the Puzzlemaster for NPR’s “Weekend Edition Sunday.” Shortz lives in Pleasantville, New
York.
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The Epic Life of Frank Hamer, the Man Who Killed Bonnie
and Clyde
John Boessenecker
The New York Times bestselling and first full-length biography
of Frank Hamer, whose extraordinary career as a Texas Ranger
made him one of the West’s most legendary lawmen.
To most Americans, Frank Hamer is known only as the “villain” of the 1967
film Bonnie and Clyde. Now, inTexas Ranger, historian John Boessenecker
sets out to restore Hamer’s good name and prove that he was, in fact, a
classic American hero.
B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ CR I M I N AL S & O U T LA W S
A Thomas Dunne Book for St. Martin's Griffin
| 7/4/2017
9781250131591 | $19.99 / $27.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 528 pages | Carton Qty: 16
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Includes black-and-white photographs throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: Claire Gerus Literary
Agency
Translation Rights: Claire Gerus Literary Agency
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250069986
Ebook ISBN: 9781466879867

M AR K E T I N G

TheHistoryReader.com Promotion

From the horseback days of the Old West through the gangster days of the
1930s, Hamer stood on the frontlines of some of the most important and
exciting periods in American history. He participated in the Bandit War of
1915, survived the climactic gunfight in the last blood feud of the Old West,
battled the Mexican Revolution’s spillover across the border, protected
African Americans from lynch mobs and the Ku Klux Klan, and ran down
gangsters, bootleggers, and Communists. When at last his career came to an
end, it was only when he ran up against another legendary Texan: Lyndon B.
Johnson.
Written by one of the most acclaimed historians of the Old West, Texas
Ranger is the first biography to tell the full story of this near-mythic
lawman.
PR A I SE

“In terms of sheer action and violence, from close-quarters gunfights to Mexicanborder ambushes to face-offs with lynch mobs, I’m hard-pressed to think of [a
biography of an American lawman and detective] that rivals John Boessenecker’s
excellent Texas Ranger...a notable achievement.” —Wall Street Journal
“Fair-minded and thorough.” —The New York Times Book Review
“A fascinating look into the epic life of one of the greatest American lawmen of the
20th century.” —San Antonio Express-News
JOHN BOESSENECKER, a San Francisco trial lawyer and former police officer, is considered
one of the leading authorities on crime and law enforcement in the Old West. He is the awardwinning author of eight books, including Bandido: The Life and Times of Tiburcio Vasquez.
In 2011 and 2013, True West magazine named Boessenecker Best Nonfiction Writer. He has
appeared frequently as a historical commentator on PBS, The History Channel, A&E, and other
networks.
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Love the Wine You're With
Kim Gruenenfelder
Three best friends decide to open a wine bar in Echo Park LA,
where they encounter the trials and tribulations of dating, love,
and life.
Jessie is finally about to realize her life-long goal of owning her very own
beautiful house, which will lead to a wonderful marriage, kids, and life with her
boyfriend of three years, Kevin; but as they’re looking at the perfect place,
Kevin suddenly gets cold feet.

FI C T I O N / C O N T E M P O RARY
WO M EN
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/4/2017
9781250066749 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 384 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Trident Media
Translation Rights: Trident Media
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781466874633

Nat is passionately, totally in lust with a gorgeous British man who wants her
back—unfortunately, he’s her boss and married. Nat knows their affair can’t
last, but as long as they’re working together, she can’t help herself.
Holly is an actress who books jobs semi-regularly but still waits tables to pay
the bills, and still has trouble behaving like a functional human around her
striking and intelligent neighbor, Sven. She’s realizing that she isn’t the
dewy-faced ingénue anymore and that it’s time to grow up and think about
what’s next.
To top it all off, when the three friends head out to their favorite wine bar,
they learn the bar is scheduled to close, effective immediately. In a moment
of tipsy brazenness, Nat suggests that the three of them open their own wine
bar, an unapologetically girly place for good wine and good friends—which
leads to a challenge between the three women: though it’s January 31st and a
weird time to make a resolution, why wait until next year to change your life?
While they’re opening the bar, everyone agrees to make one major change in
her life...which proves much easier to drink to than to stick to.
PR A I SE

“Written with a wickedly wry sense of wit and graced with an engaging cast of
characters, this bright and breezy novel is the literary equivalent of a frothy
daiquiri and every bit as refreshing.” —Reader to Reader Online on Keep Calm
and Carry a Big Drink
“[Gruenenfelder’s] women are smart, likable and good to each other.” —Kirkus
Reviews on There’s Cake in My Future
KIM GRUENENFELDER lives in Los Angeles with her husband and son. In addition to her
books, including A Total Waste of Makeup, Misery Loves Cabernet, There's Cake in My
Future, and Keep Calm and Carry a Big Drink, she has written feature films, episodic
teleplays and two stage plays.
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Nights of the Living Dead
Anthology
Jonathan Maberry and George A. Romero
An original anthology of zombie stories by other respected
horror and thriller writers including Mira Grant, Jay Bonansinga,
Carrie Ryan, and Chuck Wendig among others.
In 1968 the world experienced a brand new kind of terror with the debut of
George A. Romero’s landmark movie Night of the Living Dead. The newly
dead rose to attack the living. Not as vampires or werewolves. This was
something new...and terrifying. Since then, zombies have invaded every
aspect of popular culture.
FI C T I O N / H O RR O R
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/11/2017
9781250112248 | $17.99 / $24.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 416 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Widespread Galley Distribution
Blog Outreach
Social Media Outreach via Contributing
Authors
Tor.com Promotion
Criminal Element Promotion

But it all started on that dreadful night in a remote farmhouse…
Nights of the Living Dead returns to that night, to the outbreak, to where it
all began. New York Times bestselling author Jonathan Maberry teams with the
godfather of the living dead himself, George A. Romero to present a
collection of all new tales set during the 48 hours of that legendary outbreak.
Nights of the Living Dead includes stories by some of today’s most important
writers: Brian Keene, Carrie Ryan, Chuck Wendig, Craig Engler, David J.
Schow, David Wellington, Issac Marion, Jay Bonansinga, Joe R. Lansdale, Joe
McKinney, John Russo, John Skipp, Keith R.A. DeCandido, Max Brallier,
Mike Carey, Mira Grant, Neal Shusterman & Brandon Shusterman, and Sandra
Brown & Ryan Brown. Plus original stories by Romero and Maberry!
For fans of The Walking Dead, World War Z, and anyone who loves scary
stories. Take a bite out of this!
PR A I SE

“A blend of sf, horror, technothriller, and crime novel, this is one of the best
adrenaline reads out there.” —Library Journal (starred review)
“Maberry evokes Lovecraftian elements and modern-day thriller tropes to craft a
fast-paced tale.” —Publishers Weekly
JONATHAN MABERRY is a New York Times bestselling author, five-time Bram Stoker Award
winner, anthology editor, and comic book writer. He writes for adults and teens. He also writes
comics for Marvel, IDW, and Dark Horse. He lives in Del Mar, California, with his wife, Sara Jo
and their dog, Rosie.
GEORGE A ROMERO is an iconic filmmaker and editor. His most famous accomplishment is
the creation of what we now know as “zombies” via his films Night of the Living Dead and
Day of the Dead.
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Sorrow Road
A Novel
Julia Keller
In the next powerful mystery from Julia Keller, Bel Elkins’s
sister goes undercover into a West Viriginia nursing home
when Alzheimer patients start dying at alarming rates.
In 1944, three young men from a small town in West Virginia are among the
American forces participating in D-Day, changing the fortunes of the war
with one bold stroke. How is that moment, aboard a Navy ship as it barrels
toward the Normandy shore, related to the death of an old man in an
Appalachian nursing home seventy-two years later?
FI C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
D E T E C T I V E / T RAD I T I O N AL
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/11/2017
9781250089595 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 384 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK rights: DeFiore and Company
Translation rights: DeFiore and Company
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250089588
Ebook ISBN: 9781250089601

M AR K E T I N G

Library Marketing Campaign
Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Criminal Element Advertising
Promotional Giveaways
Hardcover Tie-In: FAST FALLS THE
NIGHT
Author Website: JuliaKeller.net
Author Facebook: /Julia.Keller.Writer

In Sorrow Road, the latest mystery from Pulitzer Prize-winning writer Julia
Keller, two stories—one set in the turbulent era of World War II and one in
the present day—are woven together to create a piercingly poignant tale of
memory and family, of love and murder.
Belfa Elkins, prosecuting attorney in Acker’s Gap, West Virginia, is asked by
an old acquaintance to look into the death of her beloved father in an
Alzheimer’s care facility. Did he die of natural causes—or was something
more sinister to blame? And that’s not the only issue with which Bell is
grappling: Her daughter Carla has moved back home. But something’s not
right. Carla is desperately hiding a secret.
Once again, past and present, good and evil, and revenge and forgiveness clash
in a riveting story set in the shattered landscape of Acker’s Gap, where the
skies can seem dark even at high noon and the mountains lean close to hear
the whispered lament of the people trapped in their shadow.
PR A I SE

“A beautifully crafted mystery in which Keller explores love, hate, and poverty in
a place of stunning natural beauty.” —Kirkus (starred review) on Last Ragged
Breath
“What particularly distinguishes Julia Keller’s series about Bell Elkins, a West
Virginia prosecutor, is its sense of social conscience...powerfully affecting.” —USA
Today on Summer of the Dead
“Keller crafts a cracking whodunnit with many a red herring, but her real
accomplishment is the unflinching depiction of rural poverty and the ways the
inhabitants of Acker’s Gap hold on to their dignity.” —Oprah.com on Summer of
the Dead
JULIA KELLER spent twelve years as a reporter and editor for the Chicago Tribune, where
she won a Pulitzer Prize. A recipient of a Nieman Fellowship at Harvard University, she was
born in West Viriginia and lives in Chicago and Ohio.
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Seducing Abby Rhodes
J. D. Mason
The propulsive second novel in a new contemporary trilogy
about unforgettable love, scorching desire, and dangerous
secrets.

FI C T I O N / AFR I CA N A M E R I CA N /
C O N T E M P O RARY W O M E N
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/18/2017
9781250052261 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 336 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: SMP
Translation: SMP

When Abby Rhodes bought a run-down old house in Blink, TX, she never
expected it would lead to the love of her life. Inhabiting the house of a
woman since passed away, Abby intends to fix it up and settle in. But she
doesn’t count on Jordan Tunson coming into her life. Determined to hunt
down his father’s longtime-ago mistress, Jordan finally finds her house—and
realizes a beautiful woman named Abby Rhodes is living in it. Soon a spark of
attraction blossoms into new love, and Abby and Jordan are as happy as
anyone could be.
But never underestimate a woman scorned. Jordan is the best catch this side of
the Mississippi—and Asha Sinclair is determined to have him. She will stop at
nothing to drive a permanent wedge between Abby and Jordan and worm her
way into his heart. Can their relationship withstand the wrath of a woman
who will stop at nothing to have the man she refuses to live without?
PR A I SE

“A heart-pounding and terrifyingly awesome story!” —RT Book Reviews (Top
Pick) on The Real Mrs. Price
“Readers are taken on a penomenal journey that elicits gasps when the bombshell
hits. Mason pens another astounding work.” —RT Book Reviews on Crazy, Sexy,
Revenge
“Taut, suspenseful and unforgettable. Run, do not walk, and get this book!”
—Zane, New York Times bestselling author on Beautiful, Dirty, Rich
J.D. MASON is the author of The Real Mrs. Price; Crazy, Sexy, Revenge; Drop Dead,
Gorgeous; Beautiful, Dirty, Rich; Somebody Pick Up My Pieces; Take Your Pleasure Where
You Find It; That Devil’s No Friend Of Mine; You Gotta Sin To Get Saved; This Fire Down In
My Soul; Don’t Want No Sugar; And On The Eighth Day She Rested; and One Day I Saw A
Black King. She lives in Denver, Colorado with her two children.
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The White Mirror
A Mystery
Elsa Hart
In Elsa Hart’s second mesmerizing novel, 18th-century Chinese
librarian Li Du is crossing a snowy valley in Tibet when he
discovers a dead monk with a strange symbol painted on his
chest.

FI C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
D E T E C T I V E / H I S T O R I CAL
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/18/2017
9781250074973 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK rights: The Gernert Company
Translation rights: The Gernert Company
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250074966
Ebook ISBN: 9781466886391

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Advertising and Promotion
Author Website: ElsaHart.com
Author Twitter: Twitter.com/ElsaMarieHart

In the follow-up to Elsa Hart’s critically acclaimed debut, Jade Dragon
Mountain, Li Du, an imperial librarian and former exile in 18th century
China, is now an independent traveler. He is journeying with a trade caravan
bound for Lhasa when a detour brings them to a valley hidden between
mountain passes. On the icy planks of a wooden bridge, a monk sits in
contemplation. Closer inspection reveals that the monk is dead, apparently
of a self-inflicted wound. His robes are rent, revealing a strange symbol
painted on his chest.
When the rain turns to snow, the caravan is forced to seek hospitality from
the local lord while they wait for the storm to pass. The dead monk, Li Du
soon learns, was a reclusive painter. According to the family, his bizarre
suicide is not surprising, given his obsession with the demon world. But Li Du
is convinced that all is not as it seems. Why did the caravan leader detour to
this particular valley? Why does the lord’s heir sleep in the barn like a
servant? And who is the mysterious woman traveling through the mountain
wilds?
Trapped in the snow, surrounded by secrets and an unexplained grief that
haunts the manor, Li Du cannot distract himself from memories he’s tried to
leave behind. As he discovers irrefutable evidence of the painter’s murder and
pieces together the dark circumstances of his death, Li Du must face the
reason he will not go home and, ultimately, the reason why he must.
PR A I SE

“[A] first-class debut…Augurs a brilliant career for Hart: the careful
characterization, the beautifully detailed research (minced yak tongue, anyone?),
and an innate feel for the enigmatic meanings of murder.” —USA Today
“Elsa Hart recreates the world of 18th-century China with assurance and skill.”
—The Wall Street Journal
ELSA HART was born in Rome, Italy, but her earliest memories are of Moscow, where her
family lived until 1991. Since then she has lived in the Czech Republic, the U.S.A., and China.
She earned a B.A. from Swarthmore College and a J.D. from Washington University in St. Louis
School of Law. The White Mirror is her second novel.
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A Novel
Kate Lord Brown
A beautifully written novel based on the true-life story of Varian
Fry, called “the artists’ Schindler,” who rescued thousands of
Europe’s finest creative minds from certain death in WWII.

FI C T I O N / C O N T E M P O RARY
WO M EN
A Thomas Dunne Book for St. Martin's Griffin
| 7/18/2017
9781250112422 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Curtis Brown UK
Translation Rights: Curtis Brown UK
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250084538
Ebook ISBN: 9781250084545

In 2000, Sophie Cass, an ambitious journalist, may have finally found her big
break. Convinced a celebrated painter in the Hamptons is hiding a dark secret,
she sets off to unravel the truth about his past. Her research takes her back
decades to 1940, as an international group of artists and intellectuals gather at
The House of Dreams, a beautiful villa just outside Marseilles where American
journalist Varian Fry and his remarkable team are working to help them
escape France. Despite the incredible danger they all face, The House of
Dreams is a place of true camaraderie and creativity—and the setting of a
love affair that changed the course of the painter’s life forever. But as Sophie
digs further into his past, she begins to wonder whether some secrets are
better left untouched.
Inspired by the real-life heroism of Varian Fry and the volunteers who risked
their lives to help save legendary figures like Marc Chagall, Hannah Arendt,
and Max Ernst, Kate Lord Brown’s The House of Dreams is a lyrically told
novel of great courage, love, and the power of art.
PR A I SE

M AR K E T I N G

Online Publicity
Author Twitter: @katelordbrown
Author Twitter: @katelordbrown

AL S O AVA ILABL E
The Perfume Garden: A Novel
5/2016 | 9781250091406
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.

“Brown brings a cinematic sensibility to her writing, making the long-ago exploits
of Fry and his cohorts pulse with life, with an ever-present sense of danger
looming overhead. There is much to admire about this novel and its strong cast of
characters, most of all its portrayal of the cost—and legacy—of real courage.”
—Booklist (starred review)
“Brown sheds a literary light on the unsung heroes of the ARC ... [A] nicely
written and worthy read.” —Library Journal
“An exciting read with many characters you find yourself rooting for.” —Fresh
Fiction
KATE LORD BROWN is the internationally bestselling author of The Perfume Garden,
which was shortlisted for the UK Romantic Novel of the Year. She won a BBC International
Radio Playwriting Competition, Middle East region, was a finalist in ITV’s The People’s
Author competition, and has an MA in creative writing. She grew up in Devon, England, and
currently lives in the Middle East with her family.
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The Adventurist
A Novel
J. Bradford Hipps
At a software company in a Southern city, one lovesick,
whip-smart software engineer has a crisis of confidence, in the
tradition of Richard Ford and Walker Percy.
In the anonymous office park of a modern software company, software
engineer Henry Hurt is a man in the middle: of life, of career, and of
self-assessment. Henry is mired in his corporate responsibilities until his
deathless office existence is torpedoed by the loss of his mother.
FI C T I O N / LI T E RARY
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/4/2017
9781250096333 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 288 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250062239
Ebook ISBN: 9781466868120
Audio ISBN: 9781427284815

Overcome by “the pall,” Henry seeks escape in a quest for love and purpose,
which is occasioned by a crisis in his company’s fortunes. Dodging an
Iago-like rival, he finds love with a colleague in his department, endangers his
bond with his family, and finally confronts the single urgent question of his
life.
The Adventurist is about relationships: Henry has complicated ones with his
sister, Gretchen, who has stayed at home with their father; his lover Jane, a
sleek and efficient mirror image of Henry; and a tantalizing potential
girlfriend, Madison, the ultimate free spirit. But his relationship to the
responsibilities in that anonymous office park may change his fortunes even
more than the women in his life.

M AR K E T I N G

Online Publicity
Discussion Guide Available Online
Library Marketing
Blog Outreach
Giveaways on Goodreads.com

PR A I SE

“The Adventurist activated most of my cranial pleasure centers. It’s a brisk and
polished and somehow very American novel. It moves confidently, that is, until it
can no longer pretend to do so. It delivers to the reader internal wounds that will
fail to clot.” —Dwight Garner, The New York Times
A former programmer, J. BRADFORD HIPPS turned to fiction after a ten-year software career.
He received his graduate degree from the University of Houston Creative Writing Program,
where he was awarded the Inprint Michener Prize. He lives with his wife and children in
Texas.
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The Summer That Melted
Everything
A Novel
Tiffany McDaniel
The devil comes to Ohio in Tiffany McDaniel’s breathtaking and
heartbreaking literary debut, set in the 1980s in the foothills of
the Appalachian Mountains, an August 2016 Indie Next Pick.
Fielding Bliss has never forgotten the summer of 1984: the year a heat wave
scorched Breathed, Ohio. The year he became friends with the devil.
FI C T I O N / FA M ILY LIF E
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/4/2017
9781250131676 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Peters, Fraser & Dunlop
Translation Rights: ICM
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250078063
Ebook ISBN: 9781466890343

M AR K E T I N G

Author Available for Call-ins to
Bookclubs
StMartinsFirst.com Promotion
Author Website: tiffanymcdaniel.com

Sal seems to appear out of nowhere—a bruised and tattered thirteen-year-old
boy claiming to be the devil himself answering an invitation. Fielding Bliss,
the son of a local prosecutor, brings Sal home, where he’s welcomed into the
Bliss family, who assume he’s a runaway from a nearby farm town.
When word spreads that the devil has come to Breathed, not everyone is
happy to welcome this self-proclaimed fallen angel. Murmurs follow him and
tensions rise, along with the temperature as an unbearable heat wave rolls into
town right along with him. As strange accidents start to occur, riled by the
feverish heat, some in the town start to believe that Sal is exactly who he
claims to be. While the Bliss family wrestle with their own personal demons, a
fanatic drives the town to the brink of a catastrophe that will change this
sleepy Ohio backwater forever.
PR A I SE

“This debut novel shines with beauty and lyricism... Give this to fans of
atmospheric fiction, particularly those who enjoy the grit of Donald Ray Pollock,
the foreshadowing of Shirley Jackson, and the mounting suspense of Peter
Straub.” —Library Journal
“[McDaniel] is capable of stirring powerful emotions...an ambitious novel that will
invite thought and surely spark discussion.” —Booklist
“A bold and surprising debut.” —Robert Morgan, New York Times bestselling
author of Gap Creek
“Once this world has hold of you, it won’t let you go.” —Jacquelyn Mitchard,
New York Times bestselling author The Deep End of the Ocean
TIFFANY MCDANIEL’s writing is inspired by the rolling hills and buckeye woods of Ohio,
where she lives. The Summer That Melted Everything is her debut novel.
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G-Unit
J. Leon Pridgen II and Anthony Vinci
One military unit. Five criminals. This group needs all the
strength and street-smarts they have in order to recover stolen
weapons. They used to be in jail. And now, they take no
prisoners...
Five tough as nails criminals. One hard-assed Sargent. The only chance to
change their lives. These are the men of G-Unit. Push them hard and they
push harder. Throw a punch and they’ll knock you out. Things are about to
get deadly—but with the skill and swagger of G-Unit, no mission is
impossible…
FI C T I O N / W AR & M ILI TARY
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/4/2017
9781250089977 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 304 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: SMP
Translation: SMP

Born and raised in America’s hardest streets, five men are faced with the
ultimate choice: continue their lives of crime and incarceration or serve their
country and join the army. Master Sargent Keeble is faced with no good
choice: be the leader of a new section called G-Unit or take him and his
prosthetic leg out of the game for good. At first, all Keeble has to work with
is a ragtag group of men with no regard for the rules and a huge chip on their
shoulders. But as the men go through training and more together, they form a
group so tight, so formidable, that nothing can break them apart. And when a
secretive CIA directive leads them straight into the heart of Uzbekistan to
recover stolen weapons, G-Unit’s men will need all the grit, tough—and
heart—they have in order to see this mission home.
LEON PRIDGEN is originally from Aberdeen, Maryland grew up at Ft. Bragg, NC and resides
in Mooresville, NC. Leon’s journey in life so far has taken him from the jungles of Panama
with the 82nd Airborne Division, to Hollywood film sets co-starring in movies like The
Program and Careful What You Wish For. Along the way he has authored the novels Color
of Justice and Your Past Catches You.
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The Year's Best Science Fiction:
Thirty-Fourth Annual Collection
Edited by Gardner Dozois
The multiple Locus Award-winning annual collection of the
year’s best science fiction stories.

FI C T I O N / S C I E N C E FI C T I O N /
C O LL E C T I O N S & A N T H O L O G I E S
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/11/2017
9781250119247 | $22.99 / $32.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 720 pages
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250119230

M AR K E T I N G

National Publicity

AL S O AVA ILABL E
The Year's Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Second
Annual Collection
7/2015 | 9781250064424
Trade Paperback | $22.99 / $26.99 Can.
The Thirty-third Hour: A Novel
1/2003 | 9780312303235
Trade Paperback | $13.95 / $19.95 Can.

In the new millennium, what secrets lay beyond the far reaches of the
universe? What mysteries belie the truths we once held to be self-evident?
The world of science fiction has long been a porthole into the realities of
tomorrow, blurring the line between life and art. Now, in The Year’s Best
Science Fiction: Thirty-Fourth Annual Collection, the very best SF authors
explore ideas of a new world. This venerable collection brings together awardwinning authors and masters of the field. With an extensive recommended
reading guide and a summation of the year in science fiction, this annual
compilation has become the definitive must-read anthology for all science
fiction fans and readers interested in breaking into the genre.
PR A I SE

“Another excellent and provocative annual anthology of the best in the field… A
particularly excellent and illuminating examination of the depth and breadth of
current science fiction.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“All stories gathered here, by such quality writers as Alastair Reynolds, Karl
Schroeder, and Nancy Kress, keep the light of superiority shining brightly through
all 700 pages.... A highly valuable addition to all public library collections.”
—Booklist (starred review) on The Year’s Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Third Annual
Collection
GARDNER DOZOIS has been working in the science fiction field for more than thirty years.
For twenty years he was the editor of Asimov’s Science Fiction, during which time he received
the Hugo Award for Best Editor fifteen times, Nebula Awards twice, and a World Fantasy
Award. He has also been inducted into the Science Fiction Hall of Fame and has received the
Skylark Award for Lifetime Achievement. He lives in Philadelphia, PA.
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The Year's Best Science Fiction:
Thirty-Fourth Annual Collection
Edited by Gardner Dozois
The multiple Locus Award-winning annual collection of the
year’s best science fiction stories.

FI C T I O N / S C I E N C E FI C T I O N /
C O LL E C T I O N S & A N T H O L O G I E S
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/11/2017
9781250119230 | $40.00 / $56.00 Can.
Hardcover | 720 pages
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Trade Paperback ISBN: 9781250119247

In the new millennium, what secrets lay beyond the far reaches of the
universe? What mysteries belie the truths we once held to be self-evident?
The world of science fiction has long been a porthole into the realities of
tomorrow, blurring the line between life and art. Now, in The Year’s Best
Science Fiction: Thirty-Fourth Annual Collection, the very best SF authors
explore ideas of a new world. This venerable collection brings together awardwinning authors and masters of the field. With an extensive recommended
reading guide and a summation of the year in science fiction, this annual
compilation has become the definitive must-read anthology for all science
fiction fans and readers interested in breaking into the genre.
PR A I SE

“Another excellent and provocative annual anthology of the best in the field… A
particularly excellent and illuminating examination of the depth and breadth of
current science fiction.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“All stories gathered here, by such quality writers as Alastair Reynolds, Karl
Schroeder, and Nancy Kress, keep the light of superiority shining brightly through
all 700 pages... A highly valuable addition to all public library collections.”
—Booklist (starred review) on The Year’s Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Third Annual
Collection
GARDNER DOZOIS has been working in the science fiction field for more than thirty years.
For twenty years he was the editor of Asimov’s Science Fiction, during which time he received
the Hugo Award for Best Editor fifteen times, Nebula Awards twice, and a World Fantasy
Award. He has also been inducted into the Science Fiction Hall of Fame and has received the
Skylark Award for Lifetime Achievement. He lives in Philadelphia, PA.
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350+ Tips, Techniques, and
Trade Secrets for Knitting
Betty Barnden
Hundreds of tips for professional-looking knits, suitable for all
skill levels!

CRAF T S & H O BB I E S /
N E E DL E W O R K / K N I T T I N G
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/18/2017
9781250125125 | $22.99 / $32.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 160 pages
9.5 in H | 7.5 in W
Includes color photographs throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: Quarto
Translation Rights: Quarto

M AR K E T I N G

Online Promotion
Blog Outreach Campaign
Social Media Campaign

Give a stylish finish to your knitted garments and accessories with this
essential compendium of knitting know-how. Over 350 tips, techniques, and
secrets are explained and illustrated with clear step-by-step photographs and
diagrams. Discover how to read patterns and charts, choose color and yarns,
mix and match stitch patterns, and adapt designs for the perfect fit.
All kinds of stitches abound, from stockinette stitch and ribbing, to lace, Fair
Isle, cables, and intarsia work. This book explains all the techniques you’ll
need in the order you’ll need them, from casting on and joining in yarns, to
shaping, and adding buttonholes, pockets, and embellishments. Plus, “Try It”
and “Fix It” panels suggest ways of practicing and developing new skills and
avoiding or correcting common knitting errors.
BETTY BARNDEN is the author of 200 Knitting Tips, Techniques & Trade Secrets and Super
Finishing Techniques for Crocheters. An experienced needlecraft designer, Barnden has
designed hundreds of patterns for various companies and her knitwear, embroidery, and
crochet designs have appeared in many magazines. Barnden lives in the UK.

AL S O AVA ILABL E
750 Knitting Stitches: The Ultimate Knit Stitch
Bible
8/2015 | 9781250067180
Hardcover | $24.99 / $28.99 Can.
Simple Knitting: A Complete How-to-Knit
Workshop with 20 Projects
3/2011 | 9780312668334
Trade Paperback | $24.99 / $28.99 Can.
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350+ Tips, Techniques, and
Trade Secrets for Crochet
Jan Eaton
Hundreds of tips for professional-looking crochet, suitable for
all skill levels!

CRAF T S & H O BB I E S /
N E E DL E W O R K / CR O C H E T I N G
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/18/2017
9781250125101 | $22.99 / $32.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 160 pages
9.5 in H | 7.5 in W
Includes color photographs throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: Quarto
Translation Rights: Quarto

Give a professional finish to your crochet garments and accessories with this
indispensable compendium of technical know-how and troubleshooting tips.
Techniques are organized in the order that you’d need them as you work
through a project, from choosing the right yarn to looking after your finished
garment. Step-by-step photographs, diagrams, and clear instructions guide you
through each stage of your work, or you can dip in for help with a particular
problem.
Discover how to substitute yarns and accurately estimate the amount required,
adapt patterns to create tailor-made garments, and lengthen an existing piece
with trims and edgings. From basic chain stitches to filet crochet, there’s
advice for all kinds of stitches, mixing and matching, and dealing with gauge
variations. You’ll also find plenty of inspiration for adding an extra-special
touch to your work using beaded embellishments and surface crochet!

M AR K E T I N G

Online Promotion
Blog Outreach Campaign
Social Media Campaign

JAN EATON is known internationally for her specialty in needlecraft and textile designs. She
is the author of 200 Crochet Blocks for Blankets, Throws, and Afghans.

AL S O AVA ILABL E
500 Crochet Stitches: The Ultimate Crochet
Stitch Bible
8/2015 | 9781250067302
Hardcover | $24.99 / $28.99 Can.
Crochet-opedia: The Only Crochet Reference
You'll Ever Need
6/2013 | 9781250020338
Hardcover | $24.99 / $28.99 Can.
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40 Colorful Afghans to Crochet
A Collection of Eye-Popping Stitch Patterns, Blocks &
Projects
Leonie Morgan

CRAF T S & H O BB I E S /
N E E DL E W O R K / CR O C H E T I N G
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/18/2017
9781250125064 | $21.99 / $30.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 128 pages
8.8 in H | 8.8 in W
Includes over 120 color photographs throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: Quarto
Translation Rights: Quarto

M AR K E T I N G

Online Promotion
Email Marketing Campaign
Blog Outreach Campaign
Cookstr Promotion and Outreach
Social Media Campaign

AL S O AVA ILABL E
75 Colorful Hexagons to Crochet: The
Ultimate Mix-and-Match Patterns in
Eye-Popping Colors
1/2016 | 9781250074348
Trade Paperback | $21.99 / $24.99 Can.

The latest from bestselling author and crochet designer Leonie
Morgan: all you need to know to crochet your own colorful
afghans!
Bestselling author Leonie Morgan is back with another wonderful crochet
book, showcasing her vibrant color and stitch variations. Featuring both block
and stitch patterns, there is plenty here to please both granny-square lovers
and row-by-row enthusiasts!
Each of the 40 afghan designs comes with a clear written pattern, an easy-tofollow chart, a skill-level indicator, and a full-color photograph. Instructions
and yardage are given, too, for making afghans in three sizes: baby blankets,
lap throws, and bedspreads.
Packed with advice on picking color combinations and a selection of edgings
to finish your project, 40 Colorful Afghans to Crochet is all you need to
create your own unique and colorful afghan.
LEONIE MORGAN is a freelance crochet designer who runs her own craft business and blog,
WoolnHook. She is the author of 100 Colorful Granny Squares to Crochet, 100 Colorful
Ripple Stitches to Crochet, and 75 Colorful Hexagons to Crochet. She lives in the UK.

100 Colorful Ripple Stitches to Crochet: 50
Original Stitches & 50 Fabulous Colorways for
Blankets and Throws
7/2014 | 9781250049490
Trade Paperback | $21.99 / $24.99 Can.
100 Colorful Granny Squares to Crochet:
Dozens of Mix and Match Combos and
Fabulous Projects
3/2013 | 9781250025128
Trade Paperback | $21.99 / $24.99 Can.
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Tom Clancy's Op-Center: Dark
Zone
Created by Tom Clancy and Steve Pieczenik, Written by Jeff
Rovin and George Galdorisi
In this race-to-the-finish thriller in the New York Times
bestselling series, the brutal murder of an undercover agent
reveals a plot to foment a full-fledged war between Russia and
Ukraine.

FI C T I O N / T H R ILL E R S /
M ILI TARY
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/1/2017
9781250026897 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt
Subrights: UK Rights: William Morris Endeavor
Translation Rights: William Morris Endeavor
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427285591
Audio ISBN: 9781427285607

Former US Ambassador to the Ukraine Douglas Flannery meets with an old
friend and former spy near New York’s South Street Seaport. She is seeking
his help to thwart a Russian plan to overrun her native Ukraine, but those for
whom she is working propose an infinitely more dangerous scheme, one that
could draw in NATO forces and possibly ignite World War III. Moments later,
as she jogs along the East River, her throat is slashed.
Within hours, Op-Center learns of the killing and alarm bells go off. Director
Chase Williams and his team have been following events as both Ukraine, her
NATO allies, and Russia rapidly deploy forces in a dangerous game of
brinksmanship. But the secret that Flannery has learned threatens to take the
looming battle to a whole new and very lethal level. Using cutting edge
techniques of cyber warfare and spycraft, Op-Center must respond to the
rapidly unfolding crisis before the U.S. is forced to take sides in a conflict that
could change history.
PR A I SE

“Suspenseful…An Op-Center book is always a master class in military acronyms
and hardware…the simple hostage situations keep the tension cranked high and
will satisfy Clancy fans old and new.” —Publishers Weekly
“A top-notch military thriller, combining politics, suspense, and action. Couch
and Galdorisi continue to make the Clancy brand shine.” —Booklist on Into the
Fire
“With intricate plotting, plenty of action, and characters – even villains – that are
more than cardboard cutouts, Tom Clancy’s OpCenter: Into the Fire is definitely a
book that will leave you sleep-deprived.” —Defense Media Network on Into the Fire
JEFF ROVIN is the author of more than 100 books, fiction and nonfiction, both under his own
name, under various pseudonyms, or as a ghostwriter, including numerous New York Times
bestsellers and over a dozen of the original Tom Clancy’s Op-Center novels.
GEORGE GALDORISI is a career naval aviator. He has written several books, including
(with Dick Couch), the New York Times bestseller, Tom Clancy Presents: Act of Valor and Tom
Clancy’s Op-Center: Scorched Earth.
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Damaged
A Novel
Lisa Scottoline
From the New York Times bestselling author comes the fourth
book in the Rosato & DiNunzio thriller series.

FI C T I O N / T H R ILL E R S / L E G AL
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/1/2017
9781250099648 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 416 pages | Carton Qty: 16
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Trident Media Group
Translation Rights: Trident Media Group
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250099624
Ebook ISBN: 9781250099631
Audio ISBN: 9781427278708
Audio ISBN: 9781427278715

M AR K E T I N G

National Print Advertising
Online Advertising
Social Media Campaign
Promotion @ CriminalElement.com
Book Club Outreach
http://scottoline.com/
https://www.facebook.com/LisaScottoline
https://twitter.com/LisaScottoline

Ten-year-old Patrick O’Brien is a natural target at school. Shy, dyslexic, and
small for his age, he tries to hide his first-grade reading level from everyone:
from his classmates, from the grandfather who cares for him, and from the
teachers who are supposed to help him. But the real trouble begins when
Patrick is accused of attacking a school aide. The aide promptly quits and sues
the boy, his family, and the school district. Patrick’s grandfather turns to the
law firm of Rosato & DiNunzio for help, and Mary DiNunzio is on the case.
Soon Mary becomes Patrick’s true champion and his only hope for security
and justice. But there is more to the story than meets the eye and Patrick
might be more troubled than he seems. With twists at every turn and secrets
about the family coming to light, Mary DiNunzio might have found the case
that can make her a true protector, or break her heart...
PR A I SE

“There is nothing as riveting as a skilled writer creating tense courtroom scenes
and Scottoline does that in Corrupted.” —Huffington Post
“Scottoline writes terrific legal fiction with warmth, smart characters and lots of
humor and heart. Her legions of fans will be happy with this one, and it should
find her new readers as well.” —Booklist on Betrayed
“Compelling.” —Publishers Weekly on Betrayed
LISA SCOTTOLINE is a New York Times bestselling and Edgar Award-winning author of
twenty-seven novels. She has 30 million copies of her books in print in the U.S., she has been
published in thirty-five countries, and her thrillers have been optioned for television and film.
Lisa writes a weekly column with her daughter, Francesca Serritella, for The Philadelphia
Inquirer, and those critically acclaimed stories have been adapted into a series of memoirs. She
lives in the Philadelphia area.

AL S O AVA ILABL E
Corrupted: A Rosato & DiNunzio Novel
8/2016 | 9781250104618
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Betrayed: A Rosato & DiNunzio Novel
9/2015 | 9781250074362
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.
Accused: A Rosato & DiNunzio Novel
9/2014 | 9781250054531
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.
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Will Shortz Presents Sudoku
Mania!
200 Challenging Puzzles
Will Shortz
200 wild sudoku puzzles!
Join the puzzle mania! These puzzles are mind melting! But if you dare, grab a
pen and take on these two hundred all-new extra challenging puzzles.

GAMES / SUDOKU
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/15/2017
9781250133304 | $10.99 / $15.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 24
7.1 in H | 5 in W

Features:
- 200 hard puzzles
- Big grids for easy solving
- Introduction by legendary puzzlemaster Will Shortz
WILL SHORTZ has been crossword editor of The New York Times since 1993. He is also the
puzzlemaster on NPR’s Weekend Edition Sunday and the founder and director of the annual
American Crossword Puzzle Tournament.
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The New York Times Large-Print
Tons of Puns Crosswords
120 Large-Print Puzzles from the Pages of the New York Times
The New York Times
120 funny New York Times puzzles in easy-to-read large print.
Large-print type may make these puzzles from the pages of The New York
Times easy on the eyes, but they will still challenge the brain. This brand new
Large-Print Omnibus features:
G A M E S / CR O S S W O RD S
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/8/2017
9781250133274 | $17.99 / $24.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 288 pages | Carton Qty: 18
10.9 in H | 9.1 in W

- 120 easy-to-read crossword puzzles
- All levels of difficulty
- Puzzles edited by crossword maven Will Shortz.
WILL SHORTZ, puzzle editor of The New York Times since 1993, is the only academically
accredited “enigmatologist” in the world. He founded and directs the American Crossword
Puzzle Tournament, held annually in Brooklyn, New York, as well as the World Puzzle
Championship. He also serves as Puzzlemaster on NPR’s Weekend Edition Sunday. Shortz
lives in Pleasantville, New York.
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The Matchmakers of
Minnow Bay

AU GU S T 2017

A Novel
Kelly Harms
“The perfect feel-good read. Don’t miss this delightful novel!”
—Susan Wiggs, #1 New York Times bestselling author

FI C T I O N / C O N T E M P O RARY
WO M EN
A Thomas Dunne Book for St. Martin's Griffin
| 8/1/2017
9781250130464 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 288 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Waxman Leavell Agency
Translation Rights: Waxman Leavell Agency
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250070616
Ebook ISBN: 9781466880948

Lily Stewart has reached a crossroads in her life. Her painting career hasn’t
taken off, her best friend has changed beyond recognition, her relationship is
a constant disappointment, and now she can’t keep up with the rising cost of
living in the city. With no one to turn to, Lily is forced to move from her
beloved apartment, but while packing she comes across a piece of mail that
had slipped to the back of her junk drawer: a letter detailing further action
needed to finalize the annulment of a quickie Vegas wedding. From ten years
ago!
By chance, Lily finds her way to the magical Minnow Bay Inn. There she will
discover not just a place to lay her head, but new friends, new inspiration, and
maybe even a new chance to fall in love.
PR A I SE

“The Matchmakers of Minnow Bay thoroughly entertains as it explores friendship,
flings, and finally finding yourself—a funny, fresh voice ideal for this charming
coming-into-her-age novel.” —Christie Ridgway, USA Today bestselling author of
the Beach House No. 9 and Cabin Fever series
“Delightful, and sure to captivate readers and gain new fans for author Kelly
Harms. Sparkling dialogue and a winning heroine, who finds her big-girl panties
[and] love along the way.” —Eileen Goudge, New York Times bestselling author of
Garden of Lies
“Devastatingly funny, the talented Kelly Harms is one to watch.” —Colleen
Oakley, author of Before I Go
KELLY HARMS is a former editor and literary agent who has worked with a wide array of
bestselling and award-winning authors of commercial fiction. She traded New York City for
the writing life in Madison, Wisconsin, where she lives with her adorable and sometimes
imperious son, Griffin. She is the author of The Good Luck Girls of Shipwreck Lane.
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Way of the Reaper
My Greatest Untold Missions and the Art of Being a Sniper
Nicholas Irving with Gary Brozek
Now in paperback, the thrilling account of Nick “The Reaper”
Irving’s 10 greatest sniper kill missions that provide insight into
the art of being a sniper.

B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ M ILI TARY
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/8/2017
9781250102584 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 304 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Plus one 16-page color photograph insert
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250088352
Ebook ISBN: 9781250088369
Audio ISBN: 9781427272072
Audio ISBN: 9781427272096

M AR K E T I N G

Online Publicity
Online Promotion
Blog Outreach
Author Facebook:
Facebook.com/officialreaper33 (21k
likes)
Author Instagram: officialreaper33 (97 k
followers)
Author website: Reaper33.com

AL S O AVA ILABL E
The Reaper: Autobiography of One of the
Deadliest Special Ops Snipers
1/2016 | 9781250080608
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.

From the legendary special operations sniper and New York Times bestselling
author of The Reaper comes a rare and powerful book on the art of being a
sniper. Way of the Reaper is a step-by-step accounting of how a sniper works,
through the lens of Irving’s most significant missions—none of which have
been told before. Each mission is an in-depth look at a new element of
eliminating the enemy, from intel to luck, recon to weaponry. Told in a
thrilling narrative, this is also a heart-pounding true story of some of The
Reaper’s boldest missions including the longest shot of his career on a human
target of over half a mile.
In Iraq and Afghanistan, Nick Irving earned his nickname in blood, destroying
the enemy with his sniper rifle and in deadly firefights behind a .50 caliber
machine gun. He engaged a Taliban suicide bomber during a vicious firefight,
used nearly silent sub-sonic ammo, and was the target of snipers himself. Way
of the Reaper attempts to place the reader in the heat of battle, experiencing
the same dangers, horrors and acts of courage Irving faced as an elite member
of the 3rd Ranger Battalion.
Readers will experience the dangers that all snipers must face, while learning
what it takes to come an elite manhunter. Like the Reaper himself, this
explosive book blazes new territory and takes no prisoners.
PR A I SE

Praise for The Reaper:
“A gripping account from a man whose lethal aim took out 33 Taliban fighters on
one deployment, a record.” —New York Daily News
“Gripping... Irving’s book is a focused, fast-paced tale that, like Irving, never
loses sense of its mission.” —San Diego Union Tribune
NICHOLAS IRVING spent six years in the Army’s Special Operations 3rd Ranger Battalion
75th Ranger Regiment, serving from demolitions assaulter to Master Sniper. He was the first
African American to serve as a sniper in his battalion and is now the owner of HardShoot,
where he trains personnel in the art of long-range shooting. He also appears on the Fox reality
show American Grit. He lives in San Antonio, Texas.
GARY BROZEK has co-authored nearly 20 books including 5 New York Times bestsellers.
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Should Have Known Better
V. C. Chickering
The next racy, emotional, humorous, and thought-provoking novel from the
author of Nookietown.
PR A I SE

“With vivid characters, quick dialogue, and over-the-top situations, Chickering’s
debut novel alternates between moments of true hilarity and deep introspection.”
—Kirkus Reviews
“A laugh-out-loud story about marriage, fidelity, and honesty” —PopSugar
FI C T I O N / C O N T E M P O RARY
WO M EN
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/8/2017
9781250065292 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 352 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press

M AR K E T I N G

Social Media Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Facebook Advertising: Pre-Pub and
On-Sale
Early Reader Reviews
Blog Outreach
Author Blog:
http://vickichicki.blogspot.com/
http://www.vcchickering.com/
https://www.facebook.com/vcchickering
https://twitter.com/vcchickering
https://www.instagram.com/vcchickering/

“Chickering holds nothing back in this debut that can only be described as a Fifty
Shades of Grey for the married and divorced set. She dives in with a plethora of
graphic sex scenes, creating a blend of erotica with a strong dose of women’s
fiction. Sure to be a hit among women seeking a feisty, thrilling, and risqué read.”
—Library Journal
V.C. CHICKERING has written for Comedy Central, MTV, Lifetime, TLC, Discovery, NickMom
and Oxygen television networks as well as for BUST, Cosmo, and The Washington Post
magazines. She's written screenplays; has a local newspaper column entitled, Pith Monger;
and a blog. She lives in New Jersey with her family where she also writes and performs witty,
original songs for the alt-bluegrass/indi-jazz band, Tori Erstwhile & The Montys. Nookietown
is her first novel.
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Everyday Dinner Ideas
103 Easy Recipes with Chicken, Pasta, and More
Addie Gundry
103 weeknight solutions that answer the daily question—
What’s for dinner? —by drawing from Prime Media’s extensive
data on the recipes millions of Americans are searching for
today.

CO O K I N G / CO URS E S & DIS H E S
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/8/2017
9781250132314 | $19.99 / $27.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 224 pages
9.1 in H | 7.5 in W
Includes color photographs throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

103 Everyday Dinner Ideas is the third in a series of RecipeLion cookbooks.
RecipeLion is part of Prime Publishing LLC, a lifestyle multi-platform brand
focused on cooking and crafting content. The Prime group receives over 68
million monthly page views, and over 7.9 million readers subscribe to Prime’s
family of email newsletters.
With plenty of one-pot meals, dinners ready in under half an hour, and
innovative flavor combinations to spice up your go-to proteins, 103
Everyday Dinner Ideas has the answers. This third book from the RecipeLion
collection is poised to become a go-to resource for singles, couples, and
families. Driven by data on top search terms like lasagna, salmon, pork
chops, and ground beef, this book presents 103 great everyday dinner ideas
that real people are searching for daily.

M AR K E T I N G

Online Promotion
Email Marketing Campaign
Blog Outreach Campaign
Cookstr Promotion and Outreach
Social Media Campaign

ADDIE GUNDRY received her masters in culinary arts at Auguste Escoffier in Avignon,
France. She has worked for chefs including Daniel Boulud, Thomas Keller, and Martha Stewart
on management, restaurant openings, brand development, editorial, marketing, and sales. In
2015, she won Cutthroat Kitchen on The Food Network. As the executive producer for
RecipeLion, Addie creates culinary content for multiple web platforms and communities. She
excels at making easy recipes elegant.
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Emerald Coast
Anita Hughes
A glamorous love story set on the idyllic Emerald Coast about a
newly divorced interior designer and the ex-husband she runs
into while trying to escape the frustrations of their failed
marriage.

FI C T I O N / C O N T E M P O RARY
WO M EN
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/1/2017
9781250130877 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: Trident Media Group

Lily Bristol arrives at a luxurious resort in Sardinia for the grand opening of
her newest home furnishing store on the Emerald Coast. She’s a successful
business woman with an international chain of stores from San Francisco to
Milan. Thirty-two and newly divorced, she’s ready to handle things on her
own. At least until her private butler, Hector, escorts her to a beautiful suite
where she notices a suspiciously familiar pair of men’s slippers and shaving
kit.
Lily is horrified. Her ex-husband Oliver moved out of their restored
Connecticut farmhouse six months ago, but they booked this trip when they
were trying to save their marriage and never cancelled the reservation. Oliver,
a food critic for the New York Times, is here covering Sardinia’s hottest new
restaurant. The only other available room is the adjoining suite; and worse,
Oliver isn’t alone. He’s brought a twenty-something named Angela with him.
Lily is determined to make do and enlists Hector to find her a suitable man.
But it’s not as easy to find new love as they both expected. When Lily and
Oliver find themselves alone on a very important night, they turn to each
other. Sparks begin to fly, but can they be together without breaking each
other’s hearts?
Set on the glamorous Italian island, Emerald Coast is a touching and
humorous story about marriage and the difficulty of finding love and
happiness at the same time.
PR A I SE

“Delicious!” —Nicola Kraus, #1 NYT bestselling co-author of The First Affair, on
Santorini Sunsets
“A romantic roller-coaster ride of passionate encounters and mixed emotions, all
leading up to a brilliant finale of self-discovery and assessing just how far to go
for true love.” —Booklist on Santorini Sunsets
ANITA HUGHES is the author of Monarch Beach, Market Street, Lake Como, French Coast,
Rome in Love, Island in the Sea, Santorini Sunsets, Christmas in Paris, and White Sand,
Blue Sea. She attended UC Berkeley’s Masters in Creative Writing Program, and lives in Dana
Point, California, where she is at work on her next novel. For more information about Anita
and her books, visit anitahughesbooks.com
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Telling Tales
A Vera Stanhope Mystery
Ann Cleeves
Published for the first time in the U.S., an early book in awardwinning crime novelist Ann Cleeves’s Vera Stanhope series,
brought to life by Brenda Blethyn in the hit TV series Vera.
It has been ten years since Jeanie Long was charged with the murder of
fifteen-year-old Abigail Mantel. Now residents of the East Yorkshire village
of Elvet are disturbed to hear of new evidence proving Jeanie’s innocence.
Abigail’s killer is still at large.
FI C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
DE T ECTIVE / WO M E N SLE U T H S
Minotaur Books | 8/22/2017
9781250122773 | $16.99
Trade Paperback | 416 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Macmillan UK
Translation Rights: John Hawkins & Associates
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250122766
Audio ISBN: 9781427288417
Audio ISBN: 9781427288431

For one young woman, Emma Bennett, the revelation brings back haunting
memories of her vibrant best friend--and of that fearful winter’s day when she
had discovered her body lying cold in a ditch.
As Inspector Vera Stanhope makes fresh enquiries on the peninsula and
villagers are hauled back to a time they hoped to forget, tensions begin to
mount. But are people afraid of the killer or of their own guilty pasts?
With each person’s story revisited, the Inspector begins to suspect that some
deadly secrets are threatening to unfurl…
PR A I SE

“Nothing short of riveting.” —Louise Penny
M AR K E T I N G

National Print and Online Publicity
Extensive Promotion and Partnership
with Acorn TV
Authorless Event Kit
Library Marketing Campaign

“Cleeves’ taut, atmospheric thriller will keep readers guessing until the last
page...Chilling.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“Cleeves offers up evocative settings and flawed characters with depth, making her
mysteries wonderfully addictive.” —Library Journal (starred review)
“More Vera, please.” —Booklist (starred review)

AL S O AVA ILABL E
The Crow Trap: A Vera Stanhope Mystery
2/2017 | 9781250122742
Trade Paperback | $16.99

“Intricate and engrossing . . . offers readers the pleasures of the traditional locked
room/isolated island mystery.” —Washington Post Book World

The Moth Catcher: A Vera Stanhope Mystery
10/2016 | 9781250105424
Hardcover | $25.99

ANN CLEEVES writes two series of traditional mysteries, both of which have been turned
into hit TV series. The Vera Stanhope books have been made into the hit series Vera starring
Brenda Blethyn. The Shetland novels feature Inspector Jimmy Perez and are being filmed by the
BBC and titled Shetland. Both series are also available in the U.S. through Netflix, PBS, and
the Acorn Channel. Ann Cleeves lives in England.

Harbour Street: A Vera Stanhope Mystery
9/2016 | 9781250104977
Trade Paperback | $16.99
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A Wife of Noble Character
A Novel
Yvonne Georgina Puig
A juicy, sprawling comedy of manners about a group of
thirtysomethings navigating friendship, love, and their fledgling
careers among Houston’s high-powered oil-money elite.

FI C T I O N / LI T E RARY
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/1/2017
9781250134912 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: Brit., trans., 1st ser., dram.: The Susan
Golomb Literary Agency
Audio: Henry Holt
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781627795555
Ebook ISBN: 9781627795562

M AR K E T I N G

Online Publicity
Author Website:
yvonnegeorginapuig.com
Active on Twitter: @YvonneGeorgina

Thirty-year-old Vivienne Cally is wealthy in name only. Orphaned as a child
and raised by a cold, regal aunt, Vivienne was taught to rely on her beauty to
marry a wealthy and respectable man who will honor the Cally name. A
beloved fixture in high Texan society, she suffers no shortage of access to
some of the city's most eligible bachelors. Preston Duffin has known Vivienne
and her set since childhood. He's never shared their social aspirations or status
but he is liked and respected for his sharp wit and intelligence. About to
graduate from a prestigious architecture program, he is both fascinated and
repelled by this group of friends he sits on the cusp of, one that shares none
of his curiosity about the world beyond Houston. He's long admired Vivienne's
beauty and grace, but isn't sure he holds any place in such a traditional life.
Intrigued by Preston's ambitions and the extent to which he challenges her,
Vivienne both courts Preston's attention and rebuffs his critiques of her
predictable, antiquated priorities and values.
Inspired by Edith Wharton’s The House of Mirth, A Wife of Noble Character
shares the original novel’s astute social commentary while illuminating a
coming-of-age wholly unique to the twenty-first century. Part biting wit, part
good old fashioned love story, this book will charm both fans of Wharton and
anyone who has every struggled to find their way in life.
YVONNE GEORGINA PUIG’s fiction and essays have appeared in Salon, Variety, Los
Angeles Magazine, and The Texas Observer, among others. She holds a Masters in
Professional Writing from USC. She lives in Santa Monica with her husband.
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A Killer Ball at Honeychurch
Hall
Hannah Dennison
In the tradition of M.C. Beaton, a charming and witty whodunit,
set at an English manor house, the third book in this amazing
new hit series.
In this delightful new mystery, our heroine Kat Stanford stumbles upon a
hidden room in an abandoned wing at Honeychurch Hall.

FI C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
DE T ECTIVE / CO ZY
Minotaur Books | 8/15/2017
9781250130358 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 304 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W

However, Kat’s initial excitement soon ends in horror. There, lying on the
cold, stone floor, Kat comes across the body of a young woman dressed in an
Egyptian toga and wearing a tawdry fairground trinket around her broken
neck.
Suspicion falls on some of those who live at the Hall—both upstairs and
down—and even those who are just passing through.

Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

Matters come to a head as a killer lurks amid the aristocracy, and Downton
Abbey fans will want more Killer Balls at Honeychurch Hall.

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250065506
Ebook ISBN: 9781466872455

PR A I SE

Praise for the Honeychurch Hall Mystery series:
M AR K E T I N G

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Author Website: HannahDennison.com

AL S O AVA ILABL E
Deadly Desires at Honeychurch Hall: A Mystery
10/2016 | 9781250105448
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Murder at Honeychurch Hall: A Mystery
5/2015 | 9781250070432
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.

“Downton Abbey was yesterday, Murder at Honeychurch Hall lifts the lid on
today’s grand country estate in all its tarnished, scheming, inbred, deranged
glory.” —Catriona McPherson
“The perfect classic English village mystery, but with the addition of charm, wit,
and a thoroughly modern touch.” —Rhys Bowen
“Downton Abbey meets Midsomer Murders in this lively and entertaining series
debut.” —Marcia Talley, award-winning author of the Hannah Ives mystery series
HANNAH DENNISON began her writing career as a trainee reporter for a small West Country
newspaper in Devon, England. Hannah is a member of Sisters in Crime, Mystery Writers of
America, the Willamette Writers, British Crime Writers’ Association and Toastmasters
International. Hannah Dennison is an especially big hit with librarians. Coincidentally her
mother is a docent at Greenway, Agatha Christie’s summer home, which has been turned into a
museum.
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The Big Redhead Book
Inside the Secret Society of Red Hair
Erin La Rosa
A humorous guide to everything redhead, from pop culture to
history to fashion.

H U M OR / FOR M / TRIVIA
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/22/2017
9781250110527 | $19.99 / $27.99 Can.
Hardcover | 256 pages | Carton Qty: 18
8 in H | 7 in W
Includes over 100 color photographs, illustrations,
lists, and charts throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

M AR K E T I N G

Blog Outreach
Email Marketing Campaign
Early Finished Copy Giveaways
Author Website:
http://www.sideofginger.com/
Author Twitter: @ SideofGinger, 10.6K
Followers

The Big Redhead Book: Inside the Secret Society of Red Hair is your guide
into one of the most elite societies in the world, letting you in on all of the
top-secret things involving this rare part of our population. Equal parts pop
culture book and humorous stories, this book serves as your tour through this
exclusive club, covering famous redheads, redheads in bed, and redhead beauty,
among other categories!
Whether you are a redhead, know a redhead, or are just an enthusiast, this
book explores the realities, the myths, and where red hair actually originates
(it’s not Ireland). Author Erin La Rosa not only delivers the facts, statistics,
and undeniable realities of being a ginger, but she also weaves in her own
personal and hilarious stories about being red. Being a redhead is not just a hair
color, it’s a lifestyle—and this book is your own exclusive peek into that
fabulous world.
Some surprising facts about redheads that you will discover include:
- The association between redheads and humor came from redheaded slaves in
ancient Greece
- There are over 30 leading or recurring redhead characters in Disney and
Pixar films
- Redhead women have more sex, more threesomes, and more orgasms than
other women
- Redheads have a temperature-detecting gene that makes them more
sensitive to heat and cold
- Redheads have a higher pain tolerance
PR A I SE

“Even though I live with a woman, and even lived inside one for a while, until
recently I had no way to help them, because I’m a man. Now, however, I can just
hand them a copy of the funny, thoughtful Womanskills.” —Rob Delaney on
Womanskills
“This wise, irreverent compendium of life hacks finds the sweet spot between Amy
Sedaris and Worst Case Survival Guides... An instant classic.” —Janet Fitch,
author of White Oleander and Paint It Black, on Womanskills
ERIN LA ROSA is a writer and performer living in Los Angeles. As the Bureau Chief for
BuzzFeed Los Angeles, she frequently writes about the perils and triumphs of being a redhead.
Before BuzzFeed, Erin worked for the comedy websites Funny or Die and MadAtoms, as well
as E!s Fashion Police, Wetpaint, and Ecorazzi. In the last year alone, Erin has appeared on
CNN, Headline News, Jimmy Kimmel, and The Today Show on behalf of BuzzFeed.
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Fighting God
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An Atheist Manifesto for a Religious World
David Silverman
The president of American Atheists, branded “Mr. Atheist
Pants” by Stephen Colbert, presents an unflinching manifesto
for the nonbeliever.
Fighting God is a firebrand manifesto from one of the most recognizable
faces of atheism. In his book, Silverman—a walking, talking atheist billboard
known for his appearances on Fox News—discusses the effectiveness, ethics
and impact of the in-your-face-atheist who refuses to be silent.
R E LI G I O N / AT H E I S M
A Thomas Dunne Book for St. Martin's Griffin
| 8/8/2017
9781250130716 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 304 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250064844
Ebook ISBN: 9781466871281

M AR K E T I N G

Online Publicity
Marketing Coordination with American
Atheists
Extensive Blog Outreach
Active on Twitter: @mratheistpants (45k
followers)

Silverman argues that religion is more than just wrong: it is malevolent and
does not deserve our respect. It is our duty to be outspoken and do what we
can to bring religion down. Examining the mentality, methods and issues
facing the firebrand atheist, Silverman presents an overwhelming argument
for firebrand atheism and reveals:
- All religion is cafeteria religion and almost all agnostics are atheists.
- American society grants religion a privileged status, despite the intentions
of the Founding Fathers.
- Christian politicians have adversely (and un-Constitutionally) affected our
society with regard to science, health, women’s rights, and gay rights.
- The notion of “atheist Jews” is a lie forced on us by religion.
- It is not “Islamophobia” to observe dangerous teachings and
disproportionate violence in Islam.
- Atheists are slowly but surely winning the battle.
Fighting God is a provocative, unapologetic book that takes religion to task
and will give inspiration to non-believers and serve as the ultimate answer to
apologists.
PR A I SE

“Silverman’s methods are refreshingly honest. He uncompromisingly believes in
equality for everyone and the end of religious privilege in America, and he is not
afraid to fight, using words, to bring about that reality.” —Library Journal
“An evangelical manifesto.... For the author, the ultimate arbiter is human
rationality, which he holds supreme.” —Kirkus
DAVID SILVERMAN is the president of American Atheists and one of the best-known
atheists in America. He has appeared on several T.V. programs for on-air debates, including, the
O'Reilly Factor, Hannity & Colmes, Scarborough Country, and CNN Paula Zahn NOW. He
lives in New Jersey with his wife and child.
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Queen Victoria's
Mysterious Daughter

AU GU S T 2017

A Biography of Princess Louise
Lucinda Hawksley
Intrigue, scandal, and secrets abound in this lush royal
biography penned by the great-great-great granddaughter of
Charles Dickens.

B I O G RA P H Y & AU T O B I O G RA P H Y
/ R OYALT Y
A Thomas Dunne Book for St. Martin's Griffin
| 8/22/2017
9781250130365 | $16.99
Trade Paperback | 400 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Plus two 8-page black-and-white photograph
sections

In Queen Victoria’s Mysterious Daughter, Lucinda Hawksley delves into
artistic and royal secrets to discover the life of Princess Louise, whose true
story has either been lost in history or has been deliberately kept secret. The
sixth child of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert had a difficult childhood and
troubled adolescence, a world away from the usual perception of the life of a
privileged princess. As well as being a prominent member of the Aesthetic art
world, Princess Louise was a passionate campaigner for women’s rights,
health reform, and education for all.

Subrights: UK Rights: Random House UK
Translation Rights: Random House UK

What was so scandalous about this princess that her files in the Royal
Archives and at her husband’s home, Inveraray Castle in Scotland, still need
to be locked away? Can we believe, as many do, that Louise in fact gave birth
secretly to an illegitimate royal child?

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250059321
Ebook ISBN: 9781466863903

Here is our best evidence yet that Queen Victoria’s many secrets have yet to
be fully disclosed.
PR A I SE

M AR K E T I N G

Online Publicity
Goodreads Promotion
Author website: LucindaHawksley.com

“[I]lluminating Hawksley conveys Louise’s story fully and clearly, but just as
importantly, she shows the devastating damage Queen Victoria inflicted on her
extensive family.” —Kirkus
“[A] sympathetic portrait of Queen Victoria’s ‘unconventional’ daughter…
Hawksley shows that Louise was ‘ahead of her time’ in supporting women’s rights
and was 'one of the most intriguing of Victorian women.'” —Publishers Weekly
“Strong in its presentations of its subject’s personality and social circles.”
—Library Journal
LUCINDA HAWKSLEY is a writer and lecturer on art history and nineteenth-century
history. She is the great, great, great granddaughter of Charles and Catherine Dickens and is a
patron of the Charles Dickens Museum in London.
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AU GU S T 2017

Easy Cookie Recipes
The 103 Best Recipes for Chocolate Chip, Holiday, Sugar
Cookies & More
Addie Gundry
In the fourth book in the RecipeLion series, Addie Gundry
serves up tasty, easy cookie recipes for social and holiday
gatherings.

CO O K I N G / CO URS E S & DIS H E S
/ COOKIES
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/8/2017
9781250138804 | $19.99 / $27.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 224 pages
9.1 in H | 7.5 in W
Includes color photographs throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

103 Easy Cookie Recipes is the fourth in a series of RecipeLion cookbooks.
RecipeLion is part of Prime Publishing LLC, a lifestyle multi-platform brand
focused on cooking and crafting content. The Prime group receives over 68
million monthly page views, and over 7.9 million readers subscribe to Prime’s
family of email newsletters.
In the fourth RecipeLion cookbook, Cutthroat Kitchen winner Addie Gundry
whips up 103 easy cookie and bar recipes from classic cookies like peanut
butter and chocolate chip to holiday and spice cookies and even more
adventurous types. In this book Addie adds elegance to no-frills baking with
delicious results.
ADDIE GUNDRY received her masters in culinary arts at Auguste Escoffier in Avignon,
France. She has worked for chefs including Daniel Boulud, Thomas Keller, and Martha Stewart
on management, restaurant openings, brand development, editorial, marketing, and sales. In
2015, she won Cutthroat Kitchen on The Food Network. As the executive producer for
RecipeLion, Addie creates culinary content for multiple web platforms and communities. She
excels at making easy recipes elegant.
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Telling Tales
A Vera Stanhope Mystery
Ann Cleeves
Published for the first time in the U.S., an early book in awardwinning crime novelist Ann Cleeves’s Vera Stanhope series,
brought to life by Brenda Blethyn in the hit TV series Vera.
It has been ten years since Jeanie Long was charged with the murder of
fifteen-year-old Abigail Mantel. Now residents of the East Yorkshire village
of Elvet are disturbed to hear of new evidence proving Jeanie’s innocence.
Abigail’s killer is still at large.
FI C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
DE T ECTIVE / WO M E N SLE U T H S
Minotaur Books | 8/22/2017
9781250122766 | $27.99
Hardcover Reinforced Library Binding | 416 pages
| Carton Qty: 16
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Macmillan UK
Translation Rights: John Hawkins & Associates

For one young woman, Emma Bennett, the revelation brings back haunting
memories of her vibrant best friend—and of that fearful winter’s day when
she had discovered her body lying cold in a ditch.
As Inspector Vera Stanhope makes fresh enquiries on the peninsula and
villagers are hauled back to a time they hoped to forget, tensions begin to
mount. But are people afraid of the killer or of their own guilty pasts?
With each person’s story revisited, the Inspector begins to suspect that some
deadly secrets are threatening to unfurl…

Other Available Formats:
Trade Paperback ISBN: 9781250122773
Audio ISBN: 9781427288417
Audio ISBN: 9781427288431

PR A I SE

M AR K E T I N G

“Cleeves’ taut, atmospheric thriller will keep readers guessing until the last
page...Chilling.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)

National Print and Online Publicity
Extensive Promotion and Partnership
with Acorn TV
Authorless Event Kit
Library Marketing Campaign

“Nothing short of riveting.” —Louise Penny

“Cleeves offers up evocative settings and flawed characters with depth, making her
mysteries wonderfully addictive.” —Library Journal (starred review)
“More Vera, please.” —Booklist (starred review)

AL S O AVA ILABL E
The Crow Trap: A Vera Stanhope Mystery
2/2017 | 9781250122735
Hardcover | $27.99
The Moth Catcher: A Vera Stanhope Mystery
10/2016 | 9781250105424
Hardcover | $25.99
Harbour Street: A Vera Stanhope Mystery
12/2015 | 9781250070661
Hardcover | $25.99

“Intricate and engrossing... offers readers the pleasures of the traditional locked
room/isolated island mystery.” —Washington Post Book World
ANN CLEEVES writes two series of traditional mysteries, both of which have been turned
into hit TV series. The Vera Stanhope books have been made into the hit series Vera starring
Brenda Blethyn. The Shetland novels feature Inspector Jimmy Perez and are being filmed by the
BBC and titled Shetland. Both series are also available in the U.S. through Netflix, PBS, and
the Acorn Channel. Ann Cleeves lives in England.
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